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Quality in ECCD:
Everyone's Concern

Quality is an international buzz word,

not only in early childhood services but

in connection with every kind of product

and service. Yet in its mantra-like repe-

tition, the word is in danger of being

rendered meaningless. It attracts wide-

spread supportfor who could not want

'good quality'unless and until we have

to say what we actually mean, at which

point it becomes far more elusive.
Moss, 1994, pg. 1

uality has become a key concern among those
engaged in FCCD programming There is a
push from researchers and programme planners.
and from practitioners and parents, to define
the factors that constitute a high quality pro-

gramme, to determine what constitutes -success- in a
programme, and to identify those aspects of an inter-
vention that make a difference in the development of
young children. Policymakers and funding agencies
are particularly interested in identifying indicators that
can measure success to use as a basis for making
investment decisions. Parents and practitioners want
to see quality environmental and caregiving supports
for young children, and often have a wide diversity of
ideas about what that means in terms of programming
Addressing the issue of quality from many perspec-
tives, the various stakeholders are all contributing to
the search for a more or less universal definition of
quality early childhood programmingif such a defi-
nition is possible

In this article, we will review the need lor a dehm
tion of quality early childhood interventions and pro.
grammes. We will look at sources cif information
about quality, and discuss how diverse stakeholders
define quality And, through a sample Workshop we
will propose a process for determining hicallv-relevant
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criteria of quality that reflect both indigenous cultural
values and those aspects of child development that
have been more universally validated through cross-
cultural research. Through a series of Examples we also
provide a sampling of diverse efforts, representing dif-
ferent perspectives, which define and specify indica-
tors of quality in early childhood programming.

The Need for a
Definition of Quality
There are a number of stakeholders challenging the early

childhood community to address the issue of quality
servicefrom those directly involved in FCCD pro-
grammes as beneficiaries and implementers. to those
who make decisions related to the availability and
potential impact of such programmes. One of the pri-
mary reasons we are seeking quality is that research
and experience has demonstrated the value of quality
ECCD programmes. The known outcomes of quality
programmes include:

for children and the primary school experience Children in

quality early childhood programmes make a better
adjustment to primary school, they perform better
in school than those children without an ECCD
,xperience. children are more likely to remain in
school and less likely to need to repeat grades than
those children without ECCD experiences.
Children with quality early experiences have bet-
ter self-esteem they have a greater ability to learn
and have greater problem-solving skills and they
view themselves as learners

foi the family Quality programmes can also have an
impact on the family. They can free women from
full-time child care so that they can earn more
and or tend to family enterprises. they free older
siblings so they are able to attend school: and they
increase parental knowledge which enhances their
childrearing skills.
for the omnusiity ECCD programmes can have an
important impact on the community as a whole
and they are sometimes used as an entry point into

the community to achieve other development
goalse.g. the upgiading of water and sanitation
services the introduction of health and social ser-
vices and the empowerment of the community to
engage in other development activities
lot the soc lety Researc h on FCCI pnigrammes

caws that there are bem-lits to a society as a whole
of quality interventions during the early years
This is evidenced in terms of productivity and
chuldien's eventual so al contributions to society
as adults

Thus we know that quality programmes pruritic e
desnable outcomes The challenge is to del me quahtv
and to unsure that the dimensions of quality guide the
pnigramme development process As will become evi-

dent in the article, searching for universal standards of
quality is fraught with difficulties. Nonetheless we
need to engage in the process because:

I We need to know if our investments in ECCD
are worthwhile, and if so we need to be able to tell
others what we mean by a quality programme that is
in line with the investment. Funders (governments,
NCOs, bilateral agencies and foundations) want to
be assured that their funds are supporting quality
efforts. They are particularly interested in the issue of
cost-effectiveness.

a We need to have some criteria that we can use to
define effective models, which can serve as templates
or provide guidelines for others desiring to begin
ECCD programmes. An understanding of quality
within the programme would assist that process.

3 We need to understand what happens to suc-
cessful programmes when they go to scale, that is, when
they are replicated for the purpose of achieving
greater coverage. When small-scale programmes are
judged to be of high quality, there is interest in mak-
ing the programme available to a greater number of
people. One of the concerns in doing that is how to
maintain quality in the process.

We need to know what is required in order to
create an effective large-scale programme. With the
advent of large-scale programmes being undertaken
by governments, generally with substantial donor sup-
port. there are concerns about how to put such pro-
grammes into place in a way that c ill achieve and
maintain quality provision.

5 We need to know how to work with govern-
ments to define their role in ECCD programmes. In
many countries there is a move for greater decentral-
ization ot government More and more the power that
was once held centrally is being dispersed to regions
districts and even municipalities. In this shift a prima-
ry question in relation to ECCD programming is
What is the role of government in support of ECCD7

)ne of the answers consistently given is that the gov-
ernment should provide the standards so that quality
can be maintained. Therefore governments want to
know what the standards should be.

We need to know if we are doing the best that
we can be doing for young children and their families
This is the bottom hne in EC(1) programming

To define quality we seek information wisdom and
advice from a variety of sources We seek it from
researchers we seek it trom professionals and we are
influenced by global initiatives

Contributions
from the Academic
and Research
Community
Academics and researchers greatly influence the dis-
Cliss1011 of quality as they produce information and
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data that provide a baseline in the definition of quali-
ty. This information comes from two main sources.
The first is research that increases our understanding
of how children grow and develop. The second is lon-
gitudinal research, designed to understand the impact
of a range of interventions on that development,
which continues to argue that the outcomes we desire
of early childhood experiences can only be obtained
through quality programmes.

Early experiences al e important in shaping the
way the brain works.

An increased understanding of child
growth and development

Almost daily there are new discoveries about the
importance of the early years in terms of later growth
and development. These would suggest that there are
critical points in children's development where it is
important to ensure that chddten are having the kinds
of experiences that support their growth and develop
ment. For example, the field of molecular biology
brings new understandings of the way the nervous sys-
tem functions and the ways in which the brain devel-
ops and the 1111pa t of the envIumment on that devel
opment The report of the Carnegie Task For«. on
Meeting the Needs of Young Children (Carnegie,
1994) points out five areas where our understanding of
the brain has been expanded

First. the brain development taking place before age

one is more rapid and extensive than previously real-
ized. The months immediately after birth are critical
in terms of brain maturation. During this time the
number of synapsesthe connections that allow
learning to take placeincrease twenty-fold (pg. 7)
Second, the development of the brain is much more
vulnerable to environmental influence than suspected.
Nutrition is the most obvious example, but the quali-
ty of interaction and a child's cumulative experience
(health, nutrition, care and stimulation) during the
first 1 8 months lead to developmental outcomes,
which for children from poor environments may result
in irreversible deficits. (pg. 8) Third, the influence of
the early environment on brain development is long-
lasting. Children's early exposure to good nutrition,
toys and stimulating interaction with others has a pos-
itive impact on children's brain functions at age 15, as
compared to peers who lacked this early input, and
the effects appear to be cumulative. (pg. 8) Fourth, the
environment affects not only the number of brain cells
and the number of connections, but the ways in which
they are 'wired'. The brain uses its experience with the
world to refine the way it functions. Early experiences
are important in shaping the way the brain works. (pg.
8) Fifth, there is evidence of the negative impact of
stress during the early years on brain function.
Children who experience extreme stress in their earli-
est years are at greater risk for developing a variety of
cognitive, behavioral and emotional difficulties. !pg.
91 This research would suggest that there are some
universals in terms of what constitutes a quality expe-
rience for young children, since the development of
the brain is a biological rather than culturally-influ-
enced phenomenon.

This is only a small example of the type of research
being conducted on growth and development, all of
which indicates the importance of the early years in
terms of long-term developmental outcomes. Thus we
are particularly concerned about the quality of chil-
dren's experiences during the early yearsthe type ot
care provided, children's nutritional and health status,
and the gestalt of the environment within which they
live.

With our increasing kno\% ledge about children's
growth and development, there is an increasing desire
to link the quality of programming to developmental
outcomes

The question thus becomes, what is the relationship
between what is 'developmentally beneficial lor the
child and outcomesT' One answer to that question is
provided by longitudinal research.

A longitudinal assessment
of the importance of quality

A second acadenuc push to focus on quality comes
from longitudinal assessments of the impact of I"( I I )
programmes The most notable of these is the
I 411:Scope Petry longitudmal study that has mom
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Programmes of quality must be developmentally beneficial and appropriate for young children.

cored the experience of two groups of children since
they were three year% of age until their early adult-
hood at age 27 One group had a prescl.100. ex pert

ence and the other did not. In the latest publication
on the results of the longitudMal study the authors
c(mclude Quality is essential to the effectiveness id
preschool programmes whether they address the crit-
ical problems of childien and lamdies living in poverty
or the important child care needs of a broader popu-
lation ISchweinhart et al I993 pg. 1 7 ,

Within a paper on quality developed by
Schweinhart I 10051 he outlined the following compo-
nents ()I a quality pnigrainme

The programme offers a validated child develop.
ment curriculum

2 The programme uses a validated clukl des clop
merit assessment strategy

The number of voting cluldren pc! tea( her IS IOW
enough to enable stall to positively influence young
children's development

Staff are trained to know how to positively mllu-
en«. young children's development

; Stall ie«.ive systematic in sei vie e ttammg and
supervisory minim t to positively mlluence young did
drens development

l-anulies are partners with teachers in positively
mlluenc mg voting diddle!) s

7 'the prow amine meets child health and Lundy
needs

hi kample ? re two othei listnigs of elements of
quality piogrammes that have been deiived hom the

ligh Scope study

Eli

CJ

What the research would indicate is that pro-
grammes of quality must be ,ierclopmriflally bcnthual or
threlopmenlany appropuate for young children. The ques-
tion is what does that mean in terms of programmMg7
To begin to answer that question it iN important to try
to du ferentiate what might be universal in terms ol
children's development and what constitutes the c
tural overlay Woodhcad ; (Mo in an attempt to
del me what might be universal in terms of children s
needs distinguishes between basic oi minalluoital needs
and sociallyconcbus It .1 needs I-le would include as basic

the needs for physical survival psychological health
and duise needs identifiable m the duri or (panic ot the
child. ,pg 5o1 He also posits that it should be possi-
ble to have the basic needs agreed upon univei sally.
"Fhe SOCially consulKled IleedS on the other hand arc
associated with social adaptation achieving goal% and
acquiring desired skills and values These are culturally
relative and are viewed as being in the hz,IIIIIC/01, of thr
shildirn and mae have nothing to do with the child.%

I.rom our understanding ol what the resealeh liter
mule pioyides and In terms of programming experi
ence over the past 25 years we suggest that thew are
some universals that begin to del inc quality expel !-
cores for young chddren In addition to physical sale-
tv health and plopci null mon eltildi en s psyc liii
soc needs must be addiessed in a quahty pro-
granune Psycho sot i.il needs include the need lor
s'" wily and prober lion iron) phy'ocal danger for
intchle Hon with a caring adult love and allectum
Chddien have a need to ex plot e and dis«)ver and
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they need to experience success. These needs are
derived (mm what we know about how children
acquire a sense of self and how they learn. tl)onohue-
Colletta. 1992) As noted by Myers (1996). "some-
thing that responds to these markers should be in all
programmes. Any programme that does not try to
respond to these needs will not be a quality pro-
gramme.'" pg 3) He goes on to state, -at the same
time, once defined. there are numerous ways to
respond to these, determined by cukure and context.-
(pg. 3-4) What will differ from culture to culture is
the type of experiences that are provided lor children
in response to these needs.

We address the cultural relativity ot quality later in
the article. At this point we simply want to posit that
there are some markers that are universal that should be
included in any discussion of quality and that
researchers, or what research has contributed to our
understanding of children's growth and development
need to be a part of setting standards in any particular
childcare environment.

Haying noted that the rocar,hcr is important in a
definition of quality, it is also important not to see
research as sacrosanct. Research results need to be put
into perspective In relation to a definition of quality.
Penn 19911 states. 'arguments are rarely resolved by
research since the research paradigm does not usually
allow for the political, historical or economical con-
text. Research is o!ten highly specif ic and decontextu-
alized. and located within a particular theoretical
framework: daily practice is inevitably more complex
(pg. it):

Thus research is only of value it the research para-
digm includes or addresses the context within which
the research is being undertaken. Further research
should state the premises from which it is carried out
and make explicit the values imbedded in the research
If a programme accepts the same values that a partic-
ular research tradition embodies, then the results of
that research will be relevant to the programme even
if it is not specif ically linked to the programme. For
example if one of the cultural goals is for children
who are independent. and a body of research suggests
that independence is best achieved by giving children
cx penences to explore on their own, ask questions
etc. then it is possible to adapt the strategics identi-
fied by research to the goals in that context

Contributions from
Practitioners
Professionals and
Non-professionals
Professionals. In addition to ipscan wi s seeking a
definition of quality anumg professionals involved
in r c( I) activities thei about specify

mg quality practice I kW the piessurc for quality
may reflect the effects (MU: or twice removed ol

research as it is translated into particular kinds of
training and standards and action. It also reflects a
trend toward prof essionalization of the field of
ECCD. With a call for greater professional expertise
comes a push for certain standards

ECCD professionals are often seeking ways to eval-
uate their work in order to better understand the
impact of current programming and also to determine
ways to enhance their programmes. There is increas-
ing recognition of the importance of monitoring chil-
dren's progress in order to provide appropriate expe-
riences for them. Within well-established pro-
grammes. whether it be Montessori or High'Scope,
child evaluation is a key component. Therefore the
need for instruments to evaluate children (and pro-
grammes) is pushing the creation of instruments
which will help define quality.

While some would argue that the comparatively
recent growth of interest in measuring quality in early
childhood services has not been matched by a compa-
rable growth in tools available tor this purpose
) Brophy and Statham 1994 pg. 651 over the years
ECCD professionals have been involved in the cre-
ation ol a number of practical tools that can be used to
evaluate children and facilities. There are a variety of
well-known instruments that are often given as points
of reference in the measurement of quality some of
which have been used in a variety of cultural settings.
Two examples include the Early Childhood
Environment Rating Scale 1ECERS I developed by
Thelma Harms and Richard Clif lord 19801 and
Developmental Appropriate Practice [DAP
approach articulated by the National Association for
the Education of Young Children NAENC I. the
largest ECCD professional organization in the LISA.

The ECERS has been described by the authors as
offering .a relatively short and efficient means of look-
ing seriously at the quality ol the leads' veais envi-
ronment and as covering the basic aspects of all early
childhood facilities ias cited by Brophy and Statham
I 994, pg. 65) The ECERS is intended to provide a
picture of the environment within which an early
childhood programme operates This includes. the
layout ol space: the types of materials and experiences
that are available to support 1 ine and gross motor
development language development sell.help skills
and micial development; the organization of the day,
the types of interactums that occur between adults
and children: and what is provided for the adults in
the setting The ECERS contains seven main topic
areas, organized into 37 individual scales, each of
which (an be meastned on a seven-point lat mg scale
with I being inadequate and 7 being excellent Each
scale offers a dem_ripti(in ol appnipnate obseivatums
at points I. 3 5 and 7 I See I xample 5 for more
detail I SC 01 f.'s are made after 2-3 hour observation
periods supported by information piovided by staff

While the R FRS has been widely used in the
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United States, ..ts applicability in other contexts
even other W-stern countrieshas been questioned.
Brophy and Statham 1994) attempted to use the
ECERS in an assessment of playgroups in the UK.
They found the scale value-laden and inappropriate to
some of the settings within which they were working.
However, there was some value from having used the
instrument. They noted,

Using the ECERS...established the beginning of a theoretical

and practical discussion about the relationship hetuTen on the

one hand the (somewhat nebulous) notion of quality, and its

containment within the discourse of 'experts' and on the other,

diverse Lbihi care services and the commfinities they serve in

contemporary multi-cultural societies. (Brophy and
Statham. 1994, pg. 72)

Thus it became a useful starting point in a dialogue

about what constitutes quality for the population being
served and how that interfaces with what experts view
as quality care. This is an important point in relation
to the thesis we would like to propose in this article.
which is that quality is defined II...)rough a process which

mchides a dialogue among the stakeholders involved in ECID

programming.

DAP is the other instrunlent widely used in the
USA, since it has been promoted by NAEYC. DAP is
based on the assumption that there are elements of
children's development that are universal, and that
these can be used as a way of judging whether or not
a programme is meeting the child's need. iliredekamp
19871 It supports a child-centred play-based
approach to early education, with a strong emphasis
on individuality Used cross-culturally i c outside of
the USA, and even within the country) the DAP
approach has been found lacking because of its inabil-
ity to take into consideration cultural dif erences. As
summarized by \X/oodhead / "even within the
USA. Developmentally Appropriate Practice has been
sharply challenged. It is insensitive to di): cultural
diversity in children's family experiences and parent-
ing practices and it risks resurrecting discredited
judgement about deprived environments and the need
for compensation (pg

Any tool that is being developed to nv:asure quali-
ty must be linked to the goals and actual service being
provided This can only happen d there Is congruence
between the values and beliefs which underpin the
service and those that serve as the basis for the devel-

..leasurement of quality 'To achieve this.
;.: must state c leaf lv its own valtle`

14}yrO. ¶4.,e1Z(, and covers the obiec-
t..A. Brophy and

# /

.! to assess

"rt. A ,,,4.0",4.1.tv5.

It';A 4 eijkwo witelioky (LK,.
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only important to highlight thc fact that there is
increasing acknowledgment of the subjectivity of even

the most objective instruments.
So-called "non-professionals". One of the
issues within the field of ECCD is the fact that expe-

rience is often not seen as a valid source of knowledge
about what constitutes quality in relation to pro-
grammes for young children. The ideas and contri-
butions of those who have years of experience work-
ing with young children can add much to our under-
standing of what constitutes quality care. Yet the
contributions of so-called non-professionals fre-
quently get lost in a more academic research-based
search for quality. However, there are many exciting
and viable practices, interesting services, and grass-
roots successes that can help to shape our ideas
about quality. Local innovations and perceived suc-
cesses have begun to inform regional and national
practice. hut funds are rarely available to carry out
the kinds of longitudinal research and validation
required to identify the elements of popular pro-
grammes that constitute "quality". These pro-
grammes need to he examined more closely, and if
they are used as models funds need to be made
available to evaluate them in more long-term, sys-
tematic ways.

Contributions from
the International
Initiatives
There is increasing interest in creating umnosal quai.ty
criteria, in line with other universals. Within recent
years there have been a number of international move-
ments that are pushing lor universal standards in rela-
tion to a variety of dimensions 01 childhood. There is
the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CACI
which defines children's basic rights. These rights
have been agreed upon by the maiority ot the worlds
countries. This has set an international standard by
which governments can be judged in terms ol their
support for children. Another international standard is
the Education for All fEl'Al initiative, which in the
original conference in Pm() established die goal of
education for all At a follow-up meeting in 1993 in
New Delhi the theme was ( uility Education for All
Thus not only is everyone to be assured an education
but it mllst be of quality While the CRC is quite spe-
cilic in delinmg children% i ights tluise involved in the
ITA effort have not beell so definitive in identifying
what a quality' education entails

There are those who argue that there are some um-
\ ei sal lights that must be a pal t of a quality pw
gramme. They posit that there is a ommon set of
core values that should be used as the basis for def in.
ing quality ln pal oudar equality is a key loseph et
z' 1994 state.

ffv. L or/ mill mill Palm, is (quality

9
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re would dame minimally a+ follow, All ibildrui iiiit be
treated equally a+ they ittoiv ititknnj po+itive account of ally

mi that impede lbw ploato.,. ad .19. ladol, that di,.
,rommite aaawst thon mot be pg '131

They base this statement on the argument that
equality is a fundamental human right and that the
concept of human rights should lie at the heart of any
definition of quality. They argue further that the
Convention on the Rights of the Child lor example.
can be used to -define a universal parameter of good
practice- pg. 941 The Day Can nhl Educational l'iovmon
foi Iound Children 1991 document issued by the
Department of Health in the LI.K also links children s
rights and quality programmes. They assert that qual
ity programmes begin soth the rights of the child
They state:

halY a IltIbt to ail rumrommuf which facilitate. then

,hrelopment ('hiliben have the nitht to In Lined for a+ Nit of

a communit)' which Pablo the raetal.

lmaw:tte khntay of the ebild :ins( of hicutily

t/ fundamental a+put of then development ( )ther example+

of iiithis uk hide fuedom from di:LIM:14111011,11kb i 1at.11/I

sexism and nithts to cultnial para 6.28 as (twit-
ed in Brophy and Statham I')94. pg. ol
Thus there is an attempt to detine the univei sal

components ot quality The problem is that even
basic human rights do not provide a solid footing in
the definition (if elements ol a quality programme Is
Woodhcad I ii points out,

5i(Itellk. Ilk of (1'11,11(11'.: 1141* and !lad, NoVidt iinf.oi tart

matko: lot any ,h lute about quality in (ad). ,bildboo3 pro
immune.; Hut they are not imploblmatio lixid Tho

hal`C to be intu Odd at the level of pi acticc ds

theoiy -rho, hart to h Intel pietol in political «Onomic

+ociai iehdions and cultuiai LonliNI Al IN sank tom Ai
hart to he into PichAl iii histolical contixt, within individual

communities a. well lononal and ;6111014111ml pg 58.
Not only is it in the application of the principles to

a situation tilat It is possible to see the sublectiVitV of
principles it is also demonstiated lw the fact Liat
princ.iples change over time The international can-
ept about children', needs and lights mav be amend

ed (ir unproved as new knowledge accumulates glob
al circumstances altel and social values change
\Voodhead 1990 pg 58. This diies not mean that
vioodhead would thims. out nationally agwed.

upon principles of chddiens lights They serve a pin
pose III agmatic allv they define the mite] boundai les
of any debate about pathways to quality "I hes. ,IIC
esSelltlal «/IlstIttlellts Ill the poicess of negotiating
quality. in ways which ale iclative but not ailutialy
pg

Standards What Is
their Relationship to
Quality?
When people begin to search for a way to describe or
pmmote quality progiamnung they frequently turn to
the identification ol basic clandaid+. For example Man
ef fort to ensure a basic level of quality in all licensed
programmes. a government ministry will identity spe
cif R- standards of preschool practice that must be met
The ministty will then commonly dictate the space.
teacher-child ratios, and scheduling standards it feels
are either minimally necessary or paramount The
thinking is that if ,toudahls of quality can be estab-
lished in all programmes then children% needs will
ef fectively he met. Hoss ever there are `level al cliff k id-
tics Y.'ith trying to promote quality in F.CCD pro-
grommes through the establishment of standards.

Standards Are Too
Often Based on
Western Contexts
AS Woodhead 1996, notes Identifying basic stan-
dards is too often a euphemism for adopting the qual-
ity indicators that preoccupy programme managers in
materially al fluent. industrialized urban societies
notable building standards, staff qualifications and

ratios and material resources ;..1-hese indicators origi-
nate front cm_tunstances of ccomumc affluence pio-
fessionalized employment patterns combmed with
materialistic and technological values pg 48

Thus the l:( cD standards that governments in
developing countries are being shown have been
derived mill economic and historical contests quite
unlike those found in most Malorav \,1'orld countries
In sti tying to he modern some governments have
taken on these standards and pr()grammes are asked
to comply with them In order to be recognized Tb .
example ol Nigeria was described in Issue No 17 of
the ( ooidinatoi. Notebook and it is summarized heic Iii
1987 the I edeial Ministry of Litication in Nigel ia
published (amblairs Pu imary Educiition These \vele
the standards of provision that had to be met to
achieve recognition lw the government Th, regime-
ments ni WIThs of lac doles encompassed such things
as spaclOtIS WelryCludated i.00ms with ample suirage
facilities and access to running waft: ( oven these co-
tel la the great mammy ()I early e huldhood pm-
glammes «itild not be regIstered This meant that the
sei vie es went undo ground

. they opciated without
sopcivision oi the linkages to ()thei lesoun es that

«mid have been movided if they were legitimate pi()
giammes In the Nigerian case through wink so ith
LINK VI the standaids \vele les ised to moic accu
lately iellect the realities of child c aic scoings in ,:tat
country This allowed plogionlmes to he lei ogni:cd
and stinpord4
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The adoption of Western standards is not unique to
Nigeria. It is a worldwide phenomenon Woodhead
(1996) summarizes the situation when he states, -1\ lost

of the worlds children are attending programmes that
fail to fulfill the basic standards that would be expect-
ed by programme planners...if their perceptions of
basic standards were to be universally applied the log-
ical outcome would be to condemn the experience of
the majority of the world's children (pg. 46-47)
Thus thc ddoption of Western standards is inappro-
priate and does not serve the purposes of establishing
or maintaining a quality programme.

Standards as
Static Measures of
Quality
When you tiy to legislate and define quality by speci-
fying standards, another difficulty emerges. An exam-
ination of the standards commonly adopted by gov-
ernments reveals that the majority of the items includ-
ed in these standards have to do with what can be
called the static dimensions of ECCI) programmes. the
physical facilities, the amount of space. the placement
ot toilets, the access to water, the kind of furniture in
the room the ratio of teachers to children etc These
could be classified as the inputs into the programme
And while at some point in time these inputs were
derived from research demonstrating the relationship
between these inputs and desired outcomes for chil-
dren in the LISA and Europe.. they have lost much of
their meaning in their transplantation to other cul-
tures. In the specification of standards there is seldom
any mention of how they were derived and how they
relate to outco ,ies So the focus ot the quality discus-
sion becomes increasingly limited to what is being
provided physically and structurally. As noted by
Larner and Phillips 1004

Who plofosionals ciscfss blid Lair gildfily, ay:" ao,a i typ-

Rally tO the fcaluits of shad lair settwas that arc

assosiated with positivc experiences and outcomes for children

Thor concepts of quality ale,irsiani,1 to he concrete obro tire

quantiflahlc, so hry iii be airos, t ridt
hotar of proommirs Tlial [Worst Icadc profosionals lo loots

on stui tura/ features of slid tdli litoarg11111110,

iiuid who Itocip quahflialions that au)

ofloi assoi wird with ',tic, txputokts /or children

pg 46,

There IS little or no discussion ot what happens in
the setting relating to the piouss of education Yet the
work that has been done tii assess the long teim
impact of [cc ptogrammes deal lv points out that
the kmds tif f,ynantic experiences the child has III the
setting with matei ials thiough activities, and
through interac lions with adults- are far more impoi
tam in determining child outcomes than the static mdi
(Atm% But since the static dimensions ,ne camel to
measure and assess they generally becrime i he local

point. As Penn 1004 I notes .. any regulatory model
based solely on minimum standards rather than on
principles and process has the effect that many
providers, particularly in the private sector, equate
meeting such standards with quality provision.
Providers can claim that because they have met the
regulatory requirements, they are of fering a quality so-
me.- (1094, pg. 261

The results ot this are visible when one \ isits early
childhood programmes in all parts of the world The
focus on the 'static' is reflected in the kinds of things
that supervisors look for when they visit teachersls
the equipment in good repair Are the materials all
there:' Are all the forms tilled out correctly7 etc Time
is not allocated to observing the teacher interacting
with the children nor to observing the children them-
selves since these dimensions of a progiamme are lot
perceived as being importantthey aren't among the
standards. A singular focus on static 'standards can
actually get in the way of quality programming.

Standards as
Control
When governments see themselves as responsible tor
setting the standardsin both centralized and decen-
tralized governmentsthey are hoping to be ablc. to
exercise some contr(tl over the kinds of FCC!) expe-
riences that children have. There is a generalized
belief that the more details that can be specified, the
greater the control over the quality of the programme
It is in this attempt to assure quality that in Cuandong
Province in China, the national curriculum for nurs-
eries runs to 18 volumes as a way of standardizing
provision! Penn 1004 pg I 7) ( )ne might well TU2,,
tion whether such detailed standards facilitate or dis-
courage the implementation of quahty services 1 or
children.

Standards as a
Reflection of
Economic
Differences
( )ne further difficulty in developing standards that are
culturally appnrpriate for a particular community. is to
determine which standards of care resources and
facilities within that community land country, to use.
-lhe issue IS sturimanzed well lw Paul 11905

The standar,/ for 101 thr /WM sums to bi sit ill ilIlil
dant t With lin- taildard linaa of dic pool This is iffitsloi
m ail physical ap:;71abh lot tht Iic fill dale, Pt0.

'lit? tht quality and quaialty of «fuipmull th 01,1.101 IN

quality 0/ the (It irOi /a and all quality oi hit Piodhonnir

Tlie question is shoilidlbc ouch( ono a staiand that .

lii ciqua an In Is At IlsI0110 III his holm.

old ( if( dom

'tic wahri fol li 1)thhol utht,; lilt child, honw,,,,,

not allord lbc hid lo boll thr !pato cupplud



ty to make it germ free, .. Should the duldren be b :flied to use

the creche toilet when the 500 families in the community per-

haps have three public toilets for men and 3 for women?... Can

quality of the creche service be iudged without 'ice to the

quality of life of the communio .The challenge f is I to make

the creche programme a part of an integrated ,ind holistic devel-

opment of the cointnitnity C pg. 31

The danger is that if standards are based on local
conditions and local economy, then countries will end
up with standards that are widely divergent from place
to place within the country. If standards are set from a
centralized source within the nation, it often leads to
differentiation between 'first class' ECCD programmes
and 'second class efforts. In either case, the setting of
standards does not fully address the question of how
to provide quality services to young children.

How Do We Address
the Issue of Quality?

Judgments have to be made, criteria have to be applied. stan-

dards have to be agreed Tbe point is that while there are multi-

ple perspo_ tines. this does not mean that quality itself is arbi-

trary. Identifynut the criteria for quality in early childhood is

not lust a matter of whim or personal taste Judgments of qual-

ity are the expression of complex systems of belief. knowledge

and pa es. which relate to particular cultural. familial and

institutional contexts and aspirations for childhood
appraisal of context and perspectives within a particular

setting is an all important part of the process of identifying

qualityto counterbalance the tendency to Infpose so called

'universal' standards tWoodhead. 1996, pg. 45)

As we mentioned on pages 2-3, ample research
exists to demonstrate there is a baseline of universal
needs that children have cshich must be addressed in
any quality service for children. These include the
need lor safety. health supports. good nutrition posi-
tive interactions with reliable adults, the opportunity
to explore and exercise their bodies and minds and
love and affection In addition research suggests that
a child's needs are synergisticthat the physical
intellectual social and emotional experiences all inter-
act to support (or fail tel support ) healthy child devel-
opment. Thus a quality environment for children is
one that supports the child's whole development
However what it means to support the child's whole
development is embedded within the culture, within
the specific historical and economic context within
the goals and values of the people designmg and pro-
viding the child's care `4:Vc -lave found based on long
experience, that the pukes, of defining quality when it
includes all the stakeholders in a child s life, should in
fact be the 1 irst step in assuring that quality services
will exist Thus in the billowing pages, we will discuss
hiAv diverse ctakeholdcrs may apprciach the qiiestion
of defining quality and what those definitions might
mean m terms ol practice, actual services provided to

children, and outcomes for children's development.
How do we address the issue of quality7 For us the

process includes the following:
Articulate values;

2 Examine the children's culturesquality is
embedded in cultures;

t. Include all stakeholders in an active process;
.1. Ground the discussion of quality in programme

goals;

5. 'Treat quality definition as an ongoing process.

Articulate Values
The primary difficulty in defining universal standards
of quality is that quality is relative, based on the val-
ues, beliefs and knowledge of those who are attempt-
ing to define quality. As Pence & Moss (1994) note,
"quality in early childhood services is a constructed
concept, subjective in nature and based on values.
beliefs and interest rather than an objective and uni-
versal reality." (pg. 172) This is true even when we
allow experts to define quality, since among them there
are disagreements as to a definition of quality. This
fact was illustrated in an anecdote taken from the
author's travel notes:

bi a recent visit to a series of early childhood centres In the

Philippines I was at:coin/WHIM hy professionals from the

Department of Welfare and Social Development (DSWD:i. I

was shown u variety of programmes. nicludnig those under the

DSII'D and those where the teacher had bet ii trained by a

local NGO Iii the 1)5WD centres children were seated in neat

rows at tables, facilfg the front where the teacher was gwp fg a

lesson The shelves were full of coloiful puzzles games and

toys, all safely stond behind clear plastic. tacked down to pro-

tic t the slid i'e fm om dust The plastic also protect.d the shelves

from hong accessed ky other the teacheis or the c harm When

We entend the room all the children stood mnd greeted us The

teacher thoi pulled then attention back to her and the lesson

tontinued Tins dis100111 was shoWn lo me as a model of a

quality' progi,1/11111('

In a centre close by we walked into a 'omit that uxis.farrly

chaotic in appearance, children woe ivot king in small groups

with fiat b(T-Iliadf materials and the noise-1(1%411'as Nall Thr

Ica( bet IPaC bard to find sun(' die was on the .floor working

Wahl a thou!) of childien The charm paid hale attention to

ow enhance They glanced up and then «mtiniwd then work

The professionals ilccompanying inc behend this classroom to

br of rims!, lowet quality than the fit <t het an,e of the la,k of

llac be/ Lolltiol the clac,woin's .11%a/301010C and ak shildien s

white n t lack of topic t their I. from my pi 0-

oinaiiin point. Inas chaimnid by the teacher's joint_

natnia control and the lack of cinldren c Inl'011'enlent iii the foci

aml dthalited by wh.it i aw al the Lino cl.w000m

Oki( Ilk it at in'tly fnaaaid iii ak /Una (.1 ()Los

199(i

Thus, even 'mon). professionals there is hound to
be very dilletent sets of expectations in terms of what
cmicjitutcs a quality pflugramme wycli dIffelent vol
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What do we want children to be when they grow up?

ues and beliefs Now take the question of quality to a
broader audience--parents practitioners policy-mak-
ers lundersand the value bases for defining quality
become even more diverse

While quality is relause to one s position in time
and space Woodhead makes the point that quality is
no, arbitrary I 1996 pg 8 1 That is an extremely
important pinnt If all we could say about quality was
that it was based on beliefs and values and therefore it
was !dative to the situation then we might iust as well
end the discussion because nothing more could be
said to help us reach an understanding of quality. But
given the fact that quality is not 'arbitraiy means that
there is something behind peoples definition of quali-
ty it is based on dimensums which ale possible to
explore and take into consideration when addressing
the issue V'hat are these dimensions that keep quality
frimi being arbitrary-

As already noted a defuution of quality is based on
values and beliefs .1-hose can bc articulated. We don't
make oui values and beliefs e ',licit very iiften but we

snnply to know the kinds of assumptions we

bring to a situation A task vou could do right now is
u, lake out a pencil and paper and answei the I ollow-
mg questnins

Ail I. 'dui ,1,11dmi to b( when Ow aloft'

What ralut, do I u,ant tbun to li,wo

What do I Irani thou to he ahh to do'

.r

I believe that ot order to ailnere these things Lb:MI(111w./ .

I heitere that young ihildren lemn hi's( when

htbere that the role of adults in that proLos ic to

Therefore for mc a alialay Jn (9rannuc

Undertaking such an exercise will help you begin to
get a sense of the values lens that you use when view-
ing an early childhood programme

Examine the
Children's Cultures:
Quality Is
Embedded in
Cultures
Values and beliefs about quality can bc personal.
familial, communal and cultural. They can derive from
experience education, family or religious training, as
well as front one's world view and practical considera-
tions or limitations Thus when we say that quality is
embedded in cultures, and when we seek to discuss
quality within a 'cultural paradigm', it is important to
realize that there is more than one cultme that needs
to be taken into cimsideraticm There arc at least hair
kinds of culture that have an impac t on the proysss
There arc the local and lanulv uhtues withm which
the child is living. There is the culture of early child-
hood programmes as they exist in the world today.
*Fhere is the emei ging global culture And there Is the
cultureisl of the future [mit of these has a 'claim'

1 O.
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We believe in beginning with the child's own culture and building on it.

within the process of defining quality services for
young childi-en.

The child's culture of origin
We believe in beginnmg with the child s own cul

ture and building on it Programmes tend to be mole
fully accepted by parents and children it they are Ii 1.1"a.

Iv go tunded in local chddrearing beliefs and practices
oohlinators No trbook ISM.le I () In many cases this

means building on two cultures. when for example a
child might bel(mg t() a religious or ethnic minority
within a community that has another set of dominant
practices Ior the past live years there has been quite
a bit ol emphasis on building 1:(CI) programmes
within a cultural context budding on the suengths of
families. and putting greater emphasis on the role of
parents This has led to the creation of several inter-
esting FC(I) piogrammes and models For example
theie is a home-based parent education prograinme m
Sri Lanka that begins with the day to day tasks of
adults and children using these experiences to illus.
trate to parents what c h.ldren lea] 0 through daily
activities as well as helping parents sec the nun(irtance
of their role m the process See Programme Profiles
pg. 12. Another example of a programme created to
meet local needs and suppoit lot al values is the rotat
mg child care programme in Nepal in which women
take turns taming fin the childien and the col egtx
tasks ate then shared by the whet women In this lat
tel case it was impoitant to the women that they not
be asked to 'turn ovei their responsibility fin their
children to stranger% liy sharing the task. they weie
able to honor then- sense of duty but enable them
selves to work outside the hoine as well Both of these

programmes were able to of ter quality services that
reflected the local cultural values

However building on the local culture should not
be seen as the panacea in early childhood program-
ming. It is not always an easy task to address quality
issues through a cultural paradigm As stated by
Gertsch I 90i The cultural paradigm strikes me as
a double-edged swiird potentially able to reveal some
new insights but equally able LO obSLItre issues or lead
in problematic directions pg 3.tilie then goes on to
disclM what some of the problematic directions might
be She states:

WU( ,011al it to,11 Ilk Iiidind only thildhood NO -

manilla., niakr dams to bona sulturally appropliaty multiuii

is also somitlmw that .bould F lookrd it t taltally 11'1 May

Olitoldr inith (11 to dtoll' tmj, With a "q01,t 1Olth

timltinil ht,toty aid ytt trlial ni thc batons IN would
Lhoo,t. 10 (dill' to Nilo (quo fol shanik'
t,yina it) promolc tuttural i rirrallt N Hyold
atiolhon lo iddr, that sonmst a Luilloi to otho

pronil did balm lpg

In the development ol culturally-based programmes
there is a weighing of values a %haling ()I alternatives.
We would suggest that the starting point mav be to
begin s ith the chddien s culture, s. of origin. but it
may lie necessars. to build limn there taking into
:tumult national global and developmental realities
which may not be icflectud ill oaditional local prac
Luc Nlyers P(() suggests that in this changing and
multi faceted world a goal would be to piovide chil
(hen with took in their own culture and to take
them on to die new and tmknown
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The culture of early childhood
programming

One of the sources of 'new and unknown experi-
ence comes from the culture of E.C.( I) pnigramnung
itself. As diverse efforts and experiments have been
carried out around the planet practitioner% and
ECCD specialists have identified certain practices and
values which can also contribute to the creation of
quality services for young children. There are some
models of child care and education which have been
validated by longitudinal research, there are others
that offer insights into the relationship between inputs
and outcomes. This 'culture. of ECCI) means that a
country region or local community setting out. to cre-
ate a high quality programme for its children does not
necessarily need to start front scratch.

There are several principles of programming wis-
dom which a review of diverse EC.C.I) et forts will
yield:

that programmes need to be based on goals.
that goals need to be linked to practices and orga-
nizational strategies;
that practices should reflect what is known about
children's development and should be sensitive to
the realities in the children% lives:
that staff or caregrvers need to understand the
goals. practices and children's development in
order to provide consistent responsive care,
that the care providers need support from the
community around them if they are to be able to
respond to children s needs

These prmciples, however, need to be interpreted
and defined in terms of the local culture and condi-
tions What happens all too often. is that rather than
drawing print iplcs and lessom Irdrned from the culture of
ECCD people seeking to define quality in terms of
accumulated wisdom get overly f ocussed on the
details and forms of successful ventures in other
places This is most evident in the tendency to think
that preschool is the 'best or 'primary' model for early
childhood programming. This prejudice in favor cil
die preschool. with its often expensive equipment and
acilities. can deflect developing (and developed;

countries from addressing the question of quality care
provision for all their children If a government can-
not even afford to provrde primary education for all its
children, the thinking goes then how is it to be able
to add preschoohnw

The culture of NC(:I ) offers many alternative mod
els and experiences about how to provide quality care
for yoting children that include lessons learned in cen-
tre based progr,onmes but are not limited to a t entre
based approach. Vet this preschool model still pre-
dominates in all parts of the world.

The key is for programme planners to understand
both the benefits and the shortcomings ()I the antrr.
iwsed oes(bool model They may need help in seeing

the alternative modelswhether they be conmlumty-
based and financed programnies. family day care. full-
day child care parent educationas equally valid
options Parents too tend to believe that preschools
are biaber quality programme% than other models
LliMirtunately it is generally the 'static' dimensions
that have an appeal. the physical structure and the
materials that arc; most evident to an observer In
building on the culture oi FCC!) it is important to
articulate and take into account the greater impor.
tance of the 'dynamic dimensionsthe quality of
interactions, the understanding of how children learn.
the ways that scheduling. tasks, and materials can be
used to support children's developmentthat can be
of fered in a wide variet" of settings

The global culture
cormuunities and ethnic groups no longer operate

in isolated cocoons. They are influenced and pro-
foundly af fected by the cultures that surround them.
They are subrect to the ec:momic realities of the
country and region: they are exposed to the stresses
and gif ts of the 'modern' technologically-based cul-
ture They arc affected by movements of people and
resources that of ten require new skills of them and
new childrearing techniques as well. Thus the defini-
tion of quality programming includes an element of
helping children to respond to adapt to prepare for.
and take their place in a larger global culture.

An example of this influence of the larger culture
on the definition of quality programming for young
children arose in Kenya where young Muslim chil-
dren on the coast were found to be increasingly mar-
ginalized economically and socially Their religious
trainmg and the local school structures were m con-
:IRA From the age of 3. the young Muslim children
began their religious training in the Koran; By the
time their Koranic training was completed, they were
too old to enter the secular schools. which had Ii
ed places and reserved these places for 5-6 year-olds
This meant that Nluslim children were systematically
growing up 'illiterate' in secular terms Clearly, the val-
ues about what constituted quality education for these
young Muslims were Impacted by the global culture as
well as their local culture-orongin

In recent years. global initiatives such as the
Convention on die Rights of the Child and the
Education for All initiative have spelled out certain
expectations the global community holds for all chil-
dren In addition some countries have artrculated
Early Childhood Policies and Basic Educatron goals
for therm children Where these exist programmers
need to take them into account. in order to under
stand die cpptotunrucs constraints and oblrgations
thev Impose

( )ne key influence on cads' chrldhood program-
ming land the definitions about what constitutes goal
itv cadv care; is die formal primary school That is the



immediate future for most children who are served by
early childhood programmes. For many decision-mak-
ers and caregivers, an indication of the quality of the
ECCD programme is how well children do in the pri-
mary schoolschool readiness becomes the key mea-
sure of quality The importance of this should not be
negated. While many of us working in FICCI) caution
that shaping early experiences to the formal school
expectations is not the optimum way to foster chil-
dren's ability to learn self-esteem, feelings of compe-
tence etc.. the bottom line for many is that children
need to get into school, do well there and stay in
school hopefully through the primary years. Thus an
ECCD programme's ability to prepare children tor
school is generally included in any assessment of its
quality.

The culture(s) of the future
One thing we know that children of the future will

need is the ability to respond to new demands The
world of today is not the world of ten years ago and
even less so the world of fifty years ago. With the
rapid pace of change it is hard to imagine the chal-
lenges to be laced by the children of today as they
become adults. The changes in technology, media and
transportation bring the cultures of the world face to
face with one another in ways not previously possible.
This has brought better health to some parts of the
world, it has led to the breakdown of traditional cul-
tures in other parts ot the world. What we want for
children in the future will determine our goals for
EICCD programmes These. in turn. will play a part in
the way we define quality programmes today

Include All
Stakeholders in an
Active Process
Who are the stakeholders7 Who arc the potential ben-
ef iciaries and or supporters of early childhood pro.
grammes7 These include the child. the parent the
caregiver teacher provider the organization that IN
Implemcnting the programme including 'experts
those who are funding the efforts, and governments
bureaucrats and politicians'. Each of these individu-

als and groups has a view on what an early childhood
programme should provide and thus they have ideas
about what constitutes a quality piogramme.

In discussing quality these various stakeholders
need to be a part of the process But It is not enough
to say that they should be pai t of the process. It needs
to be clear what the nature of their participation %%All
be taking into account personal and positional powei
relationships The underlying value should lw the pi,
motion of mutual respect

it is important to recognize the extent (if eac h per
sons involvement When people are asked to partici
pate are they included in the et fort in lull partnership
with all the others or are they expec ted to simply

-

rubber-stamp the work of others:' It is best if expecta-
tions are clear from the beginning so that people can
evaluate their potential role in the process

What follows is a discussion of the possible per-
spectives on quality that would be ht ou,lbt to the Lthlr if
one were to take into account the point of view of var-
ious stakeholders:

The child
)ne group of stakeholders in [CO) services is the

children themselves Taking into consideration the
s point of view is what Katz I(/93. refers to as

the bow ml-up perspective on quality She argues that
the children, experience of a piogranime is a determi-
nant oi the programmes effects Given this we need
to know what it feels like to be a child in a given envi-
ionment Those lotiktog at the poigramme should try
to answer some of the following questions from the

t (;
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What is the child's experience within a given environment?

(.hild s point ol view-

I)o I trawl!), ircl tyckonic,i railici than ,,iptintd,

1)o I feel like I belond oi iii I lust out ol (roit,,l Dot, ikt
kat hi, know ni), name

1)0 I /eel l I i1111,.11s.00. t 'Mott

thall st.01,11,1 01 Marl tiff ir.)' lb( iIuilc

/111I lonally au! pied than 1.olitiol RIR iht

IIItliOnlY of MY i't(s.n

AM addloqii U.4,15111116 iillhO

sic WHICOIIC 114)0

)() I 11113 ibt Ildsis,11111 Mid sl'piijiiJpIiuipJ

HO /Id ci li'« '1.1 /It /Is ( 1/161/111IlillIi 1,01,11 Iii ht`,
imp

Am I !did to 1,1 15111. hobo cado

As Katz mites each question implies a i_I item of

qualit ')ased on what is known about significant
influences on children's long-term growth develop-
ment and learning. (pg I These questions come from
a value and belief base that puts emphasis on chil-
dren s development of self -esteem and Competence
and on children being active learneis in an enviion-
num! designed to support their overall development

l.et s imagine for a moment that the child came
from a very different culture where the collective was
emphasized over the individual c;ome of the questions
that a child in that envii oilmen( might be asked to
ans%\ er would be

Am abh wilboui m0.1,1111,1 hdkliii Mit

/1111 I OH( it, I. Is, lb( 10011P III 'lip I, .1 MI
111111I01 OUP

f
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elder c,

It is not always necessaiy to imagine how children
would answer questions about their experience They
can be asked directly. This was done in Denmark
iLangsted 1994i. where through interviews. five-year-
old children were asked to make an assessment of
quality within the services provided The study
showed that children had a dear understanding of
what was provided and by whom and they had opin .
ions about the value of a variety of activ-tics ( )ne of
the things being assessed was the extent to which
children were able to handle dif 1 erences between
home and school This had largely to do with expec-
tations in terms of children's behavior Langsted

1994 , notes.
When ter bk he( tlicno.clro

how nd Ltutrc km, of al(' doirtc of

self-deto urination and arc i iuic ilpiyni/ sociai (11P/ -

/ omen( . it ipprn s that children are perfcctly capablr of r.or-

ing with diflorncrs Thry might think that thr diffrinhcs

arc straihn and that critain intr. should br chantrid But

accot virtually all the diffcren«:. ad many children shoir
that Ibiy folders/ad tik reasons fOi flit hffrituicis (kit ,ipply

,pg. 41

He goes on to state that it is not accidental that
children are able to make these differentiations The
ability of children to bring coherence to a world of
differences depends mi the presence of professional
staff with the ability to guide and support children s

relationships with each other and the integration of
each child's different worlds into a single entity. ,pg
4 I The match between school and home expecta-
tions is an even greater Issue lor many Nlaiority World
F.C.:(-0 programmes It suggests that teachers care-
givers III those settings might benefit hom training in
support III learning how to guide ehildren in the inte
gration of their diverse worlds

The parent
Patents are another set of stakeholders While in

some instances parents do not appeal to have a
e there is only one servIC(.: available III the

area----they do have collect ns about what their child is
experiencing In essente nmst paient% are concerned
with foul things

I Is the place sale and pleasant- Patents aie not
necessarily awaic 01 the vanety of wit-R.01a that can
be provided thiough 11(.( ) plow ammes Parents ale
more likely t( i be concerned with nummizing the pos
siNe hat m that c ()old be dime in a setting than s,ith
maximizing the ehild s developmental pci Km( e

ainei x i9iillips t99 I pg -17+

)(it's 11 Ill with family needs I in cxample is
the early c liildlu id plow annue offered at a time and
place that allows the family to wink it into the silted
tile III a icalishe wav ( )ne altei native that has been

ot I ered in some countries is employer-sponmwed child
care, at the place of employment. While intuitively
this wrold appear to make sensethe child is nearby
and the hours can match the hours ot a parent s
work-----in fact. this alternative is not always taken up
by parents. Parents who have to travel by public trans-
port and have to travel a long time to arrive at their
place of work do not want the hassle of having to
transport the child to work with them. Further par-
ents of children under 3 prefer to have them m more
home-like situations e g. with a relative or a neigh-
bor or in a family day care home. Thus employer-
sponsored child care is not always a good lit with
family needs

Other questions related to ht include Is the pro-
gramme affordable:' Is the service offered by someone
I can trusc

hi essence "the critical difference between parent
and professional perspectives on child care is that par-
ents arc seeking child care arrangement% that will meet
the needs of their own child and family, they bear no
broader responsibility for the child care held. They
need only find one arrangement. but their stake in the
quality of that arrangement is immense. Lamer
Phillips I99-4 pg -to

V'hat will the child experience in terms of cul-
tural supporc Will the child's culture be respected7
Are the values and beliefs of the E.C.CD programme.
consistent with those of the family:. It not is the staff
willing to work with parc.ms to integrate home and
the 1:CCI) programme:-

the programme prepare my child for
scluni17 'This Is perhaps the question of greatest IIII pont
to many parents m Maionty World countries where
FICCD programmes tor preschool aged children are
seen as the entry point into primary school This is
particularly important HI places where there is compe-
tition tor entrance into primary school In countries

Kenva where there are a limited number of places
in Primary I attendance m a preschool programme
beeomes one way of assuring entrance. Into primary
schinil liven when there are adequate. places in prima
ry school the preschool is perceived by parents as
makmg ehddren rrarly for school In reporting on the
rc.sults of a studs. of parent perceptions of quality m
India Paul ; 1995, notes.

5tandards un rilahd to tli«-14, lawn, of community For

rxanlph tlh mahnity of motbri, (\Nit thr lihnbo to hail, art
,Irddrin thu alphalros /61d/Ild WI /IOW dud .1161141R

child lorpari thou foi arbill,,,ou to Ihr hool uric). of

ichr rpm ruclatcl tht boort- asou,luld to what
Judd is abli to N.J. and bit. itb Thir dO Hot attab

MINI tali( PLIV 114,Ith Is Offril L011,1,111111 i nisi( Of tniii
I hi. nifluoikt fht plOd1,011M1 by th I. Ilthl

ll'Olkt I This( id11110i 14 hilt dookld

',It (III of (hi 1.1010111111111 I pg

Hie patent peispec tive on quality is minimal rzed by

to
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Larner & Ph illi ps ( 99-1- ) when they say , "Parents
research for arrangements they trust and are of ten
reassured by continuities between home and care-
givers. At the same time parents want the advantages
of professional care if it means early childhood educa-
tion, reliability, a healthy and safe environment nutri-
tious meals, kindness, affection and fairness." (pg. 57i
To this should be added the high value placed on
preparation for formal schooling in some countries.

In Katz's model. parents (and staff ) provide the out
side-inside perspective on quality. Katz provides a list
of questions that should be answered by both parents
and sta1 I to determine it the programme is of high
quality.

Are my relationships with staf f ior parents I
primarily respectful rather than patronizing or
controlling:.
accepting, open, inclusive, and tolerant . rather
than rejecting, blaming. or prejudice&
marked by contacts that arc ongoing and Ire
quent. rather than rare and distanc

Are my preferences for the goals and values lor the
children treated with respect:.

This last question is frequently the area where there
are significant differences between parents and those
providing F.CCD programmes.

There is also sometimes a discrepancy between
what parents say they want and how they act in rela-
tion to their child. For example. in a study conducted
in Kenya one of the issues was that caregivers per-
spective on quality and what they saw as necessary to
attain quality was not necessarily reflected in their
actions. This was attributed to the constraints of -time
and resources, knowledge and resourcefulness
(Keoch. (995. pg 3, The study undertaken in Kenya
also looked at how the parents caregivers or service
providers interpreted the ef fect of their practices their
awareness of how the practice might af fect the child's
development and their willingness to assume respon-
sibility for child care decisions and practices. From the
results Keoch concluded:

( ,nid so Me Plol'idelC rattly consilr the 1111111001V,

povabk ijfcc I of Alt dt bon% Foi (N1011/4(% Moan I, Who

the male t.bild pal of the father's protrol foods iphrii he is

dioay but not when be s Nesent ale

Pattie, gild blellitsbial falltdy ilitioiishIj Do they bellelY

INN- palm, lelationsflips will he helpful (old relevant for

IN halm dmlopincill of (bw (.1nLboi, The parents who Said),

(Aid to in with dim childrin him,/ tittle Of famine ll'OC

ouradnui sonlinflIn«1/101 (WM Ihe shild 01 And

hut 114 et theY await. 01 the dial'. of limmista mimic lion

thr 141, 's !mono. development' Ale the t iinitint i irly
told theit hild, Mally slot les dhoti( hl tilt al isIs

A Won ilhOsk and Indus cd hap in IN yowl,/ In1110n to

/little( fi out Pet seirni danger Within an
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development of thildien" Arc those who disc.ouhuted playful

Inc,. 014011111011 of y011114 (11111110i MIMI(' of Inussibir ni

sat:m.1.ot their Liter learnimp I Keoch. 995, pg

Thus. sometimes what parents do is not likely to
get them the outcomes they say they desire. This is
also true for the next group of stakeholders, those who
work with young children

The practitioner
provider/caregiver/teacher

This group of stakeholders refers to all those who
work directly with children regardless of the setting
In the Katz model. caregivers provide the inside per-
spective on quality. She argues that there are three
sets of relationships that are important here- colleague
relationships. practitioner-parent relationships
(assessed through the questions asked above I and
practitionermanager'sponsor relationships

In terms of colleague relationships the questions
that could be asked include: On the whole are my
relationships with colleagues: supportive rather than
contentious7 cooperative rather than competitive7
accepting rather than antagonistic or hostile :. and
respectful rather than controlling:' ipg 21 The reason
that relationships among caregivers are important is
that practitioners cannot create a supportive environ-
ment for children unless the environment is also posi-
tive for the adults. As Katz notes 'a good quality pro-
gramme is one in which children and adults find the
quality of their lives together satisfying." (pg. 21

Practitioner managersponsor relationships have to
do with the nature of the relationship between care-
givers and those to whom they arc responsible. In
general caregivers treat children the way they are
treated Some questions caregivers teachers might ask
would he:

Atc workosa cosiditiouls fidequiatf our./ t nit to ellbalke

Illy k11010114. dud Laiar ommilmoil,

Am licually tinauf With trqtat dild wider,t,flidnic

Unfortunately in the Majority World the most like-
ly response to these two questions would be, "No'.
The work conditions are unstable, those providing
care and education in FCCD programmes are under-
paid and have low status within the society. These all
have an impact on the caregiver's view of her own
worth and what she sees as her role within the pro-
gramme. In the India experience, "The creche worker

who k at the end of the actual service delivery also
influences quality by her perceptions of her role in
I:CD whether she considers herself merely as
responsible for maintaining the service or whether she
conceives hcr role as that of a change agent in the
community (Paul. 1995, pg. 31 Thus the caregiver is
an important component in the quality equation

The organization/agency/institution
orgainzation that is ploviding the F(VD pro

gianune provides vet anothei perspec tive on quality
)ne important aspec t of then asccY,111('Ill cd quality

*-;



Are working conditions adequate to encourage me to enhance my knowledge, skills, and career
commitment?

has to do with their perceived role. Ag,an. the India
experience would suggest:

TN. qualify 01 the proaranune will lie inlliiin ea h the l'ICIon

thit the N'(;0 /MIT foi the poor whether they bdirre Ii d ivtf.
fare inOdcl or iiroclopmental model of intcloclitionHohrthr,

they hairre lii lIOiiIltJ Mil some set PILE'S or III ("011,01rt't Illa tint

POO1--wbctho they think that the Poor should ht !hatch(' fin

what they ewe or fhat Ihr poor hare (ht rlaht tot qualify

st irk es <lab ic the rich Paul 1995 pg 3 ,

Rased on an NCO s perspective on its role the
NCO will have different criteria for quality within the
programme If the NGO appoiaches as role from a
welfare perspective then quality indicators are likely
to include such things as.

input X number of bails Of food loos ihhrs"
Outtomt X minibo of fanuht mewed ad

at elm tont cs

A more developmental (irientation would lead to
indicators such as

boa I-lamina of nioikos and tiaino,
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Denlopment of evaluation mabanicnis
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Researchers & experts
Those involved in research on chddien s develop

ment and those who have conducted longitudinal
evaluations of IV( I) programmes are ako ygolh( ant
stakeholdeis in the definition of quality As wa,. noted

earlier, the data generated by this group provides
leads as to what can he considered universals in terms
of quality indicators.

In addition, including researchers as members of a
planning team is a good strategy for assuring that pro-
gramme goals measurement devices and processes are
integrated. As Myers if 905i suggests

Participatory tc,catch call he dtAlg/ltd to uiiJimdc parents.

leathers. 111101`1,01,. pWilraMMe pfaMIPS polIcylllakers

51lItc tat II of these !Pour, ha, to t to 0 10
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(seal k C t0 ((R)' Old III a myriad of way, to .and to he
,ouabl on! by Ibis(' influenlial !nor'(' to make that the

mimonnettion, helioten irsiaish polky nil liroarainininq air
slionda and vital p.221

Governmentbureaucrats and politicians
Within government there are at least two tYpes of

stakeholders. There are those who are there to assure
and maintain qualitythe bureaucratsand those
who have a more public rolethe politicians

Hineaucrats tend to be concerned with maintaining
standards maintaining control and in many cases
maintaining the status quo In a protect in Scotland
where a staff person was attempting to bring about
hange hei peiception was that thc notion of quali

tv within the education depaitment was implicitly tied
to the observance and continuance of existing educa-
tional traditions Penn I 90-1. pg She went on
to say that obedience was a virtue and bemg unno-
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ticed was a sign of doing your job well pg. lo
Needless to say, this was quite frustrating for toilleMle
who was trying to bring about a change in the system
As a result in terms of assessing her own accomplish-
ments one of her -yardsticks of quality became abili-
ty to play the system. land ! the wit which people
showed to deal with and circumvent these absurd pro-
cedures." pg 15

Since bureaucrats often have the role of maintain-
ing the system and of ten 1 eel great pressures tor
accountability. there can be a siginhcant dill erence
between what the bureaucrat sees as important in a
programme and what those being served by the pro-
gramme would see as indicators of quality Pence
19921 working with the Meadow Lake Tribal

Council in Saskatchewan Canada made the following
observation: 'For the bureaucrat in charge of regula-
tions measurability itself is a key issue, while for an
Elder in a Native community what may be of greatest
concern is the less tangible and less measurable evi-
dence of relationship . and the survival ot language
and culture.. pg 6,

PobtiLians arc the other group of gtivernment people
who may well have a stake in ECCD programme qual-
ity. To them indicators of quality need to be some-
thing that can be seen in the short-term since their
life in politics may be short-term and something
which gets people's attention. A good example is the
impact that the High Scope Perry Preschool Study
had on policy in the LISA Early childhood care and
development had been promoted actively by practi-
tioners lor decades Those who taught young children
were very much zmare ol the value ol the experience
lor the child Educational psychologists were also
advocates of attention to chddren's developmental
needs durtng the early years But neither the prac-
titioners noi the theorists were able to command
national or international attention. What Imally made
a difference was being able to discuss the benefits ol
quality early childhood programming in terms of cost
savings and rate of return on Investment Over the
lifetimes of the participants the preschool programme
returns to the public an estimated $7 16 for every dol-
lar invested Schweinhart et al 1993 pg svui This
pronouncement captured the attention of politicians
and policymakers. A key indicat( r of prop amme qual-
ity for theni was return on investment

)ne of the reasons that it is important to be inclui
sive of politicians in the process ol defining quality is
that ultimately. if 1".C(.I) programmes arc to be sus
tamed there needs to be a national poll( v hamewoik
that pioyides suppott to young children and then !am-
ities This does not nu-an that it is solely the tesponsi
bihtv of the goveinnient to piovide I ( ( ) pio
grammes but it does mean that there needs to Ile
cv in plat e that allows goyeinment k povate

entei pi se as well as donor and funding agent les to
woik 10 pi mid(' appiiipt late supp01 t WstC111,,

Thus it is important to have an understanding of
what bureaucrats and politicians see as elements of
quality and to address this in developing quality indi-
cators

Funders
Funders ale concerned with both the inputs and the

outputs in pi ogrammes and of ten judge quality by a
comparison ol inputs with outputs In general (under,
determine if it is a quality prtigramme when it gives
them the outciones they expected withm a reasonable
cost.

One implication ol this is that it would be useful to
include an identil [cation ot inputs and expected gains
in any process to def me quality It is valuable to all
stakeholders to think through their values and to carry
their ideas through to a relatively concrete form. In
the next section we of ler a brief discussion of the
process for linking programme goals to inputs and
inputs to possible outcomes. and within the Sample
Workshop that follows the topic is explored a bit fur-
ther.

In sum there arc many stakeholders in ECC.I)
r0111 those who receive the services, to those who

develop them to those who fund and mandate their
implementation. Nonetheless the expok are generally
the only ones being called upon to define quality. The
i-eality is that all the stakeholders need to be involved
in the process of determiMng how quality should be
defined.

Ground the
Discussion of
Quality in
Programme Goals
Frequently goals are only discussed when a pro-
gramme gets started. Those planning the programme
state some goals m general terms to pninuite chil-
dretas cognitive development, without linking them to
specific activities within the programme. Yet research
ha% demonstrated that quality programmes are those
which are designed to meet programme goals. Why
would this be true lk-cause the pi ocess of articulating
goals and understanding them in conciete terms
helps practitioners. families and handers to all under-
stand what the programme is attempting to acconi .
plish and how it proposes to go about it Setting clear
goals allows programme planners to bring their think.
mg and actions Into c tearer focus

Quality is often treated with the same vague atten-
non The dimensions ol a quality programme aie Ire
quently defined without teletence to4 ithei pio-

gi goals or to thy to day realities of the ',to
giamme Yet we would aigue that defining quality is
not an empty excl.( ise There should be a clear link
between plogiamme goals plogiamme activities and
du- Indic ami s that dem mine whether a pi( igrammc is

,40



a quality one For example (we will begin with a sim-
ple one), if one of the goals is to promote children.s
gross motor development, one of the activities could
be outdoor play time. A quality indicator related to
the goal might be whether there is outdoor space
where it is safe for children to run and play.

Another (more complex) example would be to set
the following programme goal: to develop children s
abilities to solve problems Activities within the pro
gramme that could help foster this would include time
for children:

to work with materials on their own, and oi with
others
to create solutions to problems t e.g. building a
bridge between two towers, figuring out how to
include another child in a fantasy play. I iguring
out how to share among all the children food that
was brought by some of the children

The indicators of quality associated with this goal
would include.

time tor children to work on their own or in small
groups with others:
materials that children could access themselves.
and

adults who facilitate the problem-solving. but do
not take over An adult who presents a 'problem
and dictates the answer is not going to produ,e

44.
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children who are able to solve problems for them-
selves.

If the programme goal is to produce a creative
thinker, then children need time to hc. creative, and
the indicator of quality would be if such time was
structured into the daily routine. In other words, pro-
gramme goals and quality indicators are linked: they
need to be looked at and developed together

What is the process for defining goals:s In the ideal
situation, -Defining goals may suggest an open. demo-
cratic and orderly process in which values beliefs,
interests and needs are recognized explicitly articu-
lated then systematically discussed and considered; all
stakeholders receive due consideration and exercise
influence appropriate to the size of their stake: and
decisions are reached by mutual agreement and con-
sensus... (Moss, 199.4, Pg, 4)

There are few instances m which the ideal goal-set-
ting process occurs. The reality is that goal setting is
generally done by those involved in one way or
another in implementing the programme and it does
not include the beneficiaries. Goals are established by
either programme planners. lunders. politicians or
NGOs. based on their interpretation of needs. Yet
goals will differ, depending on the perspective of the
individuals involved in del Ming the goals and their
relationship to the programme. It goals differ, then
criteria for quality will necessarily differ

,

t

issaLz_

If a programme goal is to help children develop the ability to solve problems, then time needs to be
built into the schedule for children to work with materials on their own and with others.
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Treat Quality
Definition as an
Ongoing Process
As has been noted, quahty is based on values and
beliefs, and it involves a variety of stakeholders. It is
not something fixed in time: it is a function of the his-
tory of ECCD provision as well as local experience; it
is influenced by current developments and an antici-
pation of the future. Thus defining quality is necessar-
ily a continuous process which takes into account new
ideas and changing circumstances. A def inition of a
quality programme developed twenty years ago would
not suffice today. We know more about how children
develop. We have had a considerable amount of expe-
rience working with young children and their families.
And we have had enough time to see the long-term
impact of our actions. That has changed our definition
of quality. And since research and programming expe-
rience continue, the process oi defining quality will
continue.

A good example of how the definition of quality
evolves is presented in Example 2 where the elements
of quality as defined by Schweinhart let al 1 are pre-

sented. Within that example there are 2 different lists
of elements that contribute to quality. One was devel-
oped in 1981 and the other in 1993 iA third set, pre-
sented in 1995. is included on page 4 of this article.]
While there arc overlaps across the three definitions
of quality, the lists are not the same. They reflect
additional research on the topic: they reflect an
expanded understanding of some of the issues
involved in E.C.CD pmgramming and they reflect the
fact that all three pieces were v i then for dif ferent
audiences. For example the Keys listing was provided
in 1981 for teachers and administrators in the LISA
The 1993 listing is geared more toward an academic
audience, and the 1995 definition of quality was pre-
sented in a paper commissioned by the World Bank
Thus even within only one organization the definition
of quality has been a continuous process.

In sum, as Moss 1994r notes:
Quality is nevo an ohn-i. !We reality. to he (many opered

and pitinM down by expert, It is Inherently subtectwe and id-

ain't'. based air P/11110 Ind Mids. that may not only nary

irriOritl arid Within SollChes. but will undoubtedly pary orir

tone -Any de/brawn al quality. thereforr. is to nr eNtent tran-

sitory :cult ii understanding quality rind ai riving al quality

induators is a dynarna and Lontinuou, ProLts" of morRaind

the emphaccs oJ lifferi it into( st groups I pg 5 I

In light of this, it is OM contention that the value of
defining quality is n the ef lects the process has on
those who participate in it The exercise and process
of defining quality needs is ilUi It cut pl raw. as the ye
LIIK_ indicators vim identity

How Do We Go About
Defining Quality
Indicators for Our
Programme?
Given that quality is value-based relative and a
process rather than a fixed product, how do you go
about defining quality:' The argument has been made
that a process has to be undertaken which Includes the
various stakeholders. Pence and Nloss r 19941 suggest

an 'inclusionary paradigm'. They describe the process
as follows:

The challenge is to develop a new paradigm for defnung qualr-

ty based on participation by cl bratid lange of stakeholders,

and recognition of values, behefs and interests underpnininq

definitions Within this alternative par.adigin, the roles process-

es principles typically found within the exc lusionary para-

dipi are transformed- limited ()aro( ipa lion is replac ed by

broad access to the pi-chess of definition; power concentration

gives way to power distribution; few voices make way for
many, iii rssnnrmrptiorn of rational ohicctway us ch,illeriged by

recognition of the essential sublectivity of the process ,nid the

role of values. beliefs and interests: the search for quality inn-

ref sais bee ClInef the exclhurge of (viably perspec two leading to

definitions specific to a particular sNtial and temporal context

rind capable of epolpina through a dynamic and continuous

process. I pgs. 172I 731

Such an inclusionary paradigm would "not attempt
to emulate the quality r ..andards treasured by affluent
nations. but instead offers legitimacy for tapping local-
ly available human and material resources for child
development in ways that are ecologically sustainable
and consistent with local aspirations." iWoodhead
1990. pg. 491

The question is, where do you start with an Inclu-
sionary model Our response: you need to start with
the community that is to be served. And as Pence and
Moss l)94i point out. the first thing that you need to
determine is whether or not an inclusionaty process is
-valued and wanted- by the community. If the kind of
process that is suggested in an inclusionary model is
not a part of the culture, then you will have only lim-
ited sucleSs. In this case, it is important to include as
many of the other stakeholders as possible in the
process, even if they can be included only for a limit-
ed time. given other demands

It is also important to remember that the process is
not easy As noted by Nloss (19941'defining quality is

a political process It involves interplay negotiation
and possible conflit t between and sometimes anumg
those stakeludder groups who are included and who
may have different perspec lives about obrecuyes and
pi unities arising hom dilleient values and beliefs
interests and needs The final result will be determined
as much by the exeicise of power and influence as by
other considerations pg i Nonetheless. it IN impot



tam to engage in the process
To work toward a definition of quality it is possible

to draw on any number of participatory techniques to
allow for the inclusion of a variety of stakeholders and
f or the development of a process that both serves
immediate need% and can be continued The aim of the
process is to help stimulate people to def ine quality
for themselves in as many ways as possible and then
to derive a shared (ir common definition of quality--
based on programme goalslinked to appropriate
indicators. The process could be set in motion
thotogh an initial workshop A possiNe design for that
workshop follows

Workshop on
Quality

1)00si lobo would participate ill the woikshop In mak-

ing the choice there should be an awareness of the
need to include a Pariety of stakeholder s, people with dif-

ferent skills experience and points of view. It might
be useful to have educators, health people. anthropol-
ogists. and sociologists as a part of the team in adch-
uon to parents and community members. practition-
ers government officials, researchers and !tinders.

2 Clarify the doills of the workshop People should be
given an opportunity to share what they unckrstand
to be the outcomes of the

do not have false expectations in terms of what the
workshop is able to provide. Olie way to clarify goals
is to I irst have participants sit quietly and write down
for themselves their own goals tor the workshop II

there are people there without writing skills they can
either diaw monething that reminds them of what it is
they want to say (11' simply remember it The second
step would be for participants to share their expecta-
tions within a small group I C with three or four other
people, As they share their ideas otheis in the gr(iup
can ask questions to help clarify expectations The
gi (nip would then tiv to pool their expectations and
make a presentation of this to the larger group As
eaeh group rep(irts again there would be an (pporto.
nitv tor others to ask questions for clarification At the
end of the reporting session the group should work
toward consensus on what is to be accomplished 01
the workshop

An example of appi opriate goals for sue h a %col k
shop might be-

To shIthlY I011,11 a til).1111I 00,0,11imit 1110111.

To t ,0111t iij0iliiiiit iii 15010 icr Win lifnic trIttlItY tot
this it/141,1111111t.

.rodtionnin wkit wi will I,. , indicatots of qualify

o [chat kind, of moo, wi )(gun(

lo thfuni the kinds of ai orates and (Nis nt /. think

should hi Int/Ohl lii the tulodiamim loth hrt iludio, and

thins out doals

It is millin tont to not,: that these goals cannot be

achieved in a smale 'atm,/ Work can done in relation
to each ol these goals in an initial workshop but each
of the pieces must be revisited over and over again as
thete is additional experience brought to the topic

I ntqlli with a posonal ihfinition of quality What does

quality mean to me'
l'arher in the ai tide we suggested a set ol questions

that could be asked as people think about what quality
means to them These were:

l'iuit sit that I want Lbildren to hi Whcii they inow up'

What rallies do I want them to ham'

ll'hat do I want thi PI to bt able to do,

I Ivheyr that in order to iu_ I' u these thnial. (bairn need

beInve that younif lil1, en le,irn best when

behepe that the role 01,1 fiats in Ow( is to

Thrtefon.. Pi me a glut? typrooamme

For the workshop it would be useful if people first
answer these questions for themselves before sharing
the answers with the larger group ( )nee recorded per-
sonally the answers to the questions could be shared
in %mall groups and then in the larger group. Since
there arc a number of questions and a reporting on all
of them eould be quite extensive. begy, with reporting
only on What is it dui I want ,Inliben to be they inow

11/0 WhIle this discussion bei,ms with what we ulti-
mately want children to be like it works back to the
question of what that means in terms of children's ir

hest experience, since the eat lv experiences have
such an impact on long-term outcomes

Work Toward a (noup I )ufontan! of )nce the

group has detemnned the oi omes for children and
adults that are desirable the next question to ask is
what is the association between those outcomes and
what actually happens withm a quality programme:.
Within the workshop you could then have the group
hoik at th.:ir resp(mses to the statement Thin/out I'm Inc

qual.ty tioihaininc Again the groups response to
this question should be recorded

\\There possible linkages slumld be made between

the desired outeomes ot D programmes, and
what people see as the con-mments and or activities of
a quality progiamme hor x ample if one ol the out-
comes of a quality programme. IS children who have
good sell-esteem then there should be things going
on within the program:ne that prontote that At a very
basic level, the kinds ()I questions asked fron t the
pn111t of vies% of children on page I 5 aie appropriate
here 1-oi esample does the coo:giver know the childs
name'

wheie th", is no linkage [loss( en what people see
as «impon, ON (11 a quality pi opiamme and desned
outcomes - item sin old Ix- discussed to ascei tam ii
it in fact is a gmid indk ator of a quality programme

An Important prIn(Ipic to puldc the definition of qual-
ity indicators is one of IIIII/dPlIttlf itO hiciell inw much
detail Is nee essai v and how mu( h detail is limiting:

1)0



QUALITYt ('Oordliliutol.' Notchook I 6;

What does it mean to have a safe environment?

For example il one ot the statements regarding quality
is that a quality early childhood programme provides
a safe outdoor place to play' . then it would he usehl
to determine what people mean by sate outdoor
space.. However. it is not very helpful to spec ify in
terms of square meters child since this level of speci
f icily will both limit the number of pnigramilles that
can qualify using these criteria and there has been no
research to support the connection between square
feet of play space and desirable child outcomes.

The list of quality elements should be reviewed
consolidated. rearranged . and chscussed until the
group is happy with their list The next step in the
process is to give that list some lealay !ohm/ hy defin-
ing each of die elements more precisely

5. ndrimille Wkit you trill 11,6' OMPO-

Inia ()I firalcs whic hori part of qualify pioownii(,
'This involves engaging m a PlOdirscIPC cinfluution of quali-

ty allowing information to unfold and using the
insights gained to direct or redirect the definition
This also involves moving trom abstract concepts to a

onc vete definition of what is meant I cci example if

parents say diey want their childien to do well in
s .00l what does that mean' I )o they have expec ta
tions that the child will complete pommy school" (ai
to secondary school- Do they have expectatiims abinit
whele the c.hold will place within his her class-

At each step of the way in dclining miality an
attempt should lie made to make concept., (Millet('
and measui able by asking the question how would I
know wIwil this dimension Is pies( nt in a mogiamme"

I.or example if one of the dnywnsion., qnality that
was listed was a ,a1n niwironpir it the next question r.
what does it mean to have a safe environment: Here
is where the context is extremely important A sale
environment in a city might require a fenced-in yard
where children can play without fear that they will
chase balls into traffic. In a rural area there may well
be no need to fence in a play area for cluldren to have
a sale outdoor space

if another indicator ol quality had to do with positiot
tracholchild ilitcrachon it would he important to define
what that means in that setting In some programmes
it may mean that teachers ask children questions that
challenge children to think In another programme it
may mean that children are obedient and talk only
when addressed by the teacher. There are dif ferent
outcomes for children with these two different styles
of positive' teachecchild interaction, with the former
producing children who are more outgc ing and
nquimtive and the latter producing children .Ylio ale
more passive So it is important to he clear on hi lw
that interaction would look in practice in that ',cuing

cc Drioninu 1111,11k al( lcfllilrcl In ordei
to aclueve the desired outcomes, it is necessory to
consider what needs to be included in die desnm of a
plogr,anme (the 'inputs-I to cosine quality Con inning
inn wicikshiip tin mat one technique at dn point
in the w orkshop might be to do a Brainstio mow
Session where participants simply list all the things
they think should be on hided in plogiamme inputs
Initially as in all hramstorming sessions all ideas



would be included and listed for everyone to see.
Once the brainstorming session was completed, then
people could begin to group the items into larger cat-
egories and they could raise questions about the inclu-
sion of items. They could also make an assessment of
whether or not there were topics missing that no one
had thought of initially. This f ine-tuning could be
done either as a whole group or people could break
into smaller groups and complete the task, then share
their results with the total group.

If the small group discussion is the preferred option.
there are different ways to handle the reporting. If all
groups cover all the topics the reporting can become
repetitious and boring. An alternative is to have the
first group report fully. Then those groups that report
later only report on things that their group would add
to the first groups list or raise questions about items
on the list that they might have discarded. This tech-
nique helps people focus on what is new and how
their thinking fits with the rest, rather than hearing
many ideas repeated.

In terms of the inputs, or what is required in quali-
ty programming, the following list provides a summa-
ry ol the kinds of inputs that are generally associated
with quality programmes. It is important to note that
these are done in very abstract terms; turning these
into concrete inputs loperationaliZtild them I would have
to be done in relation to local conditions and
resources.

The list includes all the things that help to create
the environment of the programme. While the major-
ity of these are physicabinf rastructure 'enduring'
dimensions, the inputs also include what the staf f
brings to the setting. Inputs include-

pioolnunc,ippro,kbphilosophical base -.1r activ-
ities goal% for children goals for adults. role ol adult
in relation to children breadth inclusiveness of activi-
ties undertaken

Rasic ,einic ccthe actual services and activities
of fered through the programme to help assure that
children are healthy safe have good nutrition, and
receive stimulation and the knowledge, skills and atti-
tudes to be conveyed

The facilmes and kir ,utioundinolocation in the
community (accessibility for children and families I
indoor and outdoor space, access to water toilets
washing and cooking facilities, heating. lighting yen
tilation. and personal space for childien Ccubbies',
hooks, boxes etc personal space lot the teacher

The equonoil----lurniture play eqtnpment toys for
inside and outside learning materials, consumables
If iaper, paint. etc

Tin qualdications nattue of then naming
(pre- and inset. Ice dieUll: and piactice i. pay and con-
dition% of work, b dance of professional paiaproles

supeivision. access to other agencies ihealth
social SerVices l(MIIM111101 development

Manadoncnt -organizational structuie supervision

and monitoring, relation to funding organization
t NCO, government, private. community i.

Fmainesource of funds (parent. community,
NGO, government other donor agency, private I
level ol funding available. sustainability of funding

Pattners----the community NG0s, government,
donors and others with whom Cie programme
worksin collaboration or cooperation.

Within the workshop it would be important to take
each of these dimensions and make it specific in terms
of the context within which the ECCD programme is
being developed, making it appropriate to the goals.
setting and resources.

7 Define the kinds of activities rind experiences tbat you think

should he included in Orr proonnme to I ii 111We quality, and thus

your goals These dimensions are often referred to as
the dynamic dimensions of a progranlme. They have to
do with what actually.happens within the pro-
grammewhether it bc a parent education effort, a
child care centre which provides health, nutrition and
care inputs, or a pr,,gramme for older children within
the early years of schooling

In terms of the workshop model the same process
that was used to generate appropriate inputs could be
used to develop a listing of process variables. The list-
ing which follows can serve as a reference point for
the workshop leader and or it can be shared with
workshop participants as a way of stimulating further
discussion. It is recommended that the listing be pro-
vided after the group has generated their own list.
Then they will not be influenced unduly in their ini-
tial thinking by the list.

The dynamic elements within a programnle address
the everyday experiences of children and adults 'staff
and parents). They include-

Plamuna--the process of del ining the programme
and all its components being inclusive of all the stake-
holders

Fratnnta -serme and inservice train-
ing for those delivering services, on-going supervision
and support, other training to increase capacity within
the organization

Adult-child t lion the availability ol adults to
children their style ot responding to children the
degree to which they engage in discussions with the
children. th.Ar consistency in terms of discipline and
responsiveness.

Toichindirai Hind the appropriateness of activities
the extent to which the tasks challenge the children
and or parents, the way staff support learning their
sensitivity to individual differences and the use id
c hilili cii s and parents experiences interests

Dady ti tinifir, l'imiiliii,iiii Ini both patent and
child-focused pi ogrammes--how they ale grouped
and for what purposes the choices available to them
the extent to which they inmate activities tveistis
teachei -initiated activities I. expectations in terms of
mdependence yet sus dependence the individual and

1 )
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( oordinators Notebook!. Issue r st

the group
Adult adult intelatnon dayto-day phnning commu-

nication among staff, sharing of information about
children, mutual respect, cooperation, lines of author-
ity

Relationships betuyai s irrri k. taroners nrd others oppor-
tunities to cioninunicate about the programme and the
child mutual respect, uniperation, participation

A lonitounivenaliiiitiondata gathered (on child, care-
giver parent organization), use of data for purposes
of feedback plano.ng assessing outcomes.

s Where you have been and where you qo from here In a

workshop setting the I inal step would be to look back
over the period of time that the group was working
together to ascertain the extent to which the work-
shop goals were achieved The goals wc stated tor this
sample workshop were very broad. The kinds of activ-
ities that were suggested would provide for an initial
discussion on each of the various topics, each one of
which requires on-going input, experience and discus-
sion However, such a workshop would get people
started in the process of working together to both
def me programme goals and link those goals to indi-
cators of quality. It would also he useful to set up a
pmcess wherein the kinds of activities undertaken in
the workshop were repeated periodically.

In sum, with the increased demand for quality, peo-
ple have taken on the challenge of defining the con-
cept. Sometimes they are well aware of the fact that a
del inition of quality is values-based; at other times
standards are provided in quite a prescriptive fashion,
totally denying the contexts within which the stan-
dards are expected to be appliedphysically and cul-
turally- thus bringing to despair those in the Majority
World who strive for quality but cannot possibly meet
the criteria determined by Western standards.

The del inition of quality is a process, based very
much on the values and experien( es of those doing
the defining It is a process that does not yield static
indical,,rs: rather it yields markers which must be
updated and revisited in an ongoing way. Further we
know that

(jualitv indicators should be linked to goals

Quality indicators should be inclusive of
it is known iihout clidihen's deoclopment,

inputs Ail I rOliti, has (km11%11,1101 are relatrd to outputs,

and

the lathe. of people's hues ill tt rills li,b.11 is iciplrlell of

thlidn11 Withol the ( aim anid urtlirni the uude, world

(.?tialltv indicators should be viewed as change
able. and a prc)(0.% should be created for making
changes -lire proc es should include the various
stak( hold( is

Quality indicators should include an tmderstand
ing ol

inputs piopision tilt 01,11,1111y stall( dimension% of

proat.itimn%

process/Practice (the dynamic dimensions of programmes)

and

-desired on It omes/produLt

Prakash ( I 98 3) summarizes the situation by stating:
-What is important !s that eat!, country work out for itself

structures whit h ate essentially rooted in the t ulture of its people,

and whit iespond more duet tly to the edutabonal ad cultural

needs of us children aoinst the overall nabonal doals hown by

the people." (Italics in original, pg. I ) In multi-cultural
societies the process ol defining quality services for
young children and their families may need to happen
on a micro-level in relation to specific populations, as
well as at the national level. In all settings the effort to
define quality needs to be an integral, ongoing part of
the programming process, and needs to include all
stakeholders in young children's lives.

Harms and Clifford also have an Inlantrroddler
Environment Rating Scale-11NRS, and a hamily Day Care
rating ScaleFDCRS
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Marbook kW' S

De'finitions of Quality in EGO

EXAMPLE 1 II Dimensions of
ECCD Programmes
That Can be Assessed
to Determine Quality

( I ill N Nil I %/Ili\ tO81

-Battling Costs for Quality and Quantity. Emerging
Response in Early Childhood Care and Education.-
Notes. Comments ."Cluld Family (.:onimunity . Diciot No If .

Paris: LINESCO'LINICEF. pg. 63

develop self-identity and self-OlMII:

leain to live with other Lbildren and to ri..pri.1 the

other$ aS well as valunut then own,

-ham to work and play independently be eilCc about

beim., away from home and able to 1k( el't hap aid dilei-

hon: from adults,

- be curious ink/ qek an.wers to quotion<,

alld

%kith usinq lank uil 'Man IMN.10.

then' lanqiitige skill both III

kPeakilIa,

ontrol agares,00n and acorns tioencss

shannel spoutancouc ene0nec to orderly behavior ind

and (11I0hOlIiitl)'

EXAMPLE 2 II Standards
of Early Childhood
Programme Quality
11)1 N I lilt I> I. 1 St 6.\ I INI I Sk I H V II sRNI )

WI IKAR I 1993 Sfainfaillt Benefits The I hah:Ss opt. Pei ry

Preschool Study A!! e 2 7 Ypsi la n t i NI I

High/Scope Press.

The authors define the elements ol quality derived
from their own research, and that of others, as follows:

dles fine Inch/60mo II5r explicitly Staird developmentally

applolmak (Owe-101;111nd .immmiumlm that sit/Tait

dren's self-initiated leimuna as

- t'(1(11,l' kin bind staff billy him trained Ill rally ,Inl.lbood

causation anal do Plot LhalIar lOhs °Pen,

cifutivr administrators NOVO(' vstematie

Olt sae and supervisory slIPPOIt Of thor slairs

inipkincii fawn;

elle( hoc piodiammes tastes of fewel au0 foymay

to i- y60 olds for (my pair of kik hIlla

it Cfick. tire PlodnIIIIIIIrs. Staff Ma Pairlas is NI fIWIS

extencIl'e oUtreash lit parents, club ac home 1,156

Icatil from parents and to help them

wilt stand the L1101(1111011 and lbw shildren's ilepeloloncia

pg 171

I. I Sc I IV I INI I \ R'1 198 I What A lakes a Quality

ecchooh, Keys to Early (.1iildbood Elwation Vol 2 No

4, Apnl 1981

Following are seven key elements which our
research indicates are essential to a quality preschool
progiamme We feel many of these principles are also
valid for day care centers, kindergartens. family day
care homes and other settings where adults provide
care for other people's children.
Programme well managed, well monitored.
Supervisors must know what is going on in their
progran1mes on a day-to-day basis. They should be
readily available to provide support, give realistic
feedback, help solve problems and reward a iob well
done
Parents involved in significant ways in edu-
cational development of the children.
Teaching stal I should work with parents as partners.
Vehicles for parent involvement might include
home visits. parent meetings with opportunities for
pai silts to volunteer to help in the classroom.
At least two adults in classroom to provide
overall support and individual attention to
children. This team approach is more important
than class size (which often gets more attention) a
team has much greater flexibility in dealing with sit-
uations than does a solitary adult.
Significant amount of time spent in child/
adult interaction. Talking, sharing ideas playing
togetherthese are essential, with the child initiat-
ing much of the activity. Children need adults to
challenge and support them in their activities
Teachers trained in the curriculum, able to
work together as a team and under supervi-
sion. It is teachers who make quality programmes
work, training and support for them is crucial
Evaluation component in programme em-
phasizing day-to-day quality maintenance.
Evaluation tells administrators when a programme is
on the right track, or when it is in trouble.

Emphasizing quality ',ill encourage teacher creativ-
ity and experimentation with new methods It should
never be equated with some narrow definition ol per
lection that keeps enthusiastic. competew teachers
from following their c really(' hunches ( )nly through
being with creative adults can Young C hddren loin to
express their Mill creative impulses



For our readers who read Spanish, we are

including the Jollowntj definition of quality

front Peru.

EXAMPLE 3 II "Criterios de Calidad"

\\( Is,«) H \sit I Lin trabaio pi cparado para pre.
sentacian en el -II Simposio I annoameticano sobre
Participa( loll de la y la Comunidad en la
AtenclOn Integral al Nino Nienor de Anos.

Peru. Diclembre

cl trahato Bash l! proponc los siguientes cnterios
de calidad:

t 'La Activldad: incluve la exploraciOn libre el
juego, la oferta de repertorios sensoriales. las cercmo

ocupaciones pasatiempos no reglamentados.
producciOn artistica las rutinas. la cleccion libre de
proyectos. luzgamos quc sc favorece la actividad si el
ambientc contiene en:mentos cstimuladores, si el
agente cducativo combina la permisian con la induc-
dim (IC acovidades, si los ninos y !nibs complementan
la acciOn f isica con el enfrentamiento dc problemas
gut: cierciten las capacidades de discriminación, aso-
ciacian, relacionanuento. Hcmos asociado a la activi-
dad las nociones de thslrute. descuhrimiento. desarrol-
lo y disciphna. Hemos considerado que no hasta quc
el scrvicio nusmo propicic las activldades. porquc hacc
lalta quc las induzca en el hogar Hablamos de control
de actividadcs y de actividade% de control. cuya
dad es explicitor competcocias 0 &licit de perfor-
mance. Hahlamos de programacion de actividadcs v
de tiempos de improvisackin donde los propos iunos
y ninas escogen ocupaclon, determinan el ritmo y
atrihtlyen valor a las actividadcs. Hablamos de reco
peractOn de actividades ordinzmas dc la vida familiar y
comunal y dc las acovidades del servicio como distal).
ciamicntos para que la familia y la comunidad

sobre Slis propias practicas de crianza.'
2 '1.a Integralidad. imphca la atenciOn del coniunto

de aspecuis relackmados con el dcsarrollo y el hienes-
tar del nino y la nina. Someramente. la salud, Ia nutri-
cian segundad el dcsarrollo psicosocial El campo
de Ia salud se ha ampliado considerablemente I lemtis
pasado dc una preocupacion hislca por la superviven-
cia. frecuentemente circunscrita a la immunizacion el
mando de charreas v enlermedades respiratorias v Ia
higlene de las persoilas, el agua y los aliment°, a

incluir aspects (000) la salud mental, el desarrollo de
los sentidos. el despistaie temptano de lesmncs
cas de conscuicn( las conductualcs I )c modo smular
en nutric tan nos preocupamos no sOlo poi la dicta
adecuada luimos cuestIones como costodet. tividad
en el mando piepatat loll y
cult) de los ahmentos. palatahdidad, relaciOn colic
hahitos ahmentanos de las fiiniilias y comunidades, v
segundad alimentana ..En (uanto al desarrollo psi
cosocial, el camp() se ha amphado extiaot dmatia

mettle Qutza los conceptos Inas promisorios de esta
amphacian scan el dc talcntos y el de desarrollo ono.

quc hail Ilcvado a revalorar la capacidad de los
agentes de los serviclos para establecer relaclones
presonalizadas con ( ada IMO do los ninos y
Ambos conceptos parecen sugerir una pcdagogia del
(anfio para la cual las mcras calthcaciones prolcsion-
ales podrian resultar insulicientes Ann coando sinta-
mos gut: ya es hastante ampho este conccpto. falta
afiadir gut: hoy mtegralidad Inc luye cuesoones dc
desanullo familiar y comunitano. y coestiones amhi-
entales

t Participacion: Hoy implica des& la defini-
ciOn de politicas sobre infancia y desarrollo social, el
diseno de los proycctos y de aIli cn adelante, la par-
ticipaciOn en la gesnOn. en la programaciOn y el desar-
rollo de las actividadcs la evaluaciOn. el control de
recursos promos y la hUsqueda de I inanciamiento
nuevo l.a parocipacion incluye a los Mhos y tunas, sus
laminas, las organizac tones dc la communidad. las
instancias municipales Implica al conjunto de los
agentes quc brindan el servicio y de los usuarios que
pueden calif icarlo. ParocipaciOn cvoca la idea de una
pcdagogia del podcr, es decir dc on aprendizate sobre
las posthilidadcs quc tcnemos para involucrarnos en la
producciim de reahdad en la decucian de proyectos
clegidos. Por eso los servicios dchen ser mstanclas en
las gut: se ref ucrza y rcahza la dcmocracia.-

Pertinencla: Hoy los servicio% &ben atender
al enraizamiento en la reahdad de las familia% y comu-
mdades. pero &ben abrir a la divcrsidad de los hallaz-
gos y tensiones de la modernidad Hahlamos de nem-
ncncia de las actividades respecto al desarrollo Inch-
v«lual de los ninos y ninas. de pertmencia de los (k-
enos respecto a F:s compctenclas de los agentes de los
servlcios de pertmencia de los propOsuos v de los
usos respecto a las expectativas de las comunidades de
pertmenua anthiental

EXAMPLE 4 Elements of
Quality for ECD
Programmes for Children
Under Three Years of Age.
Creche Parerttale, France

\RI/I I) IN NI 11 Itltiit in Yeatc.i, of the

Rdinhow Pathipay. to ()mild), III Litdr SMIC Ploilh111111Iit for

Younq ( Funal Report to liernaid
van !eel Foundation. The Hague Netherlands pg o

Ill onntownrill full of ,prt iIl -toncitut kJ physical mak-

11,11,. ohm t, tool, aid ii tioitu%, to whit au

,tiren firr at I

Nal, Icel I. of likholhallzid adult all( litton ap,illahle to

Lb:Wieii . mid toned in to theit imme,hate t omen!, fIll Nom('

of the lime al hast . a yam!), of lhflooll thittits avadahli

to topould to 1«011,1,
.
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an egalitarian relationship between adults ,ind

founded on ;obit IINOik111011 ilia exploration at least for

some parts of the day),

the active nwolvement of fathers as ivell as mothers, 1,1,1y111i/

114 their children and carrying out routine child care Lisks

a context of diverse experiences and opportunities for

exploration. im.ludind dive? Say caregwer.:. ill

terms of ethnic it ultunifreligious beliefc . styles of dress

and behavior;

a shared goal of corkeptual reprecoitation. a systematic

generalized way of making sense of a complex physical

world,

technical masloy over in tivities. construchollal toys. the

equipment and procedures of the environment,

a strong emphasis on verbal communication. articulation

of conceilts and shared understandings

early :atroduction of symbolic representation C through

drawings, picture books, stories. etc

EXAMPLE 5 Early Childhood
Environment Rating
Scale (ECERS)

T. HAttmc N R. 980. Nt.v- Yi Ti Ac IS

C01 11.(K PRI ;',. Cited in .1. Brophy and I. Statham
1994. "Measure toe Nleasure: Values Quality and
I.valuation-, in P. Moss & A Pence I lids. I Valunid
Quality in Early Childhood Su pftec New Approaches to
Definind Quality New York: Teachers College Press.
pgs 67-68.

Individual Scales in the IVIAS organized by main
topic areas

Personal care routines
greetunr,kparting

Inas/snacks

ilaplrect

personal groornim1

2 Furnishings and display f or children
furnishings youtinc'

fui rushing, learning

furnishings (relaxation:

loom curtain/ono:I

child HUM diSplay

t Language-reasoning expeoences
undostanding landuadt

using

reasoning

informal language

Fine and gross motor activities
fine motor

supervision :Inn mot°,

(ao,s )iloiol 'NIL(

inotoi

molo

slipt1P151011 ,11105, motor

Cleative activities
art

music:Movement

Hocks

sand;watel

Pltly

supervision ,cieative

n Social development
alone;

Fiee play

droup time

AIM al M1'111.0105

tone

rx cpbonal Prol'Islons

7 Adult needc
adult personal area

adult opportunities

adult meeting area

parent provisions

Example of scale from the ECERS

Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Meals/snacks Meals/snacks Well-balanced

served on a meals/snacks

haphazard provided on

irregular a regular

schedule and schedule but

of questionable strict atmos-

nutritional phere. stress

value on conformity,

meals not used

as a pleasant

social time or to

build self-help

skills

(e.g. pouring

milk, ceiling

table. etc.)

Well-balanced

meals/ snacks

provided

on regular

schedule. Staff

member(s) sits

with children

and provides

pleasant social

environment

during meals

and when possi-

ble at snacks.

Small group

size permits

conversation

EXAMPLE 6 II Quality in
Services for Young
Children European
Commission Childcare
Network

Everything in

5 plus time

planned as

a learning

experience.

including: self-

help skills:

talking about

children's inter-

ests, events of

the day and

aspects of foods

(color, where

foods come

from. etc.)

1.1:( )SI I ilk( cli (N ( I c(i(11,,,-,1( ( .11111 NRI NI I \\ I )1*, 19)0
()milli), ii SO Inc cs for Young 1 bildr en A D:kl. ussion Papuf

Brussels

We have in ganizecl inn indicaticisict quality inio I 0

am eas or bloc ks We stress that these areas are inter
related. and that there is no hierarchy of preference oi
priority within them dd f event people may attach dd.
I crent pilot ivy to them and some may i.ven reic.ct



some areas altogether and propose others 'Fhe indica
tors in each are expressed a% questions are by no
Means exhaustive but provide some indication of the
kind of issues which might be explored

A Acce:sibdity and usape--This set of criteria exam-
ines the process of entry to services and the adaptabil-
ity and flexibility of the service to individual family
need%

llow ea.y fol 10 hlan. a," tOt Ni ik "IL"
+MILO

What kinds of id'iiisioiis P dU di( inoohyd,

What "monk: arc unposed'

Who controls adunsgono

Are appials possibli adowst .1cc moils which hart biol

made'

Doe> the parent haoe plol,ions about ,l1fot1lablitty tk
qi Pi (5'

1 it cd') to bard bom home to the <er rice'

ft 11ft/0th/boll pil,sIbic about hours attemlea or about

,Itte-ndcb

I foto fitmbh oi nad iii dic Immo of lb( ino,oy tli

thliticat( ',elfin()

Ii E,,,,,rownoitThis set of criteria examines differ-
ent aspects of the physical environment of services
and cover% a wide range ot factors from health and
safety to aesthetics

Arc ikt mssit ,11:3 oulhic

Do they t,t mot( health'

Do they aimed attalwa ohrtoto 1;1.1%03, ad ,ja,1,,,,

thttr lot Lbilditli !nal ,lisabihtic.'

tilt IN 10111111II11/, itt, it (WC

1)1) 1110' look at.theneally pleaswa'

Ai( On Worn, slifficit Hay pat IOU, to allow int Illorolt1:1

t

i!1=11.."

but sufhttently co<y for quiet ac tuntio and IfitIN,11101I'

Att a't kik 11111 itlt daft'. dood'

alt 1aloll't11 a irY t to tht kit1 ben

f thc loOd Mat I Wits

tlk food ittiac tIndY presented,

Are mealtime< a pleasute ot a ,hoic'

irt the cloakrooms and toad. of a vo.1 staiand'

I thol. atlegnate <torade <Nee-

thete a.lequatr spaLe fot

thrte adequate st ace for patents'

( Learning AL twitie,This set of criteria ref ers to
activities which develop and enhance children.% cog-
nitive and social development .The criteria we pre-
sent in this block are very general and we recognize
that they may have already been developed in much
more sophisticated ways in different countries

Is there a comprehensive latige of at twines for the (.1,11,1,01-,

Ate theft opportunitles to develop oral and written Intaui.tu.

.1:111s-

Ale tiltlt orportuinfies to ,itiyiop Inbnaual 11.71110

,Are (hot oppo,tunitus to dertlop ba.nc ntathtmatnal

tO14.(14$7

Alt 1111(qt.,11 t N(liOSI011 Illd musical 5k,fl meowatte.l'

1)o <harm Il.ti' ni opportunity to exptoc thoilcdot,

thioual, play ad eitama puppetry and mom'

it lutoect iii 1,101041u/I t/Ilti Oill (Ns Vill Oil Pall&
A t e oppot Nowa, to ,lertiop

ad bodily Lonttol'
Do btailb anti

hyatene'

Do ,lni,lren tin,100,1n3 food put<basc and loo,1 prtpa-

P,Ittoir

Do 111 dattil kW, iii 10130,1,111,101,/

,.
r
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nity and the activates which go on in it?

Is the nursery or child care setting well-equipped with a

range of furnishings and adivities which promote learning?

( an children negotiate some control over the sfruc lure and

pace of activates?

I) RelationshipsRelationships exist at a variety of
levels and in many permutations: between adult or
caregiver and child; between child and child, between
the adults themselves whose own interaction and
comportment inevitably set standards for the children.

- Do staff or caregivers have knowledge, understanding and

experience of child development?

Do they Illicract with children rind, warnah and kindness?

Is there consistency of staff with children?

Are relationships stable?

Do individual members of staff develop relationships with

particular children and know and understand their personal

histories?

How do staff treat children who bekive irritably or irritat-

ingly or who are withdrawn?

Do staff respond to the demands, enquiries and requests of

children promptly and with respect?

Do staff cope well with special events or emergencies'

- Do the staff actively promote learning?

Are there men as well as women as role modds?

- Do staff emphasize and develop co-operative play and sup-

port relationships between children?

- Are there child-initiated activities)

Are there adequate opportunities for play amon!ist children

without adult interruptions?

Arc there spaces for children to p/ay that ine not constantly

Monitored by adults?

- Can children choose who they want to play with,

Are there same-age peers younger children and older

children?

Are brothers and sisters allowed to be companions,

- Are relationships between children stable,

Are friendships supported?

- Do adults relate well to each other?

- Are the adults in Inerarchial relationships to one another,

Are there friendships among adults?

- Do the staff working with the childien enjoy their work, feel

pleased and confident in it,

E Parents' ViewsThis set of criteria explores the
nature of partnership between parents and those look-
ing after their children

Ate there ways of measuring parent's opinions or views

about the childcare setting

parents feel welcome?

Do parents have enough time to leave then child al the

begiminui and greet their child al the end of a day or

session?

Do parents feel they ham eiiiucJhi uifoimatiou about air

progress ol they child'

Are parents able to give inlormation about the progr('St of

their child?

Are parents informed about the family adwales and WU-

tines and the reasons for them,

- ;in parents omment on or contribute to these activates

and routines,

- Can Parents stay or join in mealtimes or some other activity

of the nursery or childcare settimp

Are parents involved in discussing Or setting the curl-Rif/um

or program me for the nursery or childcare setting?

- Can parents be IIII,Olyed in the management of the nursery

or in the selection of staff or in the financial control of

resources?

F. The CommunityThis set of criteria refers to the
community...The extent to which the nursery or
childcare setting is sensitive to these external influ-
ences is also a useful criteria of quality.

Is the nursery or childcare setting part of its local

community?

Do any of the staff live locally?

Are the interests and priorities of the local emnronment reflect-

ed in daily activities?

Do children visit local facilities?

Do local people who are not parents and staff have an oppor-

tunity to visa the nursery or childcare settiiig?

Are there other activities which go on in tbe place where the

children are being cared for and educated?

ciIl the children take port in community events or festivals,

G Valuing DiversityThis set of criteria refers to di-
versity, the extent to which the concept of 'normality'
is explored and extended and heterogeneity accepted.

HOW are issues of gender recognized and accommodated?

How do staff and children deal with nice, even if there are

not black children or staff/caregivers immediately present?

- How are the needs of children, staff or parents with disabili-

ties identified and Mel?

HOW Sensilll'e and tolerant are staff and child rt'll , t O I I

HA differences.'

Is there a conscious attempt to understand and challenge

stereotypes, and to represent and allow for cultural mid

physic-al diversity in the materials and equipment whichare

used ill daily

Are extra resources and support available if necessary,

H Assessment and Outcome MeasuresThese criteria
refer to measures of children's progress and the extent
to which specific problems or specific talents are rec-
ognized and accommodated.

Are children obsewed regularly?

Is the progress and development of individual children

monitored, recorded and discussed?

Ic the autonomy and privacy of individual drildren

rope( ted?

Is «mfidentiahty respected?

Are the records available to parents,

Ate parents observations and commentc used III Ihr asCes-

Is specialist help available when net essaly. Cala for spec lull

Illednal or psychological problemc or for enadling the devel-

opment of hulk ULU skills such as music or irt or swim-

ming,

) ;



I lost Ilenefas --This set of criteria refers to value lor
money.

ale the Lock of the nursery or childLare settina
LA( ulatt,l,

I Ion, art the henef as to paloac and sluld-tn wciabcd,

bite Lapaal Loth air nlrt. arc ealeulations ?nal fa mit

rates. insurame. Inanild and InfIllina'

Are adnunistlatipc and maintenaike «)sts Ill. Ind&

I Ion' oe tlu salaries or payment of 11,ose lookina alto &NV

dicn taloa:It&
Lostc onludt adlquatt looms ,nid ltpla,olunt of son

surnablc 110110

i there itaulat Love:ate for staff Illness or staff namnur

Is staff itt nutnant

is tilt food buddet adtquate and

iittraetwe do'
Arc (osts 011.111,h3 101 ['has did Ildrel of q,Iff and J111.-

111110

Who mats Ihtse Losts,

Do patents Lontributo

Are some stafi 1111Pala b(t.,111st 11,0' at( 1'01111:-

hero

Ate thoe Lo,l, examined In o Litton to 100 sathfat. boo

Ate coq: examined ni relation to altsento rates and staff

turnover,

Are t. osk examined In relattoll to ,1111,1 ttonortc

Are cost.: exaninia lii 1(1111011 I() outkome intasures

I iilllltil

ElhosThe ethos and regime of the nursery or
childcare setting is the balance of all these quality
indicators the extent to which they are integrated and
used in a coherent I ash io 0 The more positive and

coherent the programme or organization the mole it
is related to the value base the more likely it is that
good quality will be achieved We i-estate those values
here

Dots the nulco), or bill are sonat plonlote aoal

Does the Itimety 01 tillitkale (11(.011hIck L1,11,1,01 to

be spontaneous and express ilitniselpo holy'
Does tilt nitiscry Ot ,lakatt stttuicj rilsItie that

11,1 :opts trd is indundualo

Doo thl nur5oy or clill,lcaq HIM/ pwinote 'elf -«mh

dente ,ind zest for hanumr
Does tile litmt 0, or (Inikire setting onouraat

kaolin:I and canna ow:row:loll?

Does tht muscly m elnldLarc ctltind tikourade soL

friendship and co-open:non with ot1,11,-'

Does the nursoy or ehil,kaa settnia lecoanize tqual 01101 -

tunthes urespollne Of arlIder. 1,1(.0 or Labilay,

lc sultural direlsay hilly eXPleY.C3'

Is the nursery ot ItIldtatt conint fully sonana to fantll),

and e ommunay

it tilt ,hildren happy,

Does tht wirstly critma bared stattinoit Of

IIIIIC and obtedire: 51tppor Is these values?

Do all the staff nfree with and support thest 011111 two'

Are there dear stratedles for puttma dust 11110 ill! oblet

NYS Int0 Prat (ILO

Do the (swam:alum. withilt and tworattolle of actlants

leflot tilt amN. Ohio. tires ami strategics?

Ono fastoo u,Inch work ahunct aLlnerilni (hoe aims

,ind oho. two'
/ow dtcoulitable N the 11111,1 ly OP k 1)1111(11a cotina and to

whom'

hilt lit hI ott tie

3 ,1
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REGIONAL PROFILE:

South Asia, East Asia,
and the Pacific
SI1iiI)us Sc I I. \I IIIR RI( Ef AI( iN AI 0."1,1 k LINICEF

LINICEF support to early childhood development
.ECD, is based on an inter-agency policy developed
in I 9(.)3 and recently updated at a workshop held at
the Innocenti Centre in Florence in June I 995. This
policy stresses that EU) is important both in its own
right andas the foundation for subsequent learning
and educationas a malor factor in the attainment of
Education For All. Because of this importance it must
he more systematically planned more et fectively
implemented and more strongly supported by part
nerships of governments non-government organisa-
tions communities and donor agencies

In order to strengthen and broaden LINI( II activi-
ties in ECI ) the Education Cluster in collaboration
with the regional education adviseis front the regional
ol I ices in South Asia Fast Asia and the Pacific organ-
ised a workshop on E(1) in Asia 01 Bangkok
Thailand from December I --I 1995 I ortv-hve
participants mostly from ten South and Southeast
Asian countries Myanmar Bangladesh Sri l.anka
Nepal ( ambodia I ao PDR Thailand Viet Nam
Philippines and Indonesia took part in the work-
shop These pat ticipants included the following

[CD and education officers front UNICEF
country offices
education and health nutrition advisors from the
LINICIT Asian regnmal offices and headquarters
representatives from governments and local non-
governmental organizations 'N(.,( )s collaboi aung
with LINK-El m calls child development pro
giammes and
specialists in 1.(1) liont culls cisme, and inteola
uonal N(,( )s and networks

I )tnIng the c otuse of the winkshop se\
cot activities weie ciii tied out These included descitp
lions of how I.( I ) A Male`, lit into the prow amines
and budgets of CINK I I countiv offices the e.c hinge
of espelience in I (1) II1 the ten Asian connotes pie
sentations conceinmg cioss-cutting issues in I ( I)

g . nutrition and child development health promo-
tion lor ECI) community partnerships and global
and regional networks,: and the development of coun-
try action plans and recommendations for regional
cooperation related to ECD

A large variety of materials was distributed at the
workshop including descriptions of protect activities
NM training and learning materials and copies of
notes from oral presentations In the sections that fol-
low are presented summaries of important issues dis-
cussed at the workshop.

The Place and
Importance of ECD
in UNICEF Country
Programmes
The scope of total ECI) coverage -roughly services for
children aged 3--oi in the Asian countries rept esented
at the UNICE! workshop ianges front 2 m

\I\ anmar to 8",, in Cambodia to 26",, in the
Philippines and 3",, in Viet Nam In -general such
cos erage is provided by private and relignius organi-
zations

Considerable variety Is shown acros,, the region in
teints of whet e I) sits in UNICEF country pro-
grammes It most often appears Ill Education units
with lull-time of I iceis assigned to it in Nepal
NIvanmai Bangladesh Sri I anka the Philippines and
Viet Nam and with only a part-ttme of n. CI in I ao
P1 )R. but it also las with only a pait-time officer,
into the Women ot De N. elopment puitgittotto c iii

ambinha and into the ( I.speciallv
Dif I Kul( ( ircumstances ( FOC, plogiamme ill
Thailand Theie is no c Icai cut assignment i if iespon
sibility fin ( ) m Indonesia

In tei ms I budget allot mums even
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Early childhood programming can support not only younger children, but also their older siblings who
are freed from custodial care to attend school and to be children themselves. IMICEF 95.0147 F.a7ck

greater variety is shown both absolutely and relative-
ly. The amount of funding allocated annually to ECD
ranges from no funds in Indonesia and $10 000 in Ell;
to $75 000 in Laos $135.000 in Sri Lanka, and
$140 000 in Bangladesh: $200.000 in Nepal. $300 000
in Myanmar and $325 000 in Cambodia: $077 000 in

the Philippines and $747 000 in Viet Nam In per-
centage terms compared to the total education bud-
get. this means for example 3"ii in Bangladesh, 5"ii in
Myanmar. less than 10% in Lao PDR and Cambodia

1"ii m Nepal. I 5",, in Sri l.anka up to 17".. in Viet
Nam. and 4t )9.. in the Philippines though a rebud
geting exercise HI light of LEA goal achievements in
1995 reduced this to 20%1.

There are often good reasons f or suLh alloLations
In some cf mn tries such as Viet Nam and Sri Lanka
I.(1) is a strong government priority or as in the
Philippines. a focus of stiong NC,( ) attentmn This is
in part because of high percentages of children found
in primal), education and therefore the ability of gov,
ernments and NU K to locus them attention on othei
levels of eduLatum_ whKh LINK ,11- is willing to sup-

pot t In other countries. SU( h as Myanmar the
absence of government and NC.( ) interest has led
LINICH- to launch a major programme in the area In

Bangladesh on the other hand a strong government
and UNICEF locus on the El-A goal of primary educa-
tion has led to neglect of I:('I)

Issues and Lessons
Arising From Country
Experiences

N ew Trends of ECD
Several new trends in the development and provisiim
of [CD activities need to be taken into account First
is dic Jou, III COM (0111101Ck ail' 10011 toll'ald

tompul.or)' or at least as strongly desirable, a
belief already the case in much of Latin America (add
in sti( inglY centialised states such as I )PR Korea In a

naii ow sense, this can mean that kmdergarten
becomes compulsory for admission to elite public and
private pi imary schools but it can also mean more
genet ally that I.( I) is seen WI being an integial and
necessary part of basic education While some coml.
tries in the region are first expanding the definition of
basi«.dm anon up the system to include grades 7

3 ti
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others arc at least considering the need to expand cov-
erage down the system as well.

Along with this trend is the desire to owe Inwrily to
expandind ECD Loverage first of all to rural, indidenous. and

impoverished aieaspartly as a process of positive dis-
crimination and all Irmative action toward disadvan-
taged areas. There is general realisation that the urban
elites can take care of themselves and that greate-
ell orts need to be put into more equitable distribution
of ECD programmes

Both of these trends imply a third the need for some
kind of donernment policy ii iward to E( '1). Though sonic
governments fear that having a 'policy' means estab-
lishing an expensive state-supported ECD!preschool
system. most now realise that a policy can mean many
different things, from providing universal ECD cover-
age (as in IWR Korea) to defining core curricula, pro-
viding standardised teaching and learning materials.
training (and perhaps paying for) teachers, and subsi-
dising ECD programmes in disadvantaged areas.

A fourth trend is the realisation that the area of RD pro-

vides space _for innovation, a chance to move f roni more

traditional institutional approaches to family- and
community-based approaches, with new kinds of
more child-centred, interactive pedagogy and stronger
links between ECD and primary school, between for-
mal and non-formal approaches, between the educa-
tion of children and of adults, and between mothers
and fathers.

Of particular importance is a filth trend: the realisa-
tion that innonitions in Ein (ail sometimes fend bad: into the iv,-

mg education system In other words. ECD is not only
being viewed as facilitating, through school readiness
activities children's transition to a formal primary
school. In addition, it is more and more being seen as
a means, among parents, the community, and teach-
ers, to build awareness about, and provoke the
changes required in, the formal school system. This is
being done, for example, through educating parents of
pre-school children about what to demand from pri-
mary schools; the training of primary school teachers
with preschool teachers, in more interactive, child-
riendly ways (as happens in Fiji); and a special eight-

week transition programme added into the first grade
of school in the Philippines which is training teachers
how to make the primary school more child-friendly
and 'ready' for the young child. The issue here is to
ensure that ECD programmes more positively influ-
ence primary schools than primary schools negatively
influence E(:I).

A f inal trend relates to the link between E( 'I)
dHld lights F.CD is being seen as one of the develop-
rn nt rights of the young child, a% defined in the

nvention on the Rights ol the Child, and protec
lion of the young child from abuse, both inside and
outside the family, is becoming a more important
rationale for ECD activities

Who Needs to Be
"Developed" and
Who Does the
"Development"?
In keeping with the desired inter-sectoral inter-gen-
erational approach to I:CD, there was wide-ranging
discussicin at the workshop concerning the variety of
actors who need to be involved ill ECD in order to
expand it and to make it work more effectively. There
was agreement that the prima°, Imo 4roup of ECI) (OW -
(ties are infants and youni) ibildren even fetuses in regard

to pre-natal care and those 0-2 years of age I who are
of ten left out of programmes which focus on institu-
tional ECD approaches), and extending to cover chil-
dren up to eight years of age. therefore overlapping
with the first years of school and ensuring that chil-
dren succeed in the transition into the formal system.
Of most importance are young children 'at risk'
those with special needs in regard to health and sur-
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vival. care, development, and protection, as well as
those not receiving any available social sector services.

In dealing with this group, a large number of actors
need to lie 'developed' in regard to best practices in
the care and development of young children. These
include:

School children and older siblinos must be involved m

FCD---as mobilisers ol support for ELI); in mapping
and gathering data in regard to issues such as child
health, school health, and pupil absenteeism; as pro-
ducers of programmes for children: as members of child
watch committees; and, through school-based child-to-
child approaches, in teaching and caring for younger
children.

Youth (patents-to-be), especially adt)lescellts who will

soon marry and have children, must he given informa-
tion and skills le g., through family life education)



related to good parenting and child development
Pre/plant women and new mothers must be provided

knowledge and skills related to pre-natal health and
care of the very young child (e.g., maternal nutrition
breastleeding and weaning, growth monitoring)

A lother toil fathers and other carwers: must be taught
a broad range of skills, in areas such as the best meth-
ods of stimulating and caring for children and of mon-
itoring physical and social development. In Indonesia
the village-based Posyandu health( centres teach
mothers how to use physical and psycho-motor devel-
opment charts for their y( iung children, and the IIKB
(Bina Keluarga Balita--centres for families with chil-
dren below five years of age,. train mothers how best
to play with and stimulate the mental development of
their children.

E(.1)c,trealoers and In r hool ttaLbers clearly must be
trained in the knowledge skills, and attitudes appro-
pi late to holistic, integrated child development activi-
ties

Adult rdlicalors I such as other teachers of non-formal
education programmes I can play a more active role in
ensuring that child development content is put into all
adult education and literacy programmes

C.ommunity and local etorernment leaders can not only

provide financial and material support to EU) activi
ties. but also help create awareness about the need for
ECI) change attitudc-s and mobilise the community
for action.

C.ommunity. uhaloits onfaincanow, ((lid N( ( ), because
of close relationships with communities are parocu,
larly well-suited to carry out research on childrearing
practices strengthen human resource capacity at the
community level, and encourage networks ot child
welfare and development workers. Wonnll 4,<01.1allow-

especially those that reach down into local communi-
ties can be mobilised to organise all) activities

Extengon aacnt, J mho ccioi, can be encouraged to
work closely With E( :1) programmes and organisers
These include agents in health agrIc ulture with a
focus on household f ood production, and internal
affairs (with its often close link to local government ,

Academics and othilinoles.nnial, can encourage research

in areas such as traditional chddrearing practices and
changing risk patterns and family structures

Cnwonment official, and Poilt y-makus at lughei levels of

the system can he encouraged not only to provide
gieater financial support to l'(1) butt also to develop
mote systematic I ) polic es HI areas such as lan
guage of pre-school education i e mother tongue vs
language (if pi mary school mstitic Iron and locus on

disadvantaged regions
The fitioate sick'? can also get involved in pelletal

Ion(1 laismg foi I ( ) and m die establishment of I ( I )

programmes tor children of employees
The undid can be mobilised to OK lease demand

build political will and piovide a channel lot paientol
educati)n about l'( I) The Patent Film tivc 'less

Service ;ITS i in the Philippines tor example
includes. in addition to b visits and group discus-
sions, a radio programme with drama song. and a
talk-show

Also a videti-based child developnient programme
has recently been developed by UNICEF titled
Enhanclint Early Childhood Dwelopincia It provides essen-

tial child development knowledge, strategies. and
:-esources which can be used by parents to support
child development during the first six years of hie.
Each of the four animated videos is accompanied by a
facilitators- and parents' guidebook. The videos are to
be used in conjunction with country-specific live
action, and a production guidebook has been prepared
to suggest ways to add country-appropriate matmials
The videos can be used on national television or in
video cassette format, in a variety of group settings.
including community-based parent discussion groups
training courses for professionals and para-profession-
als. and in health care centres

UNICEF staff, especially representatives. programme
coordinators, and project officers in all ales ant sec-
tors also need awareness-raising in regard to the
importance of E(:I) for the eventual success of other
UNICEF activities and training oi how better to
organise E(.,I) activities.

What Has to
Be "Taught",
and How?
Participants at the workshop also discussed what
needs to be taught to young children and to their
caregivers and teachers in el lective ECD pro-
grammes ()ne particularly interesting approach to the
what and how was described in a Sri I.anka pro.
gramme who,. (barn iii fanaht noy Nat tical knowlidai nil
skills while taunt hot ni troy ,lay actioitus mcluding eat-
ing bathing washing cleaning and cooking During
cooking kir example they wash rice scrape CHO lots
and cut vegetables and while seemingly playmg they
gain experience with useful work habits: learn skills
such as naming objects and identifying weights
smells tastes shapes relative sizes colours and tex-
tutes Increase their vocabulary: develop goiss and fine
motor skills and hand and eye coordmation, and learn
to understand mathematical concepts and how to tell
ume

)omg bettei m piimary school although an impoi
tan( by-produc t I) should not be as main con
k cl II In odic] winds the ,cliool-uadinc,, finiction of

( ) which focuses on extending the lot mal st hool
vc le downward and accelerating sc 11001 HICO Lk OHII

dm [Hp the rails' veal s of life should not be its main
pie occupatum But such readiness is unpin Lull bo(h
in reality and in terms of advocacy for I I ) pro
glammes (specially in highly competitive edut alum
systems wheic a good calk' stall. may lead to latm
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success, and especially for the crucial. early survival
grades' during which tor one reason or another ic g
learning in an unknown national language rather than
mother tongue) children often drop out of school.

An example is the eight-week transition programme
in the Philippines. at the beginning of first grade
which is teachoni and Lompeteimes in the alea.s of commu-

nkatum. numeracy. social-emotional der.lopment pq,bonwtor

development, ni,i acstheti, development, via games stories

manipulative activities and indoor and outdoor activ-
ities In Bangladesh. through preschool and continu-
ing through two years ot 'learning preparedness work
in school children arc inducted into the learning rou-
tine with the main commim learning difficulties .-ipe-
cially in language and maths identified and then
focused on. Also. in Sri Lanka a very useful instru-
ment has been des 'doped to measure children s readi-
ness for school, it consists of a series ot pictures that
arc used to determine a child s understanding ol space
numbers sequence and seriation.

For parents it is important to ensure that they
understand the.lat 15 .for lifepractices leading to g .od
health and nutrition .c g food supplementation early
detection of ARI treatment ot diarrhoea. how to care
for simple illnesses how to create a child-sate house
and help children avoid accidents etc It is also impor-
tant to teach about '1)113110ksurvival development
protection and participationin a way that is under-
standable by pal ents and other caregivers This
includes knowledge about the various kinds of social
ills that young children may eventually encounter and
need to learn how to cope with

Parents must also gam f II .0 de., IIo tareitivo, bumf-
mit the irhoh ,b113---it,, physical cognitive psYchoso-
cial and spiritual needsby trying to ensure that chil-
dren have a happy childhood with love and affection
much play and little work and the chance to discover
the my of learning This means that parents must learn
good parenting practices e g how to play with chit-
dren how to pros ide discipline and bow to use tile
home and the immediate environment as the primary
sources ot learning and development before school
age and appropriate early childhood care and (level-
opment techni(fues The latter requnes kmiwledge
about vai ious mdicatois of physical growth and men-
tal social development The monitoring charts devel
oped nt Indonesia represent good examples of tools
that can help parents and odic! caregivers 01 tilt,'
p101eS5

inall..s pments also need to gam dhoti, iiirdottimino
thi impiiitailti 01 and kitpina tl,in 1iccihi 1,j-lt 4111)

th11/ tialtalIII I, III /WI cf then own role in the educa,
tion ot then t luldren of him to discriminate bets\ ren
good and bad teat lung and good and bad schools
and of how to paiticipate at osely tluimgb thC s( 11001
in demandmg and at hies mg a beni i quality ethic mum
for then t. hitch en

How Should ECD
Be Organised?
The organisation of effective ECI) programmes
requires both strong and supportive institutions and
efficient processes In terms of structure. one conclu-
sion of the workshop v as to uy to use available organ-
isations rather than art every time anew In this
regard, the workshop looked at two level', Of the sys-
tem. national and local

National
An essential question is- who at the mitionai lwel lus the

power and authority to brim ()topic together ,iround issursr'

Who, in other words has the political and or moral
authorityand the resources which might flow front
such authorityto mobilise a population concerning
ECD7 Tapping such a person s authoritywhether it
be the head of state or as is of ten the case his \vile--
may help promote the issue

National nvbumentslaws broad policies. develop-
ment plansmay also be important In the PhilippMes
there is a legal mandate that each village must estab-
lish a day care centre, and the Local Government
(-ode states that local goveinments must provide ECD
services to all constituents. Some governments are
now des-eloping more explicit policies in legard to
R.:I) although many are rather minimalist in nattn-e
and more and more national development plans are
including chapters on women- a chapter focused on
children may also be useful

National :lank lessuch a, the Children, Secretariat
in Sri I anka and the National Council lor the Care
and Protection ot Children in Viet Nammay also be
useful to promote especially to the extent that they
have some mechanisms to reach down the system to
the level ot the community Another option is a cool
dinatmg or inter-agency committee at each level
among donors gosernment agencies and NG( )s
such as the Inter-Agency Committee on LCD in the

Plulippines
Finally also important 01 die plomotum of so ong

systematic irdrastructurcs for 1.(1) are frqaiil,
and adro,a,v units 55 huh locus on the problems and
solutions, related to F.( 1) A new example IN
Thailand s National Institute for Child and l-amilv
Development located at Nlahidol University in
Bangkok

Local

Ii gamsations at the Imal les el can be designed
both to enhance I ( I ) ice,' and focus suppof t for

( I) hoot among various ims-rested parties In Nepal

csamPle a Proposal is being developed s
st (mild c wale a c lustei system of to satellite home
based R I) plow ammes stalled be facilitatous with a
7th glade education managed by the Village
)i'veloPinem onlimuce Plovided ',Pace and mato

als by the c onummity and situated mound a luster



centre located in a primary school and staf fed by a
trained teacher. Such a place can be an accessible
resource centre and a centre of 'good practice where
ECD workers can get help and view good care-giving
and good management

Also important is the developinent tind strowthonim of
orgamiation, and network: iomerned ipith the health

welfare. and right, of the young thild Stich c ommunity-
based networks can serve to motivate the community
around ECD, operate as a kind of village 'watch' to
ensure implementation of the Convention on the
Rights of the Child 'CRC) maximise opportunities
and resoun -s from all potential sources, help improve
the community's readiness or, and environment sur-
rounding. the child, and enhance links and exchanges
between communities.

This is where partner Airs for ECD beiorne importanta
dif ferent mix of partners at each level, each with a
clear definition of tasks and responsibilities. In Nepal.
for example. the Primary Curriculum and Textbook
Development Unit develops FCD curriculum, train%
teachers, provides guidelines and necessary materials
and supervises and evaluates programmes; the District
Education Officer motivates local communities to
establish and run activities; the community arranges
tor space. teachers, and other materials; parents pro-
vide books and pens send children regularly to the
programmes. ensure cleanliness of their children, and
share intormauon about the progress of their children:
and teachers try to be aware of the interests and apa-
bility of each child give attention to the learning
process. inform parents about the children s progress.
and keep evaluation records of the children.

Other principles of organisation
Besides the above structural issues relating to

the organisation of
ECD programmes
at national and lo-
cal levels, a number
of other principles
related to the pro-
cess of developing
these programmes
are important to
consider.
Integration The
integration of ECD
is required in sever-
al different ways.

Integration within
the Ministry of
Health itself is ob-
viously important,
to ensure that
units concerned
with mothers and
young children

(for example. nutrition. breastleeding, and immuni-
sation) work well together.
The Lomb:mug of various ECD programmes in our hi rgcr

systemas in Viet Nam where the ECD programme
includes daycare centres, parent education. growth
monitoring, regular health check-ups for mothers
and children, credit schemes and savings groups for
women. inlmunisation, nutrition education, women's
literacy programmes, home visiting, and the teach-
ing of agricultural skills. In one year a pilot of such
integrated services has led to remarkable improve-
ment in women's and children's health status and
household food security. The credit scheme of this
programme is especially inter( sung. 'See Case Study

on page 4 51
integrated lrainind is also important, so that all major
actors in ECD, at each level, arc trained together.
This includes, among others. ECD workers man-
agers, local extension agents from concerned sec-
tors and prinlaiy school teachers.
The involvement of all possible media iii ECD programming (am

also help to promote ECD Advocacy, mobilisation, and
education by radio is one example, as is the use of
sermons and other religious messages (in churches.
temples and mosques) to promote EC!) messages.

Grounding in local reality Another important
organisational principle is that ECD programmes should
be based on lo t. al resour cc, on the everyday lift of the faintly

and to the extent possible. on traditional Lhild mning practices

and existing knowledge As shown in a study in Lao
PDR, while some of these practices may be harmful
to the child, many more deserve to be encouraged
and strengthened Related to this is the use of local
culture and languageas well as local rhymes. reli-
gious sayings, folk tales, games, festivals, puppets
plays songs and lullabiesin ECD programmes.

One way to
gain information
on such local
practice, among
other important
data, are knowledge.

attitude, a itd (u ractice

t.KAP) Sit tptys

These can assess
such issues as atti-

tudes of mothers
and fathers to-
wards having chil-
dren, knowledge
about children's
needs, child-rear-
ing practices
which help and
hinder child de-
velopment, care-
taking practices

'411111b...
111111*-- -9111111

ECD programmes should strive to build upon local culture,
language and practices. UNICEF 93-1744 Roger Lemoyne
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tha, help social-emou ,nal development. knowledge
about dangers and iisks around the home. indicatois
of physical development common practices for cog-
nitive and language development. perceptions about
the ielationship between home-based and school
based activities. perceptions about school skills and
the parents role in the development of such skills, and
discriminatory behaviour in parenting practices espe-
cially in iegaid to girls

Related to this is the med to 'Nom), noeflo4 oJ

prodhniuninol .m1 pidnound lonfol000loafooff.

and oraliimiou In other woi ds methods should be
found to involve children women men. and the col''
munav at large in LCD activities. Participatory kapiii
Appraisal PRA methods are an example of this.
including the mapping of N(.I) services and lanulies
with young children
Clarity of roles and process Another important
principle is air nud lo :Lolly floe role: an,i acponsibolitoes of

tins III E( f) Poodn:nnne: In order to deter-
nii;ie an appropriate division of labour among the
various a torS at various level,. in I:CD a matrix is
usefulof who , government NGOs, the private
sector does wl'at in regard to the primary target
gn Young children at various ages to caregivers
parents siblings parents.to- be and other care.

gn (Is. and I CD shareholders and interest groups
((immunity leaders, trainer% extension agents of

other sectors academics and prolessiimals govern-
ment olhcials policy-makers the public, Once
`AK h a matrix is developed it is easier to determine
I oi example gaps in Wrs'ileS where additional
c.,ourt es and training are required etc.

It I, ,11,0 0111,011,1111 fo klatoly uoloaf is Meant br (food E( 1)

This is wheie it ;s useful to have e g for par-
ents daycare workers teachers, clear manuals guide-
books curriculum guides record formats. ,sch evalu-
ation) matei ials and checklists of milestones in the
child, physical emotional social cogniuse and lin-
guistic development

Related to this is tl ito,1 to liar, nutho,is lot

bac Ind and tido tiac mg the pi ogress of children
iodated to various services (.1 R:1) g immunisation
and (11 owth monitoring and ti ackmg down those
\mho do not avail themselves of these services hi any
gis en communoty it is therefore important to be able
to list cluldien by age ,e g through local government
ii c lunch ICC old,. on a special census or suivev
ico, (bid vat IOUs 11111C...tont.% in their development and

detei mule cm ho within the community is responsible
tot ensut mg that children especially childien at osk
and with spec ial pioblems use the services provided

monno .1 mg moues). can also locus on issues
iodated to hild flit tix tom

How Can ECD
Success Be
Measured?
The first issue related to the monitoring and evalua
tion of F.C:1) 'success is that inonitoond iiid Paluation

pith esses Mist be Inkalated 11110 E( .1) PI 00 111111Me!, holn (huh,

bidonnon,1 and into the ways of thinking of partici-
pants both organisers and implementers Monitoring
and evaluation also need to be structured so that they
look both at the more quantitative issues ( if coverage
and costs and at the 'flavour and nature of the pi o.
grammes. They also need to be used both for system
accountability and central planning purposes, and for
individual project improvement and localised plan-
ning

Another issue is the need to ensure that tlim is char
irporting to the bond), c)ncerning thU progress 4 thc ,b,13. This

can serve as strong feedback to increase parental
awareness about the usefulness of ECD activities and
to strengthen then demands for higher quality F.CD
programmes.

A third issue relates LO the II(Td to joui.; assessment bulk -

11linly on clooldren noiJnnihicc it FCD planners. pro-
grammers and practitioners need to know whether
their programmes and activities are useful for those
who need them most.

A further issue given the lack of developed evalua-
tion systems in many countries, is self-evaluation I for
parents, caregivers and institutions) In Sri Lanka a
self -evaluation package called nor Am I Gould, has
been developed which asks teachers to evaluate them-
selves in areas such as free play. storytelling the use of
the environment, language development etc There is
a similar checklist developed as a chart that can be
hung on the wall so that parents can see what should
be happening m the programme.

Howe observation of parents' knowledge skills and
behaviours and then impact on the child s develop-
ment is also important. This can be labour-intensive
of course but can also provide direct feedback to par-
ents on their parentmg skills and on the effectiveness
of parent education programmes

E( I) dlso Pal lay of Indic d(ois
phy,,ical behavioural. neurological, linguistic etc
to assess children.s puigress 'Flue iminirtant thing is to)
ensure that these arc- vet y much pia( tannic, and !omit-
/mildly

A final issue is (N 11(61 to doylopand (had). lolilli th( yin

211,51 4oals. Who will dchne the indicators used to mea
sure these goals: such mdicators be only guano.
tame ill ulatuuuc-e g the percentage of children who
ale m piem hood or in a range of I(I) programmes,
oi mole qualitative the peicentagc of (.1111(11(.0 who
untei school wady or with developmental delays,'



Problems and
Constraints
Despite the achievements and trends related to the
development of F.CD in the region many difficulties
remain. These include:

difficidhes iii expandini cuciNs to. and nniitomit the quality of

E( !) procirammes to those who need diem most IiCI) activi-

ties usually focus on older children (aged 5-6) living
in urban areas The preferred approach is either
mere child minding' (a place to leave and feed chil-
dren or an academic instructional approach in
preparation for schoolrather than on integrated
child care and child development.

-- lhc loin culls of b:("1) itself iind of its frac/yrs and workers In

comparison to teachers in the formal system of edu-
cation and to workers isuCh as health and agncultur-
al extension workersi in other sectors ECD person-
nel are generally badly paid (if at all) and without
security and often little motivation This is where
the issue of incentives becomes importantthe
problem of losing volunteers from ECD activities
and the need, therefore, to devise non-salary incen-
tives such as access to income-generating activities
held trips, free health care at local hospitals and
appreciation from the local community

- rwahles and ompetiuou within the community exist despite

myths to the contrary Thus, communities are often
riddled with conflict, lack solidarity, and have limit-
ed time and energy to participate in a]) activities.
poor coordination ion! weak Intercc . foal linkaats at all hod,

Various parts of the education system itself «lay
care pre-scluml and the primary schcioli often mirk
together for coordinated attention to the young
child, and concerned sectors such as health and

wellare. usually collabiffate even les%
Titt politicrialon of PI). as in l.atin Amenca where it
is popular with the people and therefore in the
rhetoric of competing political parties Thus F.(1)
programmes begin, by one government may not

outlast changes in government To make the dis-
tinction used m I am) America if a progranlme is not
a commitment of the state irrespective ol govern
ment it will not survive long
dir trio of aorminiciii, !bat iiiy iu'oliviiiiiit ii F.(

wranably lead to rxce,ioi fOr expensive f ()I mal

1:(1) systcnis which most can ill afford.
the plematnie and often ,implistii wsh to divilop II d

!isseiiuiiuutc' whIldl i meant to work in
all regions and among all suata of a given «ninny

Suggestions for
Future National and
Regional Action
At the workshop country teams weic asked to devel
op plans foi short-tc-int action c what they would

do once they returned to their offices based on what
they learned at the workshop in order to expand and
strengthen F.CI) services

A common theme across the teams was the need for
INICEF itself to play a law rob' mobilisation,

pat nit ship-buildind, aiuI anueiless-nwmici it ill levds of the

sptem: international (e.g.. via donors), regional,
national and local. village. The need here is to present
arguments for investnlent in LCD which include. hut
go beyond, its role in preparing children for primary
school into other economic. social, and psychological
areas. In this regard, several ideas were raised:

the shared packaging and marketing of ECI ) within
a region and beyond;
media initiatives, again at both the local level I e.g.
through popular theatre) and the national level:
fund-raisingfor example, determining which
donors arc most willing to support ECD activities
and framing the proposal to meet donor expecta-
tions le g. linkages with Women in Development
'WU', the girl child, the environment indigenous
peoples 1,

- the writing of case studies and demonstrations of
effective programme models,

- the location of [CD in the context of child rights
and human development:
the use across borders of key decision-makers who
have opted for strong [( T) programmes: and
well-targeted seminars and study tours

( )ther areas for regional ex( hange:

Training
to identity and prepare a directory of organizations
institutions, and individuals working in ECD within
the region , e g regional universities,-
to prepare an inventory and content analysis of
existing training materials in the region leading to
the shating ol materials. methodologies, and
approaches including dif ferent packages videos.
and tested practices.
disseminate how to plan and design dilferent twin-
ing programmes le g for parenting or child-to-child
education oi the training of trainers,.
address IWIC of certification credentialing. and
examine how to oiganise training in I.C.D at the
iegional level with country teams attending per.
hap% using global training funds e g. the University
of WI la model Implemented in the region

Curriculum/ Materials
piepaie an inventory of existing maul als m the
region ,curriculum support materials toy% etc for
Nith si ning childien and paients
desuhip ,111 I ( I ) (Win uhini fidnies,,,k
lw used acioss countries within the iegion with a
how-to manual ne g community-based ciiii I( u

lum

identity legional iesouite nelsons who t an assist m

4 )
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Research needs to be made available to allparents, community planners, practitioners, and
policymakers.

ECD curriculum development, and
organise fora to discuss issues of particular impor-
tance (e.g., language use in ECD curriculum)

Indicators
identify common quantifiable indicators; e.g. the
number of children (boys and girls), teachers, cen-
tres, and training courses;

develop a set of 'core quality indicators, leaving flex-
ibility for country-specific needs in order to measure
impact at different levels (the child, family level.
community);
address validity and reliability issueshow to devel-
op 'built-in' processes to assure accuracy of data; and

examine the various batteries of tests developed else.
where (e.g., the International Education Association
(IEA) study)

Research
This is a neglected area, yet it is basic to all aspects

of ECD and needs to be central to ECD programmes.
What to do research on

basic and baseline information and data for policy
analysis, planning, and programming;
insight into the behaviour of children (aged 0-8 I,
especially as these relate to gender differences,
child-rearing practices, and socialisation processes;
understanding of cultural contexts;
studies and research demonstrating the benefits of
ECD (including economic and social analyses);
unique populations (AIDS-affected children). e.g.
what is the extent of the problem and what are its
unique characteristics?

assessments of the impact of the programme.
How to do the research
explore new methodologies (e.g. action research.

with the involvement of target groups);
make research available to allparents, community,
planners and policymakersand as a tool for public
education; and
use all possible partners in research, across sectors
universities, NGOs, school teachers, community
workers, training institutes, departments of monitor-
ing and evaluation.
In addition, UNICEF should go beyond general

advocacy to assistance with national policy formulation
ECD is an area where ill-informed policy decisions
can go seriously wrong, with long-term consequences
(e.g. use of national language rather than mother
tongue; the development of entry tests for primary
schools); thus, the need for informed debate as such
policies get developed.

UNICEF can assist as well in the development of networks

which combine an interest m child development and child rights

and tbe mediaperhaps for the purpose of multi-coun-
try funding. This includes activities such as the Save
the Children Fund Strong Beginnings programmes
which attempts to integrate ECD, Women in
Development iWID), family development, and
preschool activities

In sum, within the region there is a wide diversity
of experience in ECD programming. The opportunity
to share experiences across countries was invaluable
and will lead to mutual support and additional sharing
which will enhance ECD programming throughout
the region.
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"Here are two wonderful coconut shells,

Now they are hung with a brown string.

And some pebbles and rocks and stones

And our fine little scale is now complete."

ECCD in Sri Lanka
by Judith L. Evans

Based on presentations by- Ms. Amara Amarasmghe. Project Officer

Early Childhood Education. UNICEF: Ms. Chintha Akuretivagama.

Director. Children's Secretariat. Ministry of Transport and Women s

Affairs: Mr. P K Ariyasena. National Institute of Social Development

at the UNICEF Regional Meeting in Bangkok. December 1995.

Sri Lanka is a country that historically has placed
a high value on education. Thus the government
has consistently made the funding of education a
priority. Children begin school at age five, and
most of the children enroll (overall 93.1%; urban
93.6%; 92.6% rural) and remain at school until
Grade 5. (There is a 91.6% completion rate for
grades 1-5.) At that point more boys than girls
begin to drop out, primarily to undertake work to
earn money for the family. (The dropout rate for
boys is 4.9% and for girls it is 3.8%from grades
1-9.) The repetition rate is 7.74% Grades 1-5
and 5.04% Grades 6-8.)

In 1979, the International Year of the Child,
the government established the Children's
Secretariat. In 1986, Sessional Paper no 111 on
ECCD was submitted to the government by the
Children's Secretariat. making ECCD a priority
within the country. It provided a national policy
in support of the care and education of young
children and put forward a delivery system for
ECCD programmes. Support centres for ECCD
programmes were established in each division
The plan also specified a management structure
and staff development plans. Emphasis was given
to the development of ECCD programmes in the

plantations and new settlements. Resources were
allocated to support ECCD activities at both the
national and district levels. Also, an experimental
ECCD project was initiated.

In 1991, UNICEF participated in creating a
Plan of Action (NPA) with the National Planning
Department, Ministry of Policy Planning and
Implementation. Within the NPA the main
emphasis in terms of government provision is on
home-based approaches to ECCD, with formal
preschool and day care services being provided
by NGOs, the private sector and religious bodies.
Today 25% of preschool-aged (3-4 year old)
children attend preschool.

Two different studies have been conducted
that guide UNICEF's work in the country. One
was a study of the impact of preschool. The study
measured social competency, writing and move-
ment coordination, letter reading, terms of rela-
tions (spatial development), sentence structure,
language competency, counting, quantity and
maths. Four groups of children were compared:
those with no preschool, those who attended for
1-6 months; those who attended for 7-12
months and those attending for more than a year.
Those who had some preschool experience did
significantly better than those without preschool.
However, it was also discovered that children
attending preschool more than one year (i.e. 2
years) did not do significantly better than those
who went for only 1 year. In fact, their perfor-
mance was essentially equivalent. The study also
revealed that the mother's education was the best
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predictor of children's performance in all subjects
except quantity and maths, where the father's
education is a better predictor. The mothers edu-
cation is also the best predictor of children's
health status.

The second study was conducted in 1988. to
better understand the education needs within the
country. A national study on the entry competen-
cy of Primary 1 children was completed by the
National Institute of Education. A sub-sample of
children in deprived areas was included. The
instrument used to measure children's readiness
for school could be adapted to other cultures. It
consists of a series of pictures that are used to
determine children's understanding of space
(position, distance), number, sequence and seri-
ation. There is also a test of language develop-
ment. The findings from the study led to curricu-
lum reform in Primary 1 and textbook reform.

In conducting its work in Sri Lanka, UNICEF,
together with the Children's Secretariat, identi-
fied a number of problems that are now being
address!d directly.

t. Only 25% of the 3-4 year-olds go to
preschool. Thus there was a need to reach the
other 75%. To do this the home-based option
was developed. This has taken the form of home-
based activities to strengthen parental skills in
optimizing the home and the immediate environ-
ment as the primary source of learning and devel-
opment before school age. Within this line of
activity UNICEF has been:

developing the activity booklet to be used by
parents;
supporting the development of a structure for
the delivery of parent education through the
government infrastructure and NGOs:
designing a model for mobilization of the
home-based programme. (See case study

below.)

2. There is no uniformity in provision since a
variety ot organizations and agencies are involved
in preschool provision Thus there was interest in
the promotion of quality in preschool education.
To move toward more uniformity, a set of guide-
lines have been developed and activity books
have been created. Within this initiative UNICEF
is supporting:
I a study on the situation of pre-school educa-

tion;
a forum for the exchange of ideas among
NGOs,
the development of guidelines tor preschools.

III the development of activity books for
preschools; (materials for preschool teachers
have been developed)
the design of teacher training programs;
the creation of self-evaluation packages for

preschool teachers.

3 There is a lack of institutional support to
monitor and evaluate preschool programmes. In
response, a self-evaluation package was developed
that teachers can use to assess their own pro-
gramme.

The Self-evaluation package is worth dissemi-
nating to others. It is titled, Where am I going?
Teachers are asked to evaluate themselves in
terms of eight content areas: free play, an under-
standing of children's differences, storytelling, the
use of the environment, aesthetics, health, lan-
guage development, and maths. The tool comes
in two forms. There is a chart that is hung on the
wall. Parents can refer to this to see what should
be happening within the school. Teachers also
have this in booklet form and they use it weekly
to check on their own programme.

4 There is a lack of co-ordination among orga-
nizations working for early childhood develop-
ment. In response to this need an NGO forum
has been creat2d where ideas and experiences can
be shared, and for the purposes of creating a bet-
ter system for coordinating the activities of
NGOs. Work is also being done with NGOs to
design appropriate preschool programmes for
children in the rural areas. Also, a resource group
is being created to assio the Children's
Secretariat.

Currently a study of preschool education is
underway that should provide data for use in the
pursuit of other activities.

The mother's education is the best
predictor of children's health status.
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MI CASE STUDY

The Home-Based Programme The results
of the Grade 1 study indicated that 30% of
urban and 60% of rural children were not ready
for school. Thus the decision was made to tocus
on home-based programmes in remote areas
with an emphasis on mothers.

The programme is designed to train parents to:
to be aware of developmental stages and rec-
ognize them;
to identify learning situations at home through
daily activities;
to recognize the human and matprial resources
in the home environment;
to stimulate children while attending to daily
work.
to recognize the difference in children's devel-
opment over time.

To develop the curriculum the team visited
homes and observed the kinds of activities that
adults and children were engaged in throughout
the day. They got parents to talk about their chil-
dren, what they were like and what they could
do. This stimulated parents to pay more attention
to what their children were doing and got them
involved in what their children could learn.

The resulting curriculum is based entirely on
household activities In the booklets provided for
parents there are pictures of common activities
and an explanation of what the child learns while
undertaking a given task. It also suggests ways
parents can stimulate problem-solving skills and
encourage the use of language while involved in
the tasks.

A series of 8 activity books has been created
for the village group to share with parents. Since
most parents can read and write, they are given
the materials directly. One of the booklets is on
Cooking. Within the booklet the curriculum
addresses six areas:

1 While getting the rice ready for cooking
2 While washing and cooking rice
3. While scraping coconut and extracting milk
4. While cutting vegetables
5. While getting curries ready for cooking
G. While making mallun and salads
And within each of these areas there are six

specific activities that can be undertaken with
children, some for children under 3 and the oth-
ers are for children over 3 years of age.

One of the most important impacts of the pro-
gramme is that it has stimulated adult-child interaction

Traditionally there is little communication
between adults and children. The activities in the
curriculum encourage and require adults to talk to
children. This has been very positive in terms of
children's language development and thc

strengthening ot the bond between parents and
their children.

The programme is introduced in a village
through the Village Committees. 'There are 3
Village Committees within each District
Secretariat Division.) The programme is being
implemented by 48 Village Committees in the
Sinahala Area and 12 Village Committees in the
Tamil Area, each committee consists of 10 mem-
bers. There are 3 facilitators per village, facilita-
tors are volunteers. Each of the three facilitators
within the village is assigned to work with about
6 children.

The work of the Village Committees is sup-
ported by Middle Level Officers, who in turn are
supported by Divisional Secretariat and
Divisional Planning and Education Officers. To
begin the programme, the Village Committee
prepares a map of the community and identifies
families with preschool aged children. The tacili-
tators then go trom house to house and invite par-
ents to be a part of the programme. Subsequently
the facilitator either does home visits or works
with the parents in a group. Once a month the
facilitators get together to share experiences and
do planning. Neighboring villagers are invited to
attend one of the group meetings to learn about
the programme and determine if they want to set
up something comparable in their village. There
is now a high demand for the programme. As par-
ents see what the programme has done for other
parents and their children, more parents are
requesting to be included. There is high competi-
tion in terms of education, so if parents see other
children getting ahead, they want the same for
their children.

This programme is excellent in its use of every-
day activities to support all aspects of children's
growth and development. The curriculum for the
programme is solidly grounded in everyday expe-
rience, and truly builds on the activities and cul-
ture that exists.

For more information on the activities of
UNICEF in Sri Lanka and the programme, con-
tact.

Amara Amarasinghe
Project Officer/Early Childhood
UNICEF, P.O. Box 143, Colombo Sri Lanka
Tel: (94-1) 589101, 586168, 587282;
Fax (94.1) 502809
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ECCD in
Viet Nam
by Judith L tiaos
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Den Lt... row ECM Educat.o..

(LICHT) LE. Th. A,t1. D.twor Era) Deri.111,ni-;1 L'OE1

the UMCEE No-a, Lit-H,N; 5 Bm.ttko, Dvcrmher 1995

Viet Nam is a country with a population of 73
million There are 53 provinces. 520 distncts and
53 ethnic nunonties. There are 10 million chd.
dren 0-5 years of age 2 2 million are in some
form of an ECCD programme. 7 76% of the 0-R
age group is in child care: and 32 (P!, of the ;-.5
year-olds '05". of five-year-olds, are in kinder-
garten.

In 1989 Viet Nam's (,overnment began a shift
to a market economy and began phasing out gov-
ernment subsidies. Since then Viet Nam has
achieved remarkable macro-economic growth
and many state services have been privatized
including day care. As a result. many services
once accessible to all families are no longer within
the means ()1 poor families ( )ne problem lacing
poor families is appropriate day care

Viet Nam is moving towaid a deceit trah zed
administrative structure There are administrative
of I ices and People's Committees at the central
provincial, district and commune levels The
District level Management Committee is iespon-
sible Ii w educatum at the commune level .lhere is
a ( nmmune anagement ( that us
responsible lor the hnnw l)ased and (elm e.based
day c arc programmes and for the kindergartens

Kindergartens can be lound in pninary schools
some are instatitton based, and some are commu-
nity-based. I'he kindergartens aie used as the base

for the support and training of day care childmin-
ders. At the present time the Government is
focussing on the five-year-old group in an
attempt to prepare them for school. Ten percent
of the government education budget is devoted to
[(;o)

In UNICEF's programme they are supporting
the development of:

community- and home-based ECM pro-
grammes;

primary education--mm-lormal and forntal.
innovative programs such as credit schemes.

the Viet Nam National Committee for the
Protection of Children.

IN CASE STUDY MII
Home Based Day Care Centres (HBDCC)
In early 1994 UNICEF began to support a local
credit scheme that was developed in conjunc-
tion with home.based day care centres The
piogramme is being implemented in minority
communities in two of Viet Nam s poorest
provinces The project involves the Viet Nam
Women s Union at the local level and the Early

hddhnod Development Department f or the
Ministry ol Education and Training for training
and supervision The prolect currently c overs
800 families with 730 children under the agc

()I 3 being served in MN COMmune,,

'Hie Viet Nam Women s Union ,VWLI. mon-
\ ates and selects women to bc the dav care ninth

luldminder, 'House selected ale VWU mem
bers whn aie HI good health show enthusiasm
and love for children and are willmg to take on
the task They may be literate nr not They are
trained by dav cat e or kmdeigarten tear heis iii

1
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the same commune. They are provided with choh
charts with health and nutrition messages that
they display in their 'centre', which is usually their
home. (The cloth charts arc durable and can be
washed!) One childminder looks after 4-10 chil-
dren. Centres are generally open from 7--11 A N1
and again Irom 2-5 P.M., although the schedules
may dilfer from village to village depending on
the needs of the mothers.

Parents bring cooked food to the centres lor
the children s meal Every parent contributes
20 kg of paddy per year. and the community pays
the childminder 50 000 VN Dung t about US
$5.00 per year for running the HBDCC (The
estimated annual costs for one HBDCC serving
10 children is US $37 )

The programme encourages family-based food
production systems, based on traditional uses of
toods. This can include a vegetable garden, hsh
ponds and or the raising ot livestockprimarily
pigs. The Women s Union encourages its mem-
bers to provide fruits for the children; oranges are
abundant in the area. The motto is -One fruit tree
and onc animal for the children..

One of the unique features of this programme
is the credit scheme with which it is connected
All the mothers of the children in the HBDCC. as
well as the childminders. are members of the
credit scheme. On a rotating basis they receive
US $30 to develop income-generating activities
within the family. iThese generally are linked to
the food production activities listed above )

Women are eligible for the credit scheme
they have children under the age of five who
are malnourished and attend the day care
centre
they are pregnant;
they have children who have dropped out of
school:
they are illiterate: or

- they are childminders or health workers

There are 10 women in each savings group
Only 8 ol the 10 women in the group have a loan
at a given point in time Thus there is consider-
able pressure on the women with loans to pay
back their loans so that other women in the group
can take out a loan. The loans have to be paid
back in 0 months Each month the woman pays
back part of the principle plus 2% interest plus
she makes a contribution to the savings fund.
(The interest is used to cover costs ot inflation
(15%), risk (10%), administiation 125% incen-
mesi-111%) and social welfare I 101), Women
are able to receive three cycles of loans !for $30,
$40, and then $501. Their eligibility depends on
their ability to pay back previous loans Aftei dw
third loan it is assumed they will be able to con-
tinue their income-generating activities without

support. II women are unable to pay back their
loans on schedule other women in the group
help them out. There is also a range of contin-
gencies when animals die etc

The savings groups are oiganized into Clusters
with 5-10 groups in a cluster. The Clusters are
overseen by the Steering Committee. consisting
ot 7 members. The Chair is the Chair (if the
Women% Union. The other members are select-
ed by the Women's Union and usually include
one ECO) teacher

Once a month the members of the credit
scheme meet together. The meeting includes
health workers, teachers and managers ot the
credit scheme who provide information on child
care, nutrition, safe motherhood and family plan-
ning. and management of the credit scheme. The
monthly meeting is also the time for collecting
capital and interest and savings connected with
the loans. In addition, a literacy programme has
also been introduced.

To date loans have been provided to 232
women by UNICEF. In 1995 the groups were
able to provide an additional 154 loans from the
savings already generated by the project. Thus a
total of 386 women have received loans. The pro-
ject has gone from 3 communes to 29 communes
involved in the scheme

Community reaction to the project has been
positive The enrolment of children and the use
of the day care services resulted in the cieation of
el tective linkages between education lamilies and
communwes. Local teaching staff now have rela-
tionships with families to the extent that they
consider themselves members of the children s
families and feel free to discuss issues of child
care, nutrition and attitudes with mothers.
Community leaders are aware of the importance

_I _1
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Health and nutrition messages on durable cloth posters.

of early child care and development and are sup-
portive of the centres. Mothers are happy that
their children are well looked after. Women are
provided with an opportunity to meet, participate
in group discussions, to talk and learn from one
another. Girls are freed from taking care of
younger siblings; they can go to school and help
to improve their family's quality of life.

An evaluation of one commune after a year of
being involved in the programme showed the fol-
lowing results:

the commune went from having no home-
based day care centres to having eight;
they went from having two centre-based day
care centres to having three,
they went from two to three kindergartens,
there was a significant improvement in wom-
en's health. Before the programme only 64 out
of 300 women were healthy; at the end of the
year 215 were healthy,
children's health status also improved. At the
beginning there were 145 healthy children

? -

among the 308; after one year this increased
to 215 out of 308;
the percentage of families without sufficient
food for a month decreased from 96% to
51.5%; and
182 women achieved literacy.

Not all these improvements are the direct
result of the HBDCC programme as there are
other UNICEF initiatives in the same communes,
such as integrated health, nutrition, and water and
sanitation projects. However this is a good exam-
ple of how an integrated approach to family sup-
port can help create positive outcomes for both
children and the community.

For more information about the activities
of UNICEF in Viet Nam and this programme,
contact:

Nguyen Thi Bich
Assistant Project Officer, ECD
UNICEF, Hanoi
72 Ly Thuong Kiet, Hanoi. Viet Nam
Tel: (84-42) 61170, Fax: (84-42) 626412
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Letters to the Editor
The next issue of the Coordinators Notebook will address the topic

of Children in Especially Difficult Cuunnstances. We nwite submis-

cionc and communication .thout this topic and your related expenoite<

Lotswana, January 1996
Thank you for the letters once more and the books on early child-
hood care and development.

The books have given me more stiength and courage alter read.
ing them. It's also interesting to know that there are people who
are illiterate in other parts of the world like many of us.

I would like to briefly share our programme. We arc training
teachers from ten schools in the district, and at the same time try-
ing to involve parents in early childhood education activities. It's
progressing slowly, since parents think school is for teachers and
they think they can't take part because they are illiterate. We've
been running workshops to mobilize parents and hidding aware-
ness meetings As time goes on mothers have participated in vari-
ous activities like meetings cleaning school premises. However.
most fathers have not participated.

We never let ourselves become discouraged and today we are very
proud to announce that at the beginning of this year mini-workshops
were held in the settlements again This time fathers helped mothers
to sew children's clothes. We are planning for yet another parents'
workshop at the end of this month and hoping lor the best.

Regards.

Firene Thupe. Training Supervisor
KLIRLI Development Trust

O. Box 2 I () GHANZI Botswana

Dominica, November,1995
Christian Children's Fund Area Office is taking the initiative in
having out Cove! nment establish National Poluy on Early Child
Development Progiammes 11-CDPI We understand that Policy is
(intently in dialt

( urrently in I )onunica. that programme falls within the iesponsi
bdity ol some Non.C.overnment hgamsations iNGOsi the main
NC( ) being the Simal Centie which is a CatholK Chuich organisa
tion They have been running Pie-Schools and ( lee hes on the island



with very limited resources It is now being recognised that there ss
the need to develop Is.(1 )1' in I )ominic a and that this programme is
not limited to its physical aspect i e the Pre.School building but it
incorporates the pwch(1-social development of die child with par.
ents sen.ing as partners and having a sense of ownership

I )ominica has little or no financial resources of its own and there.
fore leel that this qualifies us for lurthei assistance to loimalize and
establish on a National level 11CDP We wish to be on a par with
other des eloping states In the meantime manv of our children are
denied the basic rights to eadv educational oppiNtunines

To help us in our developmental programme mav I iequest the
following:

Y(itirs sincerely
Nlr Francis loseph Area Pi ()gramme I >Hector
Christian Childiens Fund Dominica Are-i ( )lf ice
22 Hillsborough St Roseau (.ommonwealth 01 I )onlinka

Bangkok, August, 1995
Thank von verv much tor. set.dmg us The ( ooditifol NottlY1.4.
am very interested in receiving it as I found that it is really useful
for my woik and the stalls As you might hear from the 'Bernard
van Leer: Foundation we are working for an eadv childhood care
and education programme for horde] line childien along the Thai-
Cambodian border The work itself is concentrated on teacher
training and community participation in child development How
is it going to be while they 'lase to stirs we from their work and
their situation of bombing can You guesc

1 am willing to send vou more information about ow work ill the
near lutitre

Sincerely Yours
Sivika Prakobsantisukh I laison Micer
Group for Development and Nducation for Children DIV

lo o Red Rose Court (. I Pradiphat Rd Saphankwai
Bangkok If Witt Thailand

Lesotho, August, 1995
This is to acknowledge receipt of f ooldina, N'ofilyoi:- a publica
tion that has brought fresh perspectives on the issue of childcare
We are announcing its arrival in our librat v where a ean be
accessed by children-oriented organisations and mdividuals
hope you will accept contributions ol artides from ()lir ton,,tituen-
cy as we'll In turn we arc also happy to add Your organisation to
the list of the organisations receiving our Newsletter 'The NU )
Web so wc timid exchange

This to us means the beginning of another meaningful partnei
ship. Thanking you once again I ant

Sincerely Yours
Nlateboho Cieen Public Relations (
Lesotho Count 11 of Non.Governmental )rgamsations '1.CN
Private Bag A445 Nlawru ou 1.1 ",( )1.1-1( ) 'southern Africa

Haifa, April, 1995
Thank ynu fin- the kind letter vim did wild tr, ()I) NI,M.11 wic
and for the so useful ( NoNhook

Nly leedbac Is tegaiding the publication vou sent me

Letters to
the Editor



Letters to
the Editor

-The materials are very useful give the reader the opportunity
to visit the children, worlds all over the Third World

It enriches our knowledge with the local valuable experiences
of the peopks of the Third World

Nlay you publish more photos of happy laces on your Notebook.
I have the feeling that child's smil,:s and tears shouldn't be sepaiat-
ed specially on publications about children

Inlormation ab(mt our activities which can contribute to the Notebook.
Determined to...improve the educational status and liying con-

ditions of Arab children in Israel a group ot concerned Arab pro-
tessionals founded the Arab (Thildren Friends Association In the
live years since its establishment. ACIA has focused on two main
protects: the Publication of the children's magazine Alhayat blatfai
and a program of yearly festivals Albayat blatial meaning 'tile tor
the children'. is published bimonthly for the target age group ot
7-12. This magazine helps to bridge the gap between Arab chil-
dren and their Jewish counterparts by providing them with an
opportunity to express their artistic and cieative skills It also
explains their own unique Palestinian hisfory and culture which is
not covered in the curriculum of Arab schools [which rely on
learning by rote; Allsiyat L1141 emphasizes educational games and
problem-solving aimed at promoting children% analytical abilities
and developing their way of thinking. Arab children are encour-
aged to write letter% to the magazine which arc profiled in the nine
pages that arc devoted to children% writings They also are asked
to send in their art work. Alhayat blathil responds to the lack of
health education in Arab schools as well by including at least two
articles on health care and medical issues in every issue. Other reg-
ular headings include "Games of our Grandfathers- Palestinian
Folklore know our Villages. Children Around the World

ilddi en s Rights and 'The Story behind the Quote ss Inch

esplains the origins of famous quotations and idioms, herall
Ail,ayat Laddal educates explains and involves Arab children.

The Fidkloric ts and the emphasis on our identity are not part
of the curriculum in the Arab Schools. ( )ur associations publishing
the Aihdyat lilatfal magazine and various book% aims at bridging

the existing gap through implanting morals and identification in
our children expressed in our Folkloric Arts.

We hold scveral protects for the Arab children but we don t
have enough budgets fctr these protects so can you suggest tor us
any candidate donors who can he interested to he involved with
any of our proiects7

Meanwhile I remain
Yinirs sincerely
IIadarni Mohammed Arab Childr, 1 Friends Association
Pleasure tor the (. Ilildien

) Box -16";41 haifa ISRAI.1



Regional
Networks

Africa
In Africa. representatives from a variety of
countries are in the process of creating the
Early Childhood Developn:ent Network
tor Africa 'ECDNAi. As a result of a meet-
ing in South Africa in February 1995 a pro-
posal for the formation of the organization
drafted in December 1994, was reviewed
and changes made The new proposal was
then shared with donur agencies and the
wider ECCD community within Africa.
The proposal was further refined at a meet-
ing in Uganda August 18-22 1995. The
Uganda meeting resulted in a revised pro-
posal presented at the Development for
African Education iDAE Meeting held
October lo-21 in France. Included in the
proposal was a recommendation that the
ECDNA be recognized a% a Working
Croup within the DAE. The proposal was
presented by Margaret Kabiru and
Barnabas Otaala from Africa. Kathy
Bartlett tAKF, Cyril Dalai% (UNICEF. and
Nat Colletta W131 weie tFere providing
support from the donor pcispective. It is

hoped that during 1996 the status of the
proposal will be dear and funds will be
made available to support the further
development of the group

South and
Southeast Asia
Regiowil activities were also undertaken HI
Asia. The UNICII: Regional Of I ices in
south Asia and South East Asia held a loint
meeting on 1:( CD programming ,See
Regional Piolile by Sheldon Shaeffer on
page 3 3 Participants attended froin
Thailand the Philippines Indtmesia
(. ambodia Viet Nam I.ao PI )R. Mvanmat
Sri I.anka Bangladesh and Nepal Save the
Children USA .( arm Auer and the
I ludith Evansi were also represented Horn
each CC/loll! v thew was a LINK and
Government and-or NG( ) representative
at the meeting The duce days of meetings

consisted of presentations of current
ECCD programming in the country and
plans for the future in relation to the fur-
ther development of FCCD programnles
There was a wide range of experience
among the countries in terms of ECCD
programmes For example t..e Philippines
has a well-developed system of ECCD pro-
grammes and considerable experience in
implementing a wide variety of program-
ming strategies. Myanmar, on the other
hand, is just beginning to develop ECCD
programmes Thus the sharing of country
espei ience was extremely valuable

Latin America
eadership in bnnging together oiganiza

tions and individuals working in ECM m
the Latin American region has been taken
lw the Organization of American States
Robert Mveis paiticipated in the annual
meeting in osta Rica in Septembei pre
sentmg a paper and working with name
pants tu liame a recommendation to be cat
med to the ( (inference of Monsieis if

I ducation latei in the vcai

t--



International
Ovganizations

CG Secretariat

Policy Study
During the past live years a number of
countries have developed specdic FC.1)
pohcies and there are others that are
beginning the process. Before thy process
gets too far along it is useful to address the
issue of policy and its relation to pro-
gramme planning and implementation and
then to develop some guidelines for those

ho anticipate being involved in a policy-
(fe\ elopment process. The Secretariat is
coordinating a policy project to do just
that with support front LISAI 1) and
UNK. Ill A first step was the publication of
Issue 17 of die (.00,,Imatot, Nolthook which

tiy,ed on lic

the issue Wa,, an appeal for countries to
submit copies of current policy related to
( ( I)
At the piesent time policies are being

gatheied .fliese will be analyzed and a
papei pioduced desci dung what cuoently
exists In addition there will be an in-depth
r(-viev, of ,,everal countries that have intro.
duced new policies supportive of 1:CC.1)
piogramming for young children and their
families to better understand the poicesses
undertaken which led to policy changes
.1 here will be a Working Group meeting in
1041 where the data will be shared Froin

tlus a manual gffidelines 11 1 1 1ceve.oped
that can he ll,(:d by goveinments mterested
ni desekiping appropriate policy.

Gender Study
In recent years there has been considerable
mteinational interest in the plight of the girl
child particularly m terms of girls partici
pillion ot the toonal education system

lowever what has ieceived less attention is
the situation of the girl child prior to het
entiv into the loonal system What does the
girl child bong with her as a foundation for
learning and developmenr What is hei

overall health her current nutritional status
and her nutritional history:' What type of
psycho-social stimulation has she received
and what type of socialization has she
undergonc To what extent is this different
from what happens for boys in the culture:'
These issues are being explored in a project
that will look at the situation of young chil-
dren in six countries, with a focus on under-
standMg the ways in which current beliefs,
values and practices affect gender develop
ment and to identify plausible points of
intervention Organizations participating in
the study include LISAID. the Aga Khan
Foundation [DC the 11)13 and Save The
Children LISA.

C:ountries are lndociesia Bolivia
Nlorot co India NIali and lamaica.
Researchers were identified in each coun-
try The researchers include- Seema
Agarwal I tidia. Nis lanet Brown. lamaica)
Nls. I McFarren Aviles and Mrs Frida
I-con Bolivia Pcni Rama Nlegawangi.
Indonesia Dr Aicha Belarbi Morocco and
Dr Llrbain Dembele Nlali

Between December I gq.5 and March
I 990 the researchers arc conducting a
review (il the literature in their country
that IMAISC's on gender development tor
children before the age of formal school.
The results will be shared at a meeting in
April I')(4). where the researchers will also
be provided with training in a participatory
research technique in order to gather some
lirst-hand data The conduct of that
tesearch and the subsequent writecip will
constitute tile second hall of the overall
juolect which is to be completed by the
end of 1 1)90



The Consultative
Group Home Page on
the World Wide Web
One of the major accomplishments during
1995 was the development of a Home Page
for international early childhood care and
development on the World Wide Web.
Between luly 1995-February 1996. the
Home Page was designed and put up on line
Its address is: http::,www.ecdgroup.com. The
goal of this project has been to:

archive all the documents produced by
the Consultative Group Secretariat over
the past 13 years,
make ECCD information available elec-
tronically for easier transfer and dissemi-
nation to professionals working in inter-
national donor agencies. international
NGos and academic settings;
create an ECCI) resource for students
teachers, political change agents, interna-
tional development consultants and pro-
gramme officers, and government decision
makers. It reaches a new audience with the
kinds of infonnation ECCD professionals
are uying to share with each otherin par-
ticular the 'next generation' of graduate sm.
dents, teachers in training at Universities
and others whose work includes the Wiirld
Wide Web as a common source of I n f orma.
lion: and
to prepare ECCD information for eventual
access to people working on F.CCD in
developing countries As the technology
becomes More readily available in these
countries we hope to have information
and structures ready to make it worth
donors' investment to help their grantees
gain access to the WW\X'. If there is
enough useful information on line, all
stakeholders in FCCD are noire likely to
use the medium. As more people use it. it
can enable greater collaboration. cross-
geographical exchange of ideas, and
greater South-South as well as North-
Stiuth and South-North ciimmunication
on what is happening for young children
globally

The first stage of the effort--to create a
flexible outline to accommodate a widc vari-
ety of ECCD information, to set up an
interactive 'conference room' and to archive
all of the CC Secretai iats publications and
put them "on-line'is nearly complete 1Sec
the next issue of the Notebook for a copy of
the Home Page otidine.)

We are planning to make the documents

in the Home Page available via e-mail and
on floppy disks in the near future, to allow
ECCD proponent% who do not have access
to the Internet to take advantage of this
new resource.

The (.onsullian (;roup on El.( 1 )

welcomes a new parlicipatimj oronization

Inter-American
Development Bank
(IDB)
With the approval of increased resources
for the institution in 1994, the Governors
of the Inter-American Development Bank
chose poverty reduction and social eqully as one
of thc maior areas of focus for the Banks
future work A main lever for poverty
reduction and social equity over the long
haul is increa< investment in human
resources through the provision of better
health nutrition, education, and related
basic services that target the poor especial-
ly their children The conjunction of the
IDR s emphasis on poverty reduction
through human resource investment and a
growing awareness among the IDBs clients
that earl., childhood care and development
interventions are a crucial part of this strat-
egy has led to increased IDB involvement
in ECCD activities since the early 1991 Is

To support the formulation of a Bank
strategy for this sector. the Women in
Development Unit SDS WIDi in 1995
sponsored the preparation of a paper that
reviews Latin American and Caribbean
program experiences with different types
of models and services for attending to
early child care and development necds
and the implications of these experiences
for future IDB policy and action. To sup-
port operational staf f in the development
of ECCD projects and components. the
Social Programs Division SDS 'SOO is
currently overseeing the preparation of a
Resource Book on FCCD which provides
information and guidance for the identif
cation, design and preparation of projects

To further support puiject development in
tho. aura the World Bank and the BM are co
sponcoi mg a technical woikshop on the cost%
and financing of [CO) activities. scheduled
for lune 10- II, 1996 The ohective% are to
examine method% lor evaluating costs. to

compaiative cost data on Latin
American and Caribbean IICCD programs

A0



and to prepare and review case studies of the
mst and iinancing of programs in specific
countries The expectation is that the papers
and discussion generated by the conference
will clarity unsettled issues on these topics
and pnwide material to disseminate among
specialists in the field and for training in cost
analysis of E(:CI) projects.

Most of the 11)13-s initial activities in this
area are centered around child care compo-
nents within a variety of types of opera-
tions that responded to the need to sup-
port working mothers and their families
Several Bankfinanced projects currently in
execution which include FCCI) compo-
nents are:

the Rio de Janeiro Faye las Upgrading

project. which focuses its community
involvement strategy on the develop-
ment of day care centers to support
working women;
the Bolivia Regional 1)evelopment and

Sanitation project, which includes the pro-
vision oi child care facilities in the munici-
pal markets:

a technical cooperation project in
Paraguay to promote women's participa-
tion in development which finances the
formation of community day care cen-
ters:

the :\ lexico Primary Education Program.
which has an Initial Education compo-
nent directed to parents; and
a pre-school child care and nutrition
component within the Colombia Red ck
Solidaridad project.
In the IDB's pipeline of projects under

preparation, there are projects which fouls
entirely on providing ECCD services to
children and their families which include
the Nicaragua Early Childhood Care and
Development Program; the Bolivia Early
Childhood Development in Rural Areas
Program, and the Ecuador At-Risk Child
and Youth Development Program Several
other projects in the pipeline incorporate
EC(:D activities within more broadly
defined community development-poverty
reduction strategies -rhese include the
Argentina Vulnerable Croups Program and
the Ceara (Brazil, Support to Social
Reform Progiam

The 11)13 is also financing on a grant
basis, technical cooperation pioiects
children in especially difficult circum-
stances Several of these projects include
day care centers and pre-schools for chil-

dren nuni In extreme poverty and

mime include specialized attention lor sin-
gle teen-age mothers and their children
Technical cooperation projects are in exe-
cution in Argentina. Brazil Central
Ameia. a. the Andean Region, and in prepa-
ration in Nlexico. Paraguay and Venezuela.

The following IDB stall are Involved in
EC:CD-related work and may be contacted
for additional inform.ition.

NAME MAIN AREA OF
INVOLVEMENT

Alvaro Project Development
Cuhillos Southern Cone

Stephen
Doherty

Project Development
Central America &
Non-English Speaking
Caribbean

Michelle Project Development
Fryer English-Speaking

Caribbean & Andean
Region

Sarah Project Development
Howden Southern Cone

Heraldo
Laguzzi

Marta
Mejia

Ricardo
Moran

Charles
Richter

Gabriela
Vega

Project Development
English-Speaking
Caribbean & Andean
Region

Project Development
Central America &
Non-English Speaking
Caribbean

Research. Policy,
Project Support
Region-wide

Project Development
Central America &
Non-English Speaking
Caribbean

Women in Development,
Policy, Project Support
Region-wide

PHONE
& E-MAIL

(202) 623-1592
alvaroc@iadb.org

(202) 623-1369
stephend@iadb.org

(202) 623-2672
michellef@iadb.org

(202) 623-2079
sarahh@iadb.org

(202) 623-1264
heraldol@iadh.org

(2021 623-1794
martam@iadb.org

1202) 623-2495
ricardomo@iadb.org

12021 623-2432
charlesr@iadb.org

(202) 623-1599
gabrielave@iadb.org

Address. Inter-American Development
Bank, 1300 New York Aven Lie , NW,
Washington. DC 2(1577

UNICEF
The 19)5-96 Plan of Action of the
Education Cluster of UNICEF describes
Early Childhood Development ilia)) as a
major supportive strategy for quality learn-
ing and Universal Primary Education. It
sets out as its main objective the imple-
mentation of several lines of action aimed
at

1 improving policy development in
favor of ECI ) as part of the Basic Education
at ceveral levels including institutional.
regional, and national.

2 accelerating capacity building mainly

r
L. I



through training of staff at both adminis-
trative: managerial, and at th+.: proiect CNC

cutrowgrac-roots levels:
3. reinforcing partnerships at the local

level with parents and communities and
among the donor community

4 promoting research to identify better
monitoring and evaluation procedures and
aimed at improving child status +health
nutrition stimulation, as the child moves
trom home to other learning sites +conven-
tional or non-formal +
Meeting the challenge. We are
pleased to report that at the last count.
August 1995 91 countries are addressing
young child development as an important
feature of their educational programmes
UNICEF is not working by itself in collabo-
rating %vith Governments. Twenty two
agenciesmultilateral !ti-lateral. NG0s.
PV0s and private foundations concerned
with young child developmentare active
in the field They are reviewing developing
and supporting ECI) programmes aimed at
better parenting, and at providing a better
level of integrated services: home-based
community-based and in a few cases insti-
tution-based +helping mothers at work+ We
spent a total of 9; days reviewing pro-
grammes in the field attending training and
orientation courscs and addressing various
fora to promote Basic Education Strategies
within ECI) and Adult Education as two
major supportive strategies
A basic education strategy for
ECD. UNICEFs Strategies in Basic
Education + Ii ICEF.1995 16+ adopted by the
Executive Board in Nlav 1995 acknowledges
that learning begins at birth and continues
through the life of an individual It states
that a stimulating and caring environment is
an essential foundation for education and it
recommends that parents and caregivers
need to have knowledge and skills to pro-
mote and protect the normal gr(mth and
development ()I the young child It agrees
that support should be directed to improv-
ing the skills and capacities of parents and
caregivers and to communitv and fanuly
based activities with attention paid to cost
effectiveness and progranmw sustainability
This statement now suppoits the work
already undertaken some two years back
aimed at developing a policy on F.( 1) It

will also enable (ountry of fIces to re focus
their programme strategies and ensure that
more human, material mid financial
resources are allocated to the sector of Basic

Education of which ECA) is an integral
essential part.

Most of the programmes ate moving
from their focus on provision of equipment
to pre-school institutions to developing
ways of targeting parents, providing
knowledge skills and know-how to help
their children themselves. UNICEF's pro-
grammes are also working on community
partnerships and on providIng support to
enable parents to assume fully their parent-
ing responsibilities.
Need for policy dialogue and
advocacy. UNICEF still intends to main-
tain the on-going dialogue on policy
development and advocacy with national
and local governments. with our partners
at colmtry level and with donors to ensure
that the holistic, integrated approaches to
young child development with active
parental and community participation is
fully understood and developed It is esti
mated that by early 19% most of the 91
Country Offices that are making ECI) pro-
grammes an important feature of their
Basic Education Strategies will have incor-
porated the essentials of the Policy update
Training and orientation courses offered in
1996-97 will enable them to nuwe further
with development of activities that will aim
at improving learning capacities of young
children. empowering parents and mobiliz-
ing community partnership and develop-
ing better monttoring and evaluation pro-
cedures for their programmes.

-
UNICEF 94-0731 Emily Bookl



World Bank

Joint HDD and EDI
Early Child
Development
Educational Sequence
The \Vor Id Bank's Human Levelopmc iii
Department HDD and the I:co nomic
Development Institutes (EDI Human
Resources Division arc pleased to announce
a ten-day sequence of Early Child
Development educational events This
Farb: Child Development i [CD educa-
tional sequence consists of the following
events

Part I.Two ECD conferences at the
Carter Presidential Center in
Atlanta, Georgia (April 8-12,1996):
HDD's Conference titled Early INN
Divelopinera InriNtola ii the Fume (April 8-9,
1996). FiDD invited one hundred guests
to participate in its conference. The confer-
ence will locus on stair of the art [CD prac-
tices Participants will exchange knowledge
with leading experts in the field while exam-
ining the importance of investing in human
capital formation through early childhood
programs

The following i,,sues will be examined

Current scientific knowledge of
the needs of young
children.The long-term synergistic
effects of nutrition health stimulation
and early education on a child's ability to
thrive learn perform well in school an,l
become a productive adult in the \coil,
force
Objectives and programming options
of oarly childhood
initiatives.The elements of quality early
childhood programs and the implemen
tauon lessons leained front existing pro.
grants in developing countries
The impact of early childhood pro-
grams.The research on outcomes.
costs financing and economic benelits
Policy implications.The nile ol goy
eminent non governmental oigani-za
wins NO Is, and the private sec tot
A biochure with the abstiacts of the

panels piesented at the «ink-tent e
cussion will be prepared poor to dw con
leren«. and distobuted to all the pal nil
pant',

The Task Force for Child Survival and
Development's Conference titled
Cbadern First A (;lolcal Forum. (April 10-12,
1996). The Task Force will host a forum
on global achievements in the field of
health and social development. The invita-
tional forum will include representatives
front the six regions of the world. who ex-
emplify best practices and models of excel-
lence that have improved child physical
and mental health education and social de-
velopment ihe f.o..ow,ng themes will be
explored:

Social Development of Children: the
resources available: what works the cost-
ef fectiveness, sustainability and factors
that make program% replicable
The Widening Technological Cap
Between the 'Haves and the Have-nots .

how to transfer the economic resources.
The [volution Frcim Child Survival to
( hild I )evelopment: the identification of
cross-culturally appropriate, develop-
mental milestones for a child's

obiectives that are doable
The korum will be a time for partici-

pants to:
-Share knowledge about what works.
--Develop strategies for improving

access to services

--Reach consensus on a set of specific
goals that will improve the health educa-
tion and well.being of children by the year
2000

Part II. Follow-up ECD Workshop at
EDI,Washington, D.C. (April 15-17,
1996).
In ordet to ma \imize the potential out-
comes resulting from the delegates partici-
pating in the two liCD conferences EDI
will host a follow-up workshop in Wash-
mgton D.C. immediately following the
FCD conferences in Atlanta Participants
in the workshop will be encouraged to uti
lize their acquired or enhanced knowledge.
understanding and enthusiasm in the [( I)
(h,main, to stud, develop policy and
design ouneach (raining events and activ.
ities in then rc-spec list commies

An important component of die ten- dav
I.( ) educational sequence is the set of
educational pi oduc ts the pal tit_ !pants will
receive hom the Woi Id Bank 1 list partici
pants will lel elve 111)1),, publication
Mrator, fol (he I )m10111(111 of Yound

At the 111)1) conference paint mants
be given a conference bi tic hurt with print
id ahstiuc Is of subnutted conferen«. woik



mg papers After the conference the Bank
will publish and distribute a Conference
Proceedings In addition HDD and WI
will produce a set of edited) videotape% of
the sessums and presentations ol both the
H DI) conference and EDI s loilowtip
woikshop Finally, a CD.ROM with F.CD
reference information will be made avail-
able These materials will support 17CD
training and information needs worl&
wide

Christian
Children's Fund
In Fiscal Year 1994 95 19 ol the Latin
America Africa and Asia National CO-
( )flices conducted a baseline survey using
live standardized health nutrition and edu-
cation indicators for description see issue
17 01 the ( aJiialoo Not!hook rfctwort,
Notes,.

The findings suggest though that some
interventions mav be more effective than
others ol attaining deso ed outcomes
What Next?
CU- identified a group of programs that
have been documented and shov promise
as models that pi omote the overall deve)
opment ol children These are.

Parenting Skills Training Program--
Ecuador
Nlaternal-Child "Framing Progiant

induras
ConummitY-Based EducationSenegal
Psycho-Social Needs ol Children
Angola
Univer,,alization tif Prunarv School
EducationNew Delhi. India
While each of these program% addresses

the overall development of children each is
designed for a particular set of communities
within a particular culwral setting Furthei
more each focuses on a delined age group of
children and while overlap exists. each
emphasizes dif ferent aspects ol overall devel
opment For example. part of the Hondut as
program focuses on health and supporting
the accomplishment of developmental nide-
stones during the I irst three .years ol hie
Meanwhile, pat t of the progiam
focuses on the quality of the pommy school
aged clulds learning experience in the exist
ing It wmai (AIM_ a ti iii i Sy'steill In othei w ui s
each pmgram mdividually might be addtess-
ing some part ol a child s development
focusing on a specific at ea and age i ange

Collectively though if these pieces are put
together these programs could wen repre
sent a comprehensive programming
apprclach.

In March I 900 CCF brought together
individuals representing the collective expe-
rience of these dif ferent programs at a two
week long workshop with the goal of artic
(dating the components ol this comprehen-
sive approach and identifying core design
and evaluation elements that might be
applied in any prcigramming environment

Goal for Fiscal Year 95/96
1 TO identify program measurement indi-

cators for assessing child development needs
and program outcomes based on the pro
gram designs and collective experience of
the 5 models These indicators will be line
grated into the Annual Impact NIonitoring
and Evaluation System .AIMES or function
as optional items as appi opnate

2 To develop a progiamming
that enables one to assess program strengths
and gaps when addressing holistic child
development outcomes of specific programs
This instrument or decision tree would help
progi am personnel HI their efforts to design
evaluate or otherwise assess the Cninprehen.
siveness of a prow am 'mei vention \As vis

the needs ot a lollIHILH11 ty

The Bernard van
Leer Foundation
The Environment of the Child
Conference
As a conclusion to a protect on the
Environmeni of the (inld undertaken by
the Bernard van Leer Foundation over the
last three Years a conference was held at
the Foundation I leadquarters in the 1 lague
rom I 0-12 I )eL ember 1995 The protect

was ck:scribed by Dr Horayo Walker the
coordinator as focusing on the question
'What arc. the elements m a good environ-
ment for Young children' To find answers
to this question the protect had examined
icsearch findings held woikshops and con-
ducted case.studies oi lour countries
Kenya Fiallte Venezuela and India The
pout:0 also had an internal goal in that it
sought to iespond to the needs ol the
oundation itself and those of its polects

to have researdi evidence (in which to
build the development ol their pi ii
gramines

At the ( onlerence iii Decembei thc I



participants. representing the case-study
countries and a number of interested inter-
national organisations. discussed papers on
each of the case-studies and a draft report
on the project produced and presented by
Dr. Martin Woodhead of the Open
University in the UK. The papers roused
lively discussion on the interface of theory
and prance in ECD, the role of culture in
ECD programmes, the importance in pro-
gramme development of being implicit
about Our value judgements and the ques-
tion of Foundation decisions about
resource allocation as ECD inevitably spills
over into areas of adult education and sup-
port and community development etc.

Readers can obtain the introductory
paper of the project, 'The Environment of
the Child-, written by Terezinha Nunes
from the Bernard van Leer Foundation free
of charge. The paper by Martin Wood-
head, -In Search of a Rainbow will be
available from the Foundation later this
year

Ruth Cohen
Publications. Bernard van Leer
Foundation
P.O. Box 82334. 2508 EH The Hague
Netherlands
Tel: 3 I -7W 35 I -2040.
Fax: 31 -70 I 35(1-1373

Update on the Joint Training
Initiative
'This three-year Initiative is now past its
hall-way point and is going from strength
to strength. Alter the first training eourse
I or 25 core trainers from eleven African
countries held in lohannesburg in February
sm5 the participants returned to their

countries and most of them carried out at
least one training course for national train-
ers during the year that followed The mes-
sage that training does not take place in a
vaeuum seems to have been taken on board
by all the participants with the result that
most of them have been catalysts in the
process (if developing a coherent FCI) pol-
icy m their countries. All of them have
made contacts with organisations involved
in [CD and with the help of local
LINKII. offices have set op 1-( D Task

mu.-,
As far as training Is «mcerned visits lw

members (il the coordinating team to all of
the countries have foimd that die experien
nal participatory trainmg methods advo
cated by the Initiative have been fully

internalised by the core trainers and have
been received enthusiastically by the
national trainers.

The training pack EilhaiiLwg tlic Skills of
Eddy (7biLillood Trainers. published jointly by
the Bernard van Leer Foundation and
UNESCO. has proved a very useful basic
text for the Initiative. During this yeai
manual produced by the Initiative, and
based on the training course in
Johannesburg and the subsequent course in
Harare, will be available. The Training
Pack and the draft copies of the manual
have already been translated into local lan-
guages by some of the core trainers. The
latter have also produced their own train-
ing manuals based on their local training
experiences. Several of the core trainers are
working with UNICEF offices to produce
simple parent materials which can be used
by i:literate parents.

A number of instruments have also been
developed as part of the Initiative, several
evaluation questionnaires; guidelines for
support visits; and a guide for reporting on
training events.

In February of this year the second train-
:ng course for the same group of core train-
ers took place in Harare. The main focus of
this second training was: the sharing of
experiences since the lohannesburg train-
ing analysis of the practice undertaken. i.e
training of national trainers and influencing
of national ECD policy in order to identify
gaps in skills and content and strengths
and weaknesses: and the inclusion of new
content areas which had been identified by
participants and the coordinating team
during in situ support visits The outcomes
of the training course will be incorporated
in the manual referred to above.

During the Harare training a local Media
-1-rust was COMM MIUFICCI to videotape one of

the five days of the course. The results will
be edited to provide a video which will
introduce the Training initiative and illus-
trate experiential participatory learning in
practice

Finally the Training Initiative is looking
at ways its woik can be extended to other
African Countries since demands for this
to happen are inereasnig all the time

U N ESCO
Main highlights of LINF.COs planned
aetions for the coining year include



Early Childhood
Education
To assist Member States in order to
increase access to Early Childhood
Education, to create programmes linking
the home early childhood and primary
school environments, to generate appropri-
ate materials UNESCO will among other
things,
NI prepare lot the 29th Session of the

General Conference in 1997. a substan-
tive report on family and early childhood
education in the dif ferent regions of the
world with practical recommendations
and orientations on the strategies to be
adopted by UNESCO and its Nlember
States in these fields. To prepare this
report UNESCO will hold several
regional consultations to collect informa-
tion on the situation of early childhood
and family education.
hold a European Seminar on 'Educating
the Young Child in Europe at UNESCO
on the 24-26 October 1996 organized
by the European Section of the World
Organization lor Early Childhood
Education OME1). and sponsored by
UNESCO

Educating for the
Convention on the
Rights of the Child
To plan and implement programmes to
ensure that the Convention on the Rights
of the Child is reflected in access to educa-
tion school legislation management cur-
ricula. teaching processes and the quality
of child participation UNESCO will
among other things:
N Review the Initial Reports submitted to

the UN Committee on Rights of the
Child in terms of the situation of chil-
dren in education, culture and communi-
cation and address issues under the fol-
lowing topics: general situation of public
education, access to education; quality of
education cultural and leisure activities
for children communication and infor
mation

N Plan tiaining programmes and modules
lor Ministry iii Fdtk anon ollK ials teac h
ers and prolessionals working with chil
dien
Support distance educaticin programmes
for LINI:(;(( ) National (:onlmissions

lubs and teacher unions
Develop piototype Ica hing materials on

.childrens rights the publication of
teacher manuals and children's versions
ol the Convention
Create university chairs in Childrens
Rights--foui are currently being created
in Chinaand support university sum-
mer courws in children's tights
I.aunch an initiative in the Sahel coun-
tries on the Protection and Educatic in of

Training of Early
Childhood Personnel
To improve the quality and outreach of
Early Childhood programmes UNESCO
will provide support for the training of
early childhood and family education
trainer\ and support regional Early
Childhoi,c1 Cooperating Centres in partic-
ular the activities of the Averroes
Foundation. UNESCO will among other
things:

Seek to translate the Enhancing the Skills
ot Early Childhood Trainers training
pack into other languages ihench
Portuguese- to increase the outreach of
this training method
Build national capacity to train Early
Childhood and family education trainers
in particular in African I.DCs, the Sahel
and Eastern Europe.
Prepare with the FICEMEA, the Ministry
of Social Affairs of Burkina Faso
UNICEF and other partners a Regional
Seminar on Early Childhood in
Francophone Africa on early childhood
services policies and practices to be held
in Ouagadougou in October 1996 and
bring together some 50 early childhood
prolessumals from 15 Francophone
African countries
I.aunch the activities ol an Early
Childhood regional Centre in

)uagadougou 'Burkina Faso, tor
Francophone Africa
Help create and launch a netwmk of
early childhood professionals in
Hancophone A1rica, that will be part ol
the Early ( .hildhood I )evelopment
Network lot Africa

Early Childhood
Information and
Documentation
'It, challenge deusionmakeis with kn,,w1
edge from research and e\ pctience

6



them an outlook on du erent strategies and
approaches to early childhood programmes and
issUeS. and give a voice to the needs of young
children. UNESCO will provide information
support to those responsible for early childhood
activities. Actions will be undertaken to:

Collect monitor and disseminate information
on the status of young children and their earls'
learning environments focussing on home.
school links school readiness parent education

and horne-

t based activities
Facilitate

access to elec.-

tronic network-
ing and infor-
mation
exchange such
as through the
(7,11,1, en. I lou,c

ii ( yl,ctspatt
Initiative

Strengthen
national
resources and

capacities
needed tor

proper information on young children through
advice and training en methods for collection
analysis and dissemination of early childhood
information through in particular support lor
the Enty C bILII,A I )ll% two,k foi Air ka

I kvelop links between decision-makers
tesearchers and practitioners by carrying out
national inventories of early childhood
resouftes tO determine who IS doing what and
the role they can play m enhancing early child-
hood partnerships and advocacv

Education
Development Center
(EDC)
EDC conducted a three-month Technical
Assistance project ,lanuaryApid 1990 to help
the government of the Philippines assess its sector
review of Farlv ( hildhood I )cvelopment and to
assist in preparing the design and implementaoon
of a national I ( I) program Funded hy the Asian
Development Bank a team of eight consultants
who are e \Pens in health (hild development
econonut planning nutrition and poigiam plan

gm (111111cup. di,ift I ( I ) no
giant torked ichne the ecommendauons ut
consultation with national and lotal °Hit ials
helped to evaluate and reline key piogiam iuiii

ponents iOi. luding child health pi own, (meigv

and micronutrient deficiency control and early
education interventions as well as management
and financing strategies which bear on program
sustainability.

One of the outcomes of the project was a
detailed implementation plan which included a
management system for integrated ECI) service
delivery a policy framework for the organiza-
tion management . and evaluation of the project
and recommendations to the government on
costs and financing of the ECI) program. For
more information contact.

Andrea Bosch EIK:
1250 24th St N W. Washington DC 20037
Tel :NO 460-054(1: Fax. lop 111-4059

High/Scope
Educational Research
Foundation
The High Scope Educational Research
Foundation has agreed to serve as a Head Start
Quality Research Center with anticipated feder-
al funding of $2 4 million over five years loining
with three other new research centersat
Georgia State University the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the Edu-
cation Development Center in Nlassachusetts
this center will help the LI S Administration on
Children Youth and Families define and assess
the effectiveness of high-quality practices in
Head Start programs Begun in 1%5 Head Start
is the largest federal preschool program for
young children living in low-income families
currently serving 752 000 preschoolers at an
annual cost of $3 5 billion.

Research Center Director Lawrence
Sthweinhart noted This $10 million federal ini-
tiative is lust what Head Start needs at this time
to iesolve any doubts about its quality and enter
the 21st Century readv to reach its lull poten.
tial The High Scope I oundation s Perry
Preschool study found that programs like Head
Start when they are of high quality provide tax-
payers a return of ST 16 for every chillar spent
Cut III halt participants lam crime lates and
de( tease then need for special education anti
sot hi1 sei vices Adds I ligh Scope 1 oundatum
Piesident David Weikait This study challenges

Icad Stait to provide programs at levels of quall
ts that ale sullit lent to achieve similar results

Togethei with the othei duce t enters
ligh s1 opes nes% ieseaith centei \amine

the import:1mc of vaii0LIS aspects ol I lead Stmt.
such as slat I quialifir ations inganklatiimal rlunt,ite
piogram activities patent involvement and the
taseloads of health rale and sin al seiyie cs
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providers. This research will refine the
measurement of program quality and exam-
ine program effects on children and fami-
lies. Center staff will consult with Head
Start program staff, parents, and other com-
munity members to identify issues and
problems for the research to address and
will assist program staff in monitoring and
improving the quality of the programs

Contact:
Center Director Lawrence Schweinhart
600 North River Street.
Ypsilanti. Michigan 48198-2898
Tel: 13131485-2000:
Fax:1313) 485-0704

Childwatch
Since the last report from Childwatch they
have developed an internet data base where
it is possible to find information about
Childwatch and its projects.

Chiidwatch is also developing the proto-
type for the Child reuS House in Cyberspace.
Children's House is a Childwatch initiative
with the purpose of creating a meeting
point for all professionals working with chil-
dren at the Internet. The address is-
hap- Ichildhouse.uio no

Also involved in the project are
UNICEF. UNESCO, the International
Save the Children Alliance. the
Consultative Group. World Bank and oth-
ers. If you have comments or suggestions
for the Children.s House. contact
Childwatch. Also if you have documents or
databases that you think might he of inter-
est to others contact Childwatch and dis-
cuss with them the possibility of adding
them. Childwatch is also interested in cre-
ating links to other Internet data bases, so
if you have found Internet data bases of
common interest, send Childwatch the
Internet address and they will consider
linking it to the Children's House

Save the Children
Save the Children was recently awarded
core lundmg for phase two of the agency's
'Strong Beginnings.' education program
Strong Beginnings brings together three
main areas a, early childhood develop-
ment primary education, and it
womens literacy in a mutually-reinforcing
cycle of lifelong and Intel-generational
leaining Strong Beginnings is opeiational
ill 15 uninti lc% in Africa. Asia the Balkans

and the Americas.
Strong I3,t.tinni ngs has considerable

expertise training trainers. building local
capacity, and working through partner-
ships. It is a key trainer in the Africa ECD
Training Initiative with UNICEF and
Bernard van Leer Foundation.

Strong Beginnings projects focused on
Early Childhood Development are being
implemented in eleven countries
t Bangladesh. Bolivia, Bosnia and Croatia
El Salvador, Egypt. Jordan, Nepal,
Philippines, Thailand. USA). The pro-
gram's new parent and caregiver training
program Strong Beginnings for Parents la
joint project with UNICEF was recently
inaugurated and in the first instance is
being pilot tested in the USA. In the USA
Strong Beginnings works in partnership
with Columbia University in New York
City, enriching the local Head Start model
and in the Navajo Nation works to
improve the developmental quality of child
care programs. In the Philippines. the pro-
gram both strengthens the quality of com-
munity-based child care programs with
local and national NGOs and supports
working parents through its workplace
child care program in Metro Manila The
program in Thailand has served as a pilot
for the emerging national program of com-
munity-based ECD serving rural communi-
ties. In Nepal pioneering work occurred
among women.s literacy and production
groups adding a distinctive child care
component In the Balkans, the program
has supported children and families in war-
torn areas of Croatia and Bosnia organiz-
ing community groups around young chil-
dren in the provision of ECD
thus Improving child care and community
morale. In El Salvador, involvement with
the World Bank.s EDUCO program for the
reform and revitalisation of basic educatitm
has led to the inclusion of early childhood
components within locally managed basic
education facilities
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Meetings in 1995

International Forum
for Child Welfare
(IFCW) World Forum
Coita Rica, September, I 995.

The Consultative Group was represented at
the 1995 World Forum meeting in Costa
Rica by Marta Arango of CINDE. Following
the meeting we received the following note
from Milena Grillo from the Fundacion
Paniamor. who organized the conference.
"Your colleagues, Marta Arango and
Alejandro Acosta of CINDE did a marvelous
job of organizing an informative and stimu-
lating session. The delegates who participat
ed in their Symposium relayed positive com-
ments about its program and content...You
will be pleased to know that Early
Childhood Care and Education was identi-
fied as a priority area by participants at the
FORUM and by the Executive Committee
of IFCW-

Donors for African
Education (DAE)
Meeting
Tours. France, 0 tober I 5-22. I 095

Kathy Bartlett (AKE) and Barnabas Otaala
(CG Field Representative Namibia) have
been actively involved in developing an
Early Childhood Working Group within
the DAE. Several meetings were held in
995 to develop the concept of a regional

ECCD group for Africa. Activities culmi-
nated in a presentation of the concept at
the annual DAE meeting

International
Children's Day of
Broadcasting
December to, I 995

Hillary Clinton and Dr. T lIerry Brazelton
were featured in a UNICEF production.
Gtou,ind and Cbalunn!t. The program was pro-
duced for the 1095 International Childrens
Dav of Broadcasting tICDI3), which took
place on 10 December 1995 This years
K:DB was used to latmeh UNICEF's 50th
Anniversary celebrations The materials for
the boiadi act were derived Inuit the videos
being produc I I [NW I 1el. 3y tAat were
developt:d by Cassie Landers

8 o

Meetings in 1996

First lberoamerican
Symposium on
Educational
Research
Havana Cuba. Febniaty, 1996.

The First lberoamerican Symposium on
Education and Research was held in
Havana, Cuba from the 6th to 9th of
February. The Symposium, organized by
the Instituto Central de Ciencias
Pedagogicas (Central Institute for the
Pedagogical Sciences) was attended by
approximately 100 researchers and practi-
tioners from Cuba and 6 other Latin
American countries, featured research work
presented and discussed in seven commis-
sions dealing, respectively with:

1. Development of intelligence and cre-
ativity in children and youth.

2. Preschool education as an avenue for
developing happy and intelligent children.

3 Family-school-community: the trian-
gular base for education and development

4. The teacher: principal actor or just
one more member of the educational team?

5 Pedagogy in the contemporary world.
6. Directions in the process of teaching

and learning.
7 Research and educational quality.
Brief summaries of the research presented

and the results of the diccossions are avail-
able.

The Symposium also featured special pre-
sentations dealing with. Pedagogy as a
Science. Child I kvelopment in the Twenty-
First Century. The Identification and
Development of Talent and A I emoudinal
Study of the Cuban Child In addition, pan-
els dealt with The Role of Education and
Research in Social Transformation and A
Project for the l)evelopment of Intelligence,
Talent and Creativity.



Because it is so unusual the longitudinal
study presented deserves special comment
This study began with the collection ot
base-line data on a cohort of children born
live throughout all of Cuba during the f irst
week of March in 1973. These 4299 chil-
dren have been followed up at 7 months and
7,11 and 17 years of age Even at age 17
70% of the original sample was located The
information collected not only provides an
extraordinary basis tor insights into the
development of a cohort of Cuban children.
but also allows one to examine broader
changes in the Cuban society t rom 1973
onward

The address is:
Instauto Central de Ciencias
Pedagogicas
Obispo 160. Havana 1, Cuba
Tel: '53-7,62-7605; Fax:153-7,62-2547

:1711figesitit7

At press ting, the follotowg two ionferciices

had not yrt taken pla(c We will report on

thew in Issne I 9 of the (2N

Early Childhood
Development
Programs-Investing
in the Future
Atlanta. Gcordia. World Rink April sn
See description p. 57.

The Task Force for
Child Survival and
Development.
Children First:A
Global Forum
At/alga. Georgia. April 9 1 2. 1 00

See description p. 57
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Publications and Videos
Our 1)(0,-,are renter,

Roped (7Uldren: Qualit)
Criteria fou Day Carr
\Ri ( \so

I . I lf \I

PP);

Eally C'1,11,1 Derclopment.

liuystmq thc Fitful(
,,,\( .II4

\X' \ . r. I ) (

11 \V 4:1 I) ppoh

The introduction to this useful document states This document is
composed of two parts -Ihe hrst contains pi mciples tor the organiza-
tion and internal operation of day-care centers tor actual practice in
dnect contact with hildren The second sets out principles tor set
ong up policy norms and guidelines progiams and funding sysienr,
for day-care centers whether they are government-run or not The
details and technical specifications required to set up programs are
not to be found here The principle, were written as positive state
menis as affirmations of commitment ky politicians administratois
and t''acheis to quality service in any daycare center that is oriented
to the basic needs -if children Thee can be used as guidelines tor ni
oal establishment and evaluation of dav-cale centers or as a declara-
tum ot responsibility. It seems I.() us right now that the most urgent
oblective is to attain minimum quality standards in a piactical and
obiective wav respecting the dignity and basic rights if chddren in
institutions where they spend a large part of their childhood

The principles tor a day-care center that are elaboi ated arc ( )tir
children have a right to

--play

individual attention
-a seicoming sale and stimulating environment
-contact with naune

health and hygiene
-a healthy diet
develop their curiosity imagination and capacity foi self -expiession
-move in large spaces
--protection affection and friendship
e \press their feelings

-special attentom during the pcnod i it adaptation tti the (las cale center

-develop their cultural racial and tehgious 'denote
The chicument is available in 1-nglish and Poi tuguese hom
Fundac,ao Carlos Chagas
.Av Prot Francisco Moiato f co5
156C Sao Paulo Brazd 0.;-; I ;.900
I ax S I f 81 S. 1059 r-mail minc(0 dpeoo kc ansp hr
A L;pallisli utanslaiwn is Icirthconlifig

This ion-page publication hom the World Bank is divided in two
equal parts dealing respectively with the them v and piactice ()I pi o-
yuhng piogiams mu:waled attentum to young chddien like a
number ot other public mums ot this genre this one also begins with
a iationale foi mvestmg in Lally Child Development '1 ( ), and sets
mit umplemcntary pitigi am ,ippi ()ache,' A useful section titled
designing a pi ogram deals briefly with targetmg involving paomis
itoh conmitinmes delming cum. tdum sele' tmg and oanung staff
assessing children% pi ogress and assessing a progiams MIL ess t'll)111('

attention is given also to detemuning the cost of I ( piogiams and
to ddletent founts ol Imam mg All of this is m the Theoiv section of
the publication which is liberally sprinkled thtoughout with c onsicte
dlusti ations ot points made

(-;



The Practice section provides one or two page descriptions of 1

different ECA) projects, grouped as follows: Educating Parents.
Training Caregivers. Reforming Formal Education Systems to
Include Preschoolers. Educating through Mass Media

This publication can be obtained f rom-
World Bank
1818 H Street N.W., Washington, I) C. 2043,3 LISA
Fax. '202 477-639 1 E-mad: booksta worldbank org

The purpose of this practical manual is to assist training ot project
staff, social workers. pre-school supervisors para-prolessionals and
parents in cai egiving skills within the particular culture and context
of South India. Translation of the manual into regional languages
(the original is in English) is planned and a handbook for parents is
also in the works. Each chapter of the manual provides a set of key
messages accompanied by explanations suggestion% and tips for
good care In some cases warning signs or other assessment indica-
tors at-c included A chapter concludes with a set ot questions to
help check understanding of the information provided in the chap-
ter The topics treated in the Manual are

Responsible Parenthood: Development of Values in the Child
Physical Development: Comnmn Childhood Physical Illnesses
Social Development: Common Childhood Mental Illnesses
Socialization through Play. Environmental Factors
Intellectual and Cognitive Development: Environmental Factors
Early Childhood Education. Role of the Community
Emotional Psychological Development- Developmental Rhythm
Family Life Education: Rights of the Child

Information about the manual and the South India program of CCI-
can be obtained from: Christian Children% Fund

P 0 Box 5054, 21 Museum Road
Bangalore-5600 I Karnataka India
Fax: 01-(1)0 55q-4271

The announcement states. 'Resilience is a universal capacity which
allows a person group or commur,.., ent minimize or over
come the damaging effects of adver,,../ ,nri 14 couiltrics that
participated in the International c !c.1, ,(:. I .show that lesser
than half of the adults caring for cht4,40.Lo c ui them
This Guide based on the findings C.,,tvl , ;,sims
to incorporate the promotion of ,k,...fit.cro4 {cc,. ,rt , :I
dren

Single copies of the publicat.,,,
interested individuals and organ...,1.,74'

4.1

multiple copies to cover costs ,ttl pi it. tr. .to ,rv 4/41 I."
information about this publu ; A 0:..1 !,

c;cc non. Bei naid van I ecr 4',4i 4

The I -laglic I hc Nethcilands ,

Early Childhood Care and
Development (0-6 ycars):
Trainers' Alanual.

vs. Ci Oki \ ' I INI

Nsikr..51 0111( ()RI
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1)welopmentally Appropnoce

( )utiloor /)lay Erunron men is

for Infants and Toddlers
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We Au. Your Children the

Kushanda early childhood

iducation and care dissemina-

tion proaramme. Zimbabwe

(KIR Bi 1:\ \RI) \"\\ IIIk

I, RINI )5( (. Ilvda

From LINES( () c

Edusatton Sato?

This brief guide starts by stressing the need to: safe and stimulating
outdoor environments for all children making the point that this is a
neglected yet vitally important area. It goes on to consider children's
different development levels the needs that arise from these and the
ways in which outdoor play facilities can respond to them

The Kushanda Project took its name from the Shona expression
Kusbaudisa ziiiripo which means -what is there- or -to make what is
there work--a phrase that captures the Project s spirit of self
reliance. It also underlines the fact that, tor the children of
Zimballwes rural majority early childhood services were only likely
to become accessible if their parents learned how to use the material
and human resources available in the immediate environment to
make community-based preschools a reality.

All inquir:es concerning this and other Foundation publications
should be sent to:

Communications Section
Bernard van Leer Foundation
PO Box 82331
2508 EH The Hague. The Netherlands
l-ax 31 -7(0 350-2373

An Eoaluation Study of Parent Schools in China
Nis d \\ vs.I)( di( NIA( ( III\ \ NMI( )N51 IN,,H
I I k \ I( (N \I 121,1 SkI I I NI( .k \ N(12 1095

Nourish attd Nurture: World Food Programme Assistance for Early
( 'hildhood Education in Indids Integrated (:hild Denelopnwnt Services
lk '1kv BI 51< I II( (RI) LI ( )1 \V \R\VIC k UN(TI I) KIM 3 a )\
NI, IN( RM.] I No 3 1995

Early (-Inldbood Care and Education: Basic Inihcators on Young

1.()..ilksti\I\l\ki/Im,ki) 11 \( 5 ( N 51 )1,Im, chill liii !N. ( Ill

Families and Education
I( )1 IN NNI Fr YCI. LINLS( ( ) ( (N \I k kll N:( ) OS 1)95

This monograph offers a definition
and discussion of family education .

including parent education and fami-
ly life education, and discusses ways
to plan for family education in
changing world contests

For inlormation on these publica-
tions, please contact-
The Young Child and the Family
Environment Prolect
LINI:SCA
7 Place Fontenov, 75352 Pails 07 SI)
France

Fax: 133- 1140-65-94-05
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The promotion states "When the population of Pc)rt Sudan leaped
from 50,000 in 1956 to hall a million in the 1980s, a small-scale
enterprise program was initiated to aid the poorest residents in say
ing, expanding and making successful the small business that sup-
ported them and their families The Pcirt Sudan case study presented
the stories of henna decorators, tailors, and tea sellers, and the
strategies that enabled them to of ler greater services to their grow-
ing community, and at the same time ensure their own livelihoods

"The analysis of this and six other projects described in SEEDS 2
illuminates various ,.rategies aimed at increasing women's access to
land, labor and credit markets; providing child cue, health care, and
other support services, and organizing women !or collective acticm
and political participation...

"SEEDS 2 also includes a study that documents UNICIT's efforts
to institute child care programs in Ecuador. Ethiopia and Nepal. with
emphasis on health and education...SEEDS 2 pin,: into global per.
spective both the problems and successes of projects that promote
women's economic selkulliciency and political participation. mak-
ing prominent the activities and priorities of grassroots women
around the world."

The book is available for USD 9.00 plus postage For a copy of
the order form contact:

Feminist Press
311 East 49th St.

1(1128-5684

Tel:12121 360-5794; Fax i212 348-1241

Many readers will be familiar with the publications of AHRTAC
( Appropriate Health Resources and Technologies Croup). Child
Health Dialogue is a new newsletter containing practical informa-
tion on how to tackle the five main causes of child mortality. acute
respiratory infections. diarrhoea, malaria. malnutrition and measles
This newsletter replaces two longstanding AHRTAC newsletters
Dialogue on Diarrhoea and ARI News. The first issue focusses on
what health workers at hrst.level healdi can do for very sick
children.

SEEDS 2: Supportiml
Wonicri's ltork
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Calen ar
June 10-11,1996

oq. and Fmalikiiia of E( ( I) Pio,i),Hii

(..arnegie l-ndowment for Peace World Bank Washington I ) C.

The main oblective of this senunar is to examine the cost and finance
iii harly ( 1hildhood I )evelopment Programs both hom a conceptual
and a practical perspective In addition the seminar should stimulate a

Continunus systematic exchange of knowledge on this subject in I.atin
America and the .-)Card :) I can countries For mine information contact
Myriam Walser Or I )onald Winkler
World Bank
1818 H St N W Washington I) C. 2043
Tel 2(12.477.123-1 I ax. 202 477-639 I

June 16-20,1996
Eiiicm Fo, Rirmv
Amman lordan

As of press time no agenda had been set tor this meeting which is a

continuation in the wiles of I:FA meetings aimed at promoting quality
basic l'Aucation for All by the year 20O0 For informationon this meeting
contact.

Frank lethod
Tel TOR 875-4221 email fmethodka usaid gov
(it Kate TOrkington Bernard van leo Foundation
Tel.. RI-70 351-2W.' lax R1.7(i 3qI-2 R7R

July 2-5,1996
Sunima on ( Rohl, ad

Manda Plidmpines

The idea for an Asian Sumnut was born during the World Summit on
Children and Television held in March 1905 The Asian nnut is
designed to examine the role of die media in hal nessmg t support
of every ,,ectof ol society tor the survival development and growth of
cluldien in the context of their rights The Summit seeks to bong
together Ministers of Information and Irducation top executives from
national and private broadcasting networks print and publishing
media and the advei using industtv to renew thenrcommitment
towards safeguarding the lights ()I children . A parallel ( hildrens
Stunmit will be held to elicit the views of children on the media of
today and tomon ow and on how the mass media can serve their best
interests including those children with less access and means to new
communication tet hoologies hit mow infoimation (ono(
I coy de los Angeles-Bautista
l e l (,;'.7. 7"ff St Silo, 7 2 1 ( 057 1 a



August 6-9,1996
Young Children: Priorities and C'hallenges in the 2 is I ( entaty

OMEP Thailand and the Faculty of Education
Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

OMEP Thailand, in collaboration with Chulalongkorn University is
hosting an international conference on Young Children: Priorities and
Challenges in the 21st Century. The objectives of the conferences are:

to exchange experiences and opinions on problems in young chil-
drens development,
to examine the current and urgent needs of young children in the
Asia-Pacific region.
to demonstrate mutual intentions for the safety and education of
Asia-Pacific young children.
to promote cooperation, collaboration and good understanding of
early childhood professionals in the Asia-Pacific region.

There will be a pre-conference session on Constructivist Early
Education. This will be held July 29August 2nd. For more informa-
tion about the conference contact:
Dr. Udomluck Kulapkhitr
Department of Elementary Education, Faculty of Education
Chulalongkorn University
Phaya Thai Road, Bangkok, 10330
Tel: 662') 218-2600; Fax: (662) 218-2605

7-1 pfo

September 5-8,1996
Beyond Beqing

Association for Women m Development Annual Meeting
Washington D.C.

The 1996 AWID Meeting takes as its theme progress toward imple-
mentation of the Platform for Action from the United Nations Fourth
World Conference on Women. The Program Committee is seeking
proposals from all regions of the world to meet the following goals.

to provide an opportunity for participants to give status reports on
progress toward implementation of the Platform of Action and the
country commitments, and learn of progress worldwide;
to share information about education and advocacy ef forts that have
been effective, and to learn from failures as well as successful activities,
to urge practitioners, policymakers and academics to consider how
they can he assisted by the perspective and approach of each other
and to develop cross-disciplinaiy strategies when possible:
to build skills in advocacy. fundraising, media. use o; .esearch data
and other organization-building techniques;
to strengthen collaborative relationships with other organizatums--
regional as well as sectoralthat share AWII)s goals and principles

For information contact:
Karen Mulhauser
AWID Forum Program Chau
Fax (202) 463-0182, awid(rt igc apc org
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October, 1996
Regional ECCD Institute

Windhoek. Namibia

Alan Pence of the University of Victoria and Barnabas Otaala of the
University of Naimbia will be organizing a three-week Institute at the
University of Namibia for ECD personnel in Eastern and Southern
Africa. with support from UNICEF This Institute is an off-shoot of the
Institute held in Canada in 1005. The basic structure for the Institute is
that it (I has a limited enrollment of 20-23 individuals, who (2. arc
mid-career professionals in the held of ECG.). with (3 varied back-
grounds in early childhood services, and who will benefit from (41a
highly interactive and participatory experience with similarly experi-
enced professionals from other countries. The focus of the I 9%
Regional Institute will be: Tile Ecology of Child ( are International Case

Studio and Afritim Expo ma CS Faculty tor the Institute will include
Margaret Kabiru, from Kenya and Tuntutve Mwamwenda from the
University of the Transkei and ludith Evans m addition to Barnabas
Otaala and Alan Pence For further information contact:
1)r. Alan Pence
Professor, Unit lor Child Care Research
School of Child and Youth Care
University of Victoria
P.( ) Box I 700
Victoria B . Canada V8W 21.2
Tel .004 72 I 0357: Fax. I 72 I -8977
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THE CONSULTA TIVE GROUP ON EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE AND DEVELOPMENT (CG) is art inter-

national interagency group dedicated to improving the condition ot young children at risk The
CC. grounds its work in a cross-disciplinary view of child care and development

Launched in 1984 the CG has taken as its main purpose the fostering of communication among
international donor agencies and their national counterparts among decision-makers tunders researchers pro-
gramme providers parents and communities with the goal ot strengthening programmes henetating Young chil-
dren and their families

The Consultative Group is administered and represented lw its Secretariat The ( aoup includes a broad-based
network ot participating organisations and individuals who share a commitment to tostermg the well-being and
healthy development ot young children Administrative backstopping is provided lw the High Scope Foundation

The Coordinators Notebook is prepared lw the Secretariat of the CG with support from the Aga Khan Foundation the
Bernard van Leer Foundation I mei-American Development Bank IDB -:asie the ( Auldren USA UNICEF
UNESCO USAID and the World Bank

-GOALS

To INCREASE THE KNOWLEDGE BASE The CG gathers synthesizes and disseminates information on

children s development drawing trom neld experiences traditional wisdom and scientific research

TO SERVE AS A CATALYST The CG works to increase awareness ot issues affecting children develop-

ing materials and strategies to help move communities organisations and governments from rhetoric
to practice, from policy to programming.

To BUILD BRIDGES The CG fosters networking among those with common concerns and interests.

working across sectoral divisions, putting people in touch with the work ot others by organising meet-
ings by disseminating information through publications, and by serving as a communications point

To SERVE AS A SOUNDING BOARD The CG engages in dialogue with tunders and decision-makers

about developments in the field providing the base tor policy formulation planning. programming
and implementation

Members of the Secretariat occasionally provide technical assistance to individual organisations in
programme design, implementation and evaluation, and in the writing of technical papers and reports.

The Coordinators Notebook is produced twice annually It is one ot our networking tools Each issue fo-
cusses on a particular issue or topic. as well as offering network news We try to provide information

on the most appropriate research held experience and practices to benefit individuals working with
young children and their families We encourage you to share this information with the other net-
works you take part in Feel free to copy portions ot this Notebook and disseminate the information to

those who could benefit from it. Please let us know about any programmes or efforts benetating young

children and their families in which you may be involved

For further information and to subscribe contact:

Dr ludith L Evans
6 The Lope

Haydenville. MA 01039 USA
Tel 14131 268-7272 Fax. t 4 131 268.7270

infrwrecdgroup coin
world-wide web http i,www ecdgroup corn

The Consultative Group can also be reached through:

Dr Robert (i Myers
Insurgentes Sur 4-H1

Ed 25-304
Tlalcoligia

D F 14430 MEXICO
Te1/1-ax (52-51 573-0924

e mail iinverstolaneta apc org

CC Sec retanat
UNICEF House, DH-40(,

Three United Nations Plaza
New York, New York 10017

Tel (2121 702.7233
lax 12121 702.7(4')


